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h Introduction 

a. Foreword 

Within this research a flow and a model for 'structural optimisation of 
nroducţion şyşţemş through parţnerşhins' for improvement in hiişiness 
performance - dependent on business situation - is developed. The 
chapters consecutively contribute to developing the model. The chapters 
themselves handie one topic a time and are recommended to be read at a 
time. Chapters 1, 2 and 5 due to their subject can be read stand alone. 

The reader may interpret the ordering scheme of figures as foilows, that Is 
the r. ana încîvîci'ja! craering numoer. 
Formulas and rules are ordered by 'chapter' and an ordering number. 

b. Scope of the Thesis 

(n times of market saturation and customers getting more educated and 
liberated in choosing their product of need by their suppiier of choic-e, 
enterprises have to be structured for coping complexrty and dynamics and 
have to be managed by innovative concepts in order to perfonn up to 
suppiier of choice. 
In this environment rules to conduct business in a structured way of 
detailed planning and pure focus on production techhlques, information 
technologies and creating the ability tb suppiy customers are getting 
obsolete. 

Structuring of enterprises is a key tool for management for leveraging 
people's rrîotîves for respons!b!!ĵ y towards gaining flexibility and increasing 
speed for resuits. Besides internai structuring especlally externai 
şţructurinn by mergers anri acquisitionş (MAA) beC-Ome a more and more 
widely adopted strafegic management tool of structuring in the global high 
tech Industries. The reasoning for this is business reasoning - one 
company can't build up aii required competencies by itself in order to cope 
with fast and vast growth in capital intensive research and development 
(R&D) oriented markets. Mergers and/or acquisitions therefore are used for 
structural optimisation of production by extending the product portfolio 
and/or extend the value chain in order to achieve a better position of the 
company within the market. 

In fact a lot of the mergers do fail - despite there being wide variety of 
literature avaiiable on MSA explaining theoretica! financial valuation 
methods, legal aspects to take care of, concepts, models and giving 
examplfts of siioofiRRfiiI mernftrs bv dftsr.rihino thfiir nost merner hiisinfiss r - ^ . - - f • - p - - - - - - - - -
success. Similar to divorces within private life with a rate of around 30% 
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and above for some countries. For mergers industry consultants estimate a 
f o i l i i r â r a f â n f o K i ^ i i t ^ 0 0 / » O n o n f t h o r o a c n n c f r \ r f o i l i i r o i c \ A / i f h i n t h o f i â l H c 

of managing the hidden value of high tech industry - the human resources 
- in order to aain effftctive svnftrav of mre mmnetennies to a bfitter 
Strategic positioning in the market place. 

The reason assumed for the huge failure rate is the lack of a dedicated 
process and objectîvise decisîon toofs for structuring from selectmg 
appropriate partners for co-operation, partner evaluation and selection of 
crucial changes for efTicient and effective management by quick derivation 
or quantityabie outputs. 

VVrthlri ine thesis a flow arid rnodeis are ueveloped for ine compleie 

enterprises towards an optimised production structure - derived frcn^ 
theory and business cases, verified with a case study - in order to reduce 
risk of failurfi of a partnershin 

The thesis focuses on the high tech indi.istry as there are the dedicated 
r ^ h a l i o n n o e h i i n o i n \ / o e t m a n t e r a n i i i r a H a n H a n H • o r > h n r > l r > n \ / r 4 o \ / a l r \ r \ m a n t 

times are be!ow product life cycles. Therefore this industry has required to 
fînri stnictural solutions for optimisation 
The thesis exploits knowledge from different sciences like industrial 
management, mathematics. artificial intelligence. philosophy, management 
theory, physiology, blology, business economics, etc. in order to 
understand modelling and human behavioural action in a way to positively 
influence and open up motivational factors and suppress mental and 
physiologicai barriers. Some singular findings themselves very likeiy are 
veiy weii Known to many ot us, tjut the comdinatton and the appiication in 
management does lead towards new concepts of more efficient leadership 
piocesse's. 

The nriodel developed can serve as a consulting guideline for anyone 
i n ^ ' O l V S d ^ m o r n a r r > r n a t \ A f r t r U A e t a K I i e h n r t A n t •hroMnhr>n+ t h a ^ n m n l a t e 

cycle from idea to realisation in valuation and execution methodology. 

c, Structureof-theThesis 

The first chapter, the introduction, explains the constant change of 
societies and econom.!es and thus the need for continuous advancem-ent of 
structural concepts for coping with the challenges of complexity and 
change within the industry. 

The second chapter covers the state of the art theory and practicai 
proceedip.gs in stnjcturing a production system/enterprise. The output of 
this chapter is the decrjption of the problem to be solved by the contribution 
of the thesis Thiş iş reali.sed by anşlyşlş of concepts and toolş for 
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structural optimisation by evaluating the potential benefits and legal 
a c n o r ^ f c P i ^ n r ^ o n f c f r \ r f i i t i i m r % r i o n t o H m o n o n o m â n f n f f r c i r f o l c o n H 

networks are discussed in order to dassify the problem within state of the 
art This nhantftr is Rynthesized from disnussion with varinus ronsiiltandes^ 
venture capital companies, high lech enterprises, business schools, 
literature and business experience in managing a network. 

The third chapter concludes state of the art in 'staictural optimisation of 
n r / ^ H i i r ^ f i n n e \ / c f â m c t h m i i n h n a r f n o r c h i n e ' i H o n f i ^ / i n n n o â H fr\r imnrA\/omian+ 
and deriving a target for the thesis." the following chapters do represent 
own contrihiiţionş 

The fourth chapter analyses samples in the indijstry for data available at 
point of decision and condusicns drawn for stnjcîura! change. Those c^ta 
are abstracted to genej-âlised parameters ând attributes for modellirig of 
enternrisftR within the flow of stnjntural ontimisation. The samnles are r r r 

seiected in a way to validate the model for a wide framework of applicability 
for 'economies of scale', 'synergise on competencies' and 'synergise on 
system'. 

The fjfth chapter does appiy different sciences for structuring and 
parameter extraction for the model - especially for the management of 
change. Besides natural sciences humanistic sciences are appiied tor 
synttiesizing new ideas for executing projects highiy efficient in newiy 
strucjtureu eriviroririierits. A sirnpre and effective leadershrp tjoricjepi is the 
result Io establish a highiy dynamic and responsive enterprise to maintain 
I a s H i n a a n v / i r r t n m a n t f r \ r c a t i e f \ / i r > n n f r > \ A / n a r e a n H 

investors in the long run - by focussing on the customer. 
This chapter does combine knowledge from sciences heyond management 
and engineerlng to develop a comprehensive understanding of basic 
mechanisms of root cause and result/target. The findings are appiied to 
identify a framework for parameter selection for identiftcation of 
optimisation in structure and personnel performance within an enterprise 
and its management The sciences appiied also are physiology 
(understanding reactivity of human beings), psychiatry (for correct 
interpretation ot human behaviour) and socioiogy (tor understanding ettects 
orv sut> ordinance and confomiity). 

Within the sixth chapter the work flow and mathematical models are 
H a \ / o l n r > a H a n r l H a e ^ r i K a r l t r » i H a n t i ^ / H a H i / ^ a t a H n / ^ i n t e f n r m a n a n a m a n t 

action as a basis for structured and effective procedure through evaluation 
un to merger Based on the milestones a comprehensive model supporting 
the generation of results for evaluation of partners for networks towards 
increasing management efficiency during merger is developed. The 
findings generated of the analysis of case studies and of leadership and 
management theory are transformed for representation in the model. Fine 
tuning in its structure and aigorithms to be appiicable - according to its 
purpose - in a business environment rather than a technical environment 
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will lead -to a transfer from a formal mathematical technical description to a 
\ / A r h o l m n n i a f a r x / H o c r ^ r i n f i x / o l o n n u o n o T h o m n H o l â \ / n l i i f â c f m m o f o / ^ h n i ^ o l 

effectiveness maximisation to an economic input output optimisation -
^af̂ ily to hf̂  appiied 

In the seventh chaptera verificatlon of the model with the Yeal world' (Lê  
^ s c o c f i i H \ / N i c H n n o T h o m n H o l i e o n n l i o H i n q r A n r â C â n f o f i \ / â r ^ o c â — f h o 

acquisition of a business unit from an International large scale Corporation 
bv a ninhfi niaver and their subsenuent nneraer ^due to leaal reasons thosft 
companies remain anonymous). The model is introduced into the 
management decislon process. 

The eighth chapter discusses the contributions on improvement in solving. 
the problem of 'sfuctural cptimisatiop. cf production systems' by the flow 
and model for rationalisation in decislon. The flow and model In structure, 
behaviour emniric results and annllcation are disnussed for imniementation « « « 1 9 

into the management process. 

xi. Changes of Pixxduction Cxxncepts îhrough trulustnal Revokiticns 

About 200 years ago, around 1790 the word technology' first time was 
used to describe production know-how through.out differen.t trades. in 
between 1750 and 1850 varlous technical innovations were developed 
enabling the switch from pure manufacturing (hand crafting) to machine 
production. An increasing number of machines for all kinds of appiications 
were the indicator for the first industrial revolution - starting from England. 
Maj'nfy textile manufacturing made use of the new tools and was changed 
into a high volume production industry - independent of performance of 
manual won<. Isolated mventions were made that did not make use of 
academic sciences nor were universities supporting technical 
developments. It did last until early 190Q that engineerlng sciences were 
fully recognised wlthin the sclentiflc society. Also social aspects of working 
ciass peopie were not taken cere of and e*pioitation led to worst social 
conditions of living for working class peopie. Finaliy the working class 
unified and began to fight. Social laws were brought into effect as a 
consequence. 
The second industrial revolution made did combine the individualised 
manufacturing steps and combined them to a process chain. Conveyor belt 
mass production with a combined material and Information flow was the 
resuft or thts new krnd ot manufacturing. New processes tor hardenmg steef 
were invented that enabled production of standardised iron parts for 
asbeîîTbîy. Tiie îTiost faîîious exaTTipfe of appiication of boiri of ijiese 
concepts/inventions was Ford with the production of Tin Lizzy. The industry 
swstched from a high volume production to a mass manufacturing- The 
Increase In productlvity did also allow paying higher wages to labourers and 
a la.Sting change from an anricultiiral society tO an indi.iRţrialised şociety 
couid take place. /WOMACK/, /DRUCKER/ 
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Figure 1 .d. 1 A/VARNECKES/ xloes summarise the key dates of the 
Industrial revcjut'orss. 

Industrialisation 1800-2000 

1800. wuru .u^iiiriuiuqy* Wdb* ubbd firbl Lirrit; fur .rridnurduiurinq kiuw-huw 

Induştrialisation 

!00U 

KaDonansanon 

"loUu 
.̂ lîîDmaTîon 

- 1 3 5 0 

Hans SchvMBndner, Contributions for Structural Optimizatlon of Production Systems 
200? 

Page 3 

/Figure l.cLIIndustrialisation. 18QQ-2QQQ/ 

Based on the highiy automated manufacturing concepts the third industrial 
r â \ / ^ l i i f i n n r ^ r ^ i i l r l e f o r f f h ^ i n f r i ^ H i i ^ f i r ^ n r i f h i i m a n m ^ n t o l n ^ a r f / ^ r m o r i n â ' W V W 4 W M W 4 4 WWM- IWi WMWOI ^ VI 4 W VI W M W W V I 4 W-l -l « V«-l 4-«Wt-I •• «4JW4-IWA4 ^ •• 4 « «^M 4 W W 

increasing data processing machines. Decision processes couid be 
improved dramatically hy inţerconnecting informaţion flnwş anri making i.işe 
of the capabilities of computers for performing much faster than human 
brains on high volume data processing. Mass production couId be 
transfornr»ed into flexible manufacturing. 

By gaining higher productivity througfi using machines withln the 
agricultura! sector people were available to work in the industry. The 
increase ot productivity v»nthin the industry enabied the payment ot higher 
wages and the increase of capabllity to pay for services. In combination 
wrih fiew iechftubgies etrabtifig kfjuwitsdge-wurktfig thcfi i;art be apptied fot 
further productivity gains -an increasing part of the society is ̂ l e to live 
within the service sector. .Nethertheiess the ser.'ice sector is dependent on 
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a tiighly productive agriculture and industry. 
Figure 1.d.2. A^'ARNECKE1/ doss show thoss st'-t'Ctura! changss 
throughout productivity gains. 

Productivjty and Sector Development 

DmoHi iot* jtK * DCrVÎLC 
«m • * 

II lIJIJMII 1/11 

AgricuiTure 

Hans Schv^ndner, Contributions for Structural Optîmization of Production Systems 

/Figure l.d.2.: Productivity and Sector Development/ 

Page 4 

The service industry by nature did also enable a connpJetely new kind of 
u i â o l f h f r \ r f h r \ c o x A / r ^ r l ' i n n l A / i f h i n t h i c c â r ^ f n r X A / h o r â n r r k f î f c m i f rsf n r r ^ H i «« «VKI. c ^ «« «.VA •.«.•. «.«.w W - « m W w* . « W W W W • •• VĴ  

.gains within agriculture and industry had and have to be used to invest in 
anqijisition of next aeneration nroriuction fantors knowlfidae and servicft 

* W 4 J W 

production does nearly need zero investment in multiplication of volume. 
For example the hardware value of a software CD-ROM is about 0.1€ 
whereas the product value can be orders of magnitude higher. 

The change towards a service structure was also supported by new 
sciences enabiing management of industrial enterprises and analyslng 
economic and sociologicai structures and phenomenon. Especiaiiy the tiSA 
did take a iead in management research and education. This management 
îead dki efidbfe iiie US tjuorioîiiy to leuovef dtid evefi suipass in once îosi 
industries- For example the automotive industry did seem to be lost to the 
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Japanese Industry, but leadership could be regained. /DRUCKER/ 

Overall industrial revolutions took advantage of inventions that enabled 
riemunlino nf hiiman nftrformanrfi and indiistrv oiitnnt Hiiman nowftr was r w - - »• - • . . . . ^ . . . . . . . -

performed by machines, human machine interconnection was substituted 
by automatlon, and supervision and cx)ntrol was deleqated to computers. 

Stm a lot of tbe industry is managed according to the economic principie of 
m ^ v i m i e i n n o f T i r ^ î o n r ^ x / = x / o l i i â / o f F / ^ r f \ A / i f h t h ^ r s f ^ n x i i e i / ^ n i n n t h â • t D M ^ t t t ftiwtl V W» »W» % « « t W » W t w WWftW» » W » W» ft « V» 

future as a predlction of environmental changes and thereof deducted 
riptaiiftd nlans 

e. Increasing Complexity and Dynamics 

AII occurrences, events, situations in life are phenon îenon that can oniy 
appear due to the slmultaneous co-app6aranc6 of other events !n order to 
understand all phenomenons influencing the business, one must 
understand also the basic events leadinq to the ohenomenon. /FETZ/, 
/NESTLE/ 
Within the last century the amount of effects driving a phenomenon has 
increased as globaVisatîon of markets, information, know-hov^, energy and 
innovation in technology in combination with saturation of markets and thus 
increasing individualism of customers took place, just to name a few 
factors. 
Gveraii ine infiuencrng factors for decision, the concepts to evaiuate 
optiona for action and the diversity of execution on manufacturer and 
r » i i c f r » m < a r c i H a h a \ / a i n o r a a e a H H r a m a t i / * a l l \ / T h i e m i i l t i t i i H a r > f n n t i n n c i n \ A / a \ / 

Of acting and in change of effects is understood as complexity. 
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Complexity Driving Faclors - Enablers 
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Hare SchwBndner, ContribuBons for Structural Optimization of Production Systems 
2003 

Page 3 

/Figure 1.e.1.: Complexity Driving Factors - Enablers/ 

Figure 1.e.1. /WARNECKE1/ summarises complexity driving factors. 
Obviously the process of increasing complexity has to be taksn into 
account more seriously whenever there is the approach to envision the 
fiiţiire and to reduce it tO very singular elements Instead of analyşing every 
detail of any structure and fixing one specific plan it is more important to 
take a view from the distance in order to understand the basic principles 
and interdependence of structures. Then those structures can be reversibly 
interpreted as enablers for new business opportunities. 
Simple examples for the lîmitation of peoples' minds through concepts 
developed during education and culture are the naming of landscapes 
according to mental concepts of 'homs', taces", figures'. One can make 
the simple experiment himseif looking at clouds and trying to discover 
forms. Moşi people w«i discover faces' or iorsos' firsi and once identified 
those it will be hard for them to switch that to identifying a different object 
within tbe same scene. A/ESTEP./ 

New technical interclisciplir.ary concepts can Jead to new product solutions 
for existing problems. For example in şyrger/ parsnchyms ars 
frbm' breeding. Different methods can be applied in order to !ead to the 

horH frN cf̂ M̂  
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phenomenon dried blood crust or sealed parenchyma. Blood can be 
r ^ n i c f â H t h r / M i n h f i h r i n n l i i o t h m i i n h h o o f f r n m o l o / ^ t r i r ^ i f x / l o c o r r \ r h n t Q Î r A e 

a new concept the parenchyma can also be sealed by being heated 
throijgh absorntion of light. By iising a special wave length the blood is not 
absorbing the iight or any other liquid within the body but the parenchyma 
oniy. Based on this principie of physics appiied in medical surgery a 
successful new product solution was developed that enabled a new quality 
of surgery In liquid/bloody environments. /NK Optik/ 

Besides complexity the dynamics of markets is constantly increasing. 
E^ynaTîics can also be defined in a way that it is a part of corrsplexit/, but in 
the foilowing synthesis those two words are used with independent 
meanings and dynamics expressing the speed of change and frequency of 
appearance of new phenomenon influencing complexity. 

Flgure 1 .e.2. /WARNECKE3/ does give some examples on techniques and 
Inventions from the last millennlums. Geographical barriers on the one 
hand hindered the Information flow due to lack of 'International travel'. 

Migration of Technology' from/to China 

i-rsrr; uhsnsts Wsstsrr. Wsro Lftg [ccRtuRssj 

v.-?:.:.:: t.'3::s i;: 
Crossbow 
Underground dhllinq 
ircri CuGurîcs 
Csrdsn ^spsnsiGi 
ClQck work escaDement 
N2UÎÎC3! h'nncîp'.es Tcr uonsîriJCBOP. 
uun Howder 
l i ^ 

Paper 
Printing with removeable letters 
KU: iw 

From Weetem World to Chinm 

13 
11 
^ n s 
I Kjr- I 

r\ n 

6 
>1U 
4 

12 

4 

bcrew 
îJLTî̂ jr î 
Crank shart 

r . i : . . . 
i4 t c 

•isrîc Schvrcrîcîp.crj CcrîîrîbiîîErîc fer SîrjctLîrcî! 0zîîiryî!z2ticri cfPrcjjLîCticn Svctcrrîc IWâ 
Pcyc 4 

/Figure 1.e.2.: Migration of Technology' from/to China/ 
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On the other hand the openness for innovation and experimentation by 
fanrfcK/inn Lnr̂ xA/lâHriA frr̂ m r̂ nê  cr̂ iânr̂ A in \A/oe oler̂  \/An/ limifArl Th î 

J I I I M I W V V ISiP V * ^ W I I W I I I ISî  W W I < ^ I t w w I I I W « I I W W I I W I VVW4W W4IWW « W l J t l l l l l W « ^ V I « • 11*^ 

most obvious example is medical surgery. where the religious believe in the 
rftmainlno of the soiil within cftrtain nroans hindftreri nnst mortal horiv xy - . - . - . . . . . . j 

opening for research reasons. Or It took 2000 years from the ancient Greek 
or Egypts to re-establish the research on astrology based on the concept of 
a 'round worid' instead of a 'disk'. 

Todays speed in information flow and information accessibility enables to 
use and generate new products in markets and regions inaccessible or not 
thought about before. Therefore the dynamics is a threat on existing 
solutions but an opportunity for any innovation. 

Increasing complexity and dynamics also have the consequence that 
cinniilar intallinanr>a anH lcnrt\A/-hn»A/ «na norenn ie nr>t onminh 
substitute the experience of the executing staff in an enterprise or 
Romehow linked to the enternrise as a sunnller consultant customer 

r » » ' » ' 

shareholder, etc. In order to make use of most accessible and necessary 
know-how for process optimisation and decision improvement the 
relatlonship between all those stakeholders has to be shaped In a way 
where all can and want to contribute in reaching the success as defined by 
the enterprise. Usually this requires openness and trust enabled by 
transparency and being informed. 
Management then has the key tasks ot choosing and detining the targets 
for the enterprise, to set up a structure where aii functions are made 
avairable - indudirig externai c;ompeieric;es - io generate targeted 
phenomenon and to allocate the resources to define and execute 
processes for achieving the targets. Generate customer value. 
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2. Structuiing of Production Systems 

Structuring of production is an important management task in order to optimise 
competence set-up for capital returns and to keep competitiveness at an optimum 
ievei. in fast and vast growth high tech markets one company can't buiid up aii 
required competencies by itself. but has to combine with partners to better exploit 
the manufacturing capabilities by extending the product portfolio and/or extend the 
value Chain in order to achieve a better position of the company within the market. 
Thereby mergers and acquisitions become a more and more widely adopted 
strategic stnjcturing management tool. 
On the other side internai structuring methods are developed that enable faster 
processes and constant innovation/change to cope with compiexity and dynamics 
from the outside worid. Those methods are based on concepts that suppori the 
intrinsic motivation of educated people driving for coping challenges and 
chalienglng their projection on success. 
Enterprises are systems and therefore can be represented through system 
modelling methods The descrlptlon of the method of frames and of the method of 
production systems does conciude this chapter. Elements and formuias of these 
methods are selected later on to serve for developing an enterprise model for 
structuring. 

a. Motivatîon for Co-Operations - Merger and Acquisition 

Merger and Acquisition are structuring tools with most legal and finandal 
unification among partners. In general all intentions and valuations valid for 
merger and acquisition can be applied for the other kinds of co-operation. 
For this reason M&A is taken as a superset of co-operation and reference 
within this thesis to synthesize available models and flows for the 
stnjcturing process. Acquisition means the complete purchasing of an 
enterprise by another enterprise. Merger means the complete structural 
and process integration of the acquired enterprise with the structures and 
processes of the purchaser. 
Foilowing the four major goals for co-operation are discussed. 

Cost Reduction through Synergies and Economies of Scale 

Within the 70-ies and 80-ies synergy was the key intention for fusions of 
enterprises Economies of sc^le lead to cost reduction especially in 
production and deveiopment. The theory appiied is the 'iearning curve' 
/HENDERSON/, posting that with every doubling of production volume 
knowledge does increase in a way that production cost does decrease by a 
certain percentage. For instance in semiconductor industry the Iearning 
curve has a slope of 25-35% /INFINEON/ per doubling of volume. Any 
acquisition therefore is an opportunity for a step function in volume 
increase for any enterprise. Thereby the own cost position can improve in a 
competitive ranking. 
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For cJevelopment there is the experience that for sharing effort for same 
Ha\/olnnmonf nnal lâoHc tn o nrrinnrfir^nal Horroaeo nf offnrf onH r̂ nct 

W * WlWfb^ • * twr* • 4 I W ^ W i W « V V« ^ t w * twai V I IV* W W W ^ I 

proporţional to the number of partners. Every partner only has to bear a 
r>art of the comniete effort Kev criticai for the kinri of co-oneration in I 
deveiopnftent ar« the goals for use of developed inteltectual property (1P). ir» 
joint development of DRAM semiconductor devices for instance IBM, 
Siemens, and Toshiba the cost of severa) €100 mHllon for multiple 
generations were split among the three partners and led to a competitive 
position - also without legal unification of partners. /INFINEON/ 
Nether the less there is an overhead involved in any kind of co-operation in 
production, development, etc. that may not be under estimated. Not 
invented here syndrome', alignment of goals, processes and contributions, 
rnafioiyernent and cuiniTiunication effuit iead tu an uveiiiead in uetween 15-
30% of the total effort, assuming two partners. Instead of expected 50% 
nor nartnar oanh nna hac Kaar /CAPMMOrWCrUI II P w w w . W . . W . . W V . w w w . . . . . W . . . . w w . . w w . . w w w . 

RO-SENHEJM/The overhead does increase.exportentialfy with adding nîore 
nartners I 

Exten^îon of Market Access atid Irmovation 

Wilhin the 90 -̂ies the most Important criterlon for co-operatlons were turned 
away from a pure c-ost Improvement perspective to improvement in market 
access through extension of produci linesandaccess to new customers. 
/BOYETT/. /NEFF/ Time to market for fast occupation of markets through 
innovation got key for valuation: Analysis wlthin the DRAM semiconductor 
market have shown that a delay in market entry for the latest generation of 
about six months leads to an EBIT loss of about€250 miilion. /INFINEON/ 
This is derived out of the initially high prices in combination with the steep 
slope of the learning curve within this industry, where prices are to fall 30-
90% within three months. 
increasing fiexibiiity in gettirig capiiai from the stock markets (iess 
regulation&for start-up companies in dedicated segments, for example the 
fo.Tner 'Neuer Markt' in Germany) led to an over impcrtance of revenue 
growth potentlâl In valuation for market capltallsatlon. This is in contrast to 
credit finşnc.ed investmenţş, whereby the investorş requeşt 8 ju-StifiC-ation of 
potential success primarily by cost-controlling capabililies based on existing 
revenue. /McKinsey et al./ 
In markets with moderate growth rates only partners are preferably 
suppiementing the products for a 'system solution'. Existing customers 
should be supplled with an extended portfollo with the potential to reduce 
cost in the longer run by combining several products into lesser sub 
systems. 
More start-up type companies with innovative ideas preferably go for 
estabiished iaige coipoiations witîi estabiisheu saies diannds. Triey iiave 
to find a solution for the intention of fast market access and eventually 
combining a sole product into a complete system. Vice versa the large 
Corporation can take advantage of the fiexibiiity and speed of the start-up in 
developing innovative products and realişaţion of time tO market The 
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preferred structuring option for start-up companies is acquisition and 
m o r n n r o c a n \ / n n - n n o r a f i n n \ A n f h o l o r r i â o n f o r n r i c f i k l â o H c f r » a n o v i c f â n f i o l 1 I I W * g w i I V«W Wil • J V^W ^ i w • • • • i ^t • wa l\i«f W» » • i w W v a i t • « • w i 

dependency for the start-up. /SSSB/, /SCHRODER/ 

Access to Capital 
Short product life cycles in combination with increasing capital investments 
for development and production are other motivation factors for partnering. 
Sharing the fmancial burden and risk is the Intention. For example in 
semiconductor industry the capital investment for a latest generation 
production site is €1,6 biliion up /IRTS/. A lot of semiconductor suppiiers 
therefore have set up partnerships with fmancial unifications for investment 
and its use. The company First Siiicon has deveioped this intention to a 
business model, whereby customers in retum to acquisition of a capital 
e h a r a n a t a f i v o r J c h o r o rtf \ * / i t h nrafarrari n r i r ^ i n n a n H f l o v i h i i r h / 

Especially fabless semiconductor companies make use of this model for 
senurina sunnlv for times of short canadties fe.a in the vears 1999-2000V W 1 I ^ t \ w ^ / 

strategic Marl̂ et Access 

Valuation on business potential or 'strategic market access' are another 
intention for partnerships Justification of business potential is done more 
on a Vision in anticipation of future market behaviour than on dedicated 
cost and revenue plâns. Long term investments in combination with huge 
iniţial losses are taken into account. For 'strategic market access' the 
Vision of Daimier CEO Edzart Reuter can be taken as an example. He 
wanted to transform Daimier into a technology-mix-corporation. In 
assumption of later on system synergies within high tech to the core 
segment automotive, aviation, semiconductors and appiiance were bought. 
After some time it got obvious that the differences in market access and 
management were definiteiy overwheiming the internai synergy potentiais 
for Corporation internai suppiy. In the sequential management of Detief 
Schremp most of the acquisitions were sold or closed down - refocusing to 
automotive. /KETS DE VRfES/, /DB/Another exampfe for strategic market 
access are the UMTS licenses bouaht bv telecom comnanies in Germanv 

W ^ I ^ 

€100 bitiion vtfere invested in licenses oniy with neither existing 
infrastructure nor existing consumer equipment. /SSSB/ 

b. Legal Structuring Options 

Legal Structuring Options for Co-operations 

Dependent on the intention of the tying together of partners there are 
different legal structures possible. Those legal stmctures also mean 
different ievels of financial invoivement or dependence. Figure 2.b.1. 
shows those options. /SSSB/, /BESCHORNER/, /QUESTRA/ et al. 
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Cooperation Modeis Legal/Financiai Unification 
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Hans Schviendner, Contributions for Structural Optimization of Production Systems 
20Q3 

Page 5 

/Figure 2.b.1.: Cooperation modeis legal/financial Unification/ 

The most loose connection in terms of legal and financial ties is the simple 
contract based suppîy reîationship, strategic alliance or project co-
operation. Either a product or service is suppiied for monetary 
cnmnftnf^ation or a nontract cov^rf̂  a morft intftn5;ivft ro-on^r^îtion alona thft I ' t 
value Chain, For instance in a joint product definition, whereby a suppiier 
can make use the appiication experience of an innovative lead customer, a 
product Is defined jointly and later on jointly tested in appiication. Same can 
appiy for interfacing with different steps of the value chaln for production, 
whereby the success of high product quality is correlated with the suppiy of 
iniine soft facts on each others production flow. This project type of 
cooperation is successtuily appiied in cooperation across the system value 
Chain and in network type of co-operations with multiple partners. 
Co-opeiatiuns with tying eadi utneis financial plâns ariu joining 
management activities are generally set up as separate legal entities, so C2!!sd !Q!P+ \/antiirae Tha ^nritant r>f o inint x/antiira ic a HaHi/̂ atoH or«ti\/it\/ r>f 
the value chaln and they preferably serve the owners with their servIces or 
results of development. Generally joint ventures nan he found in production 
and deveiopment. 
The tightest connection between companies is a merger where capital. 
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management and infrastnjcture are combined into a new legal enterprise. 
C n r f i i r f h o r ^ r k n c i n n f h ^ a h o c f f i f i n r ^ n n n o r o f i i ^ n t n f h o r o a r ^ h h i i e i n o c c f o r n o f 

different sources for example /INFINEON/, /EURATIO/, /DRUCKER/, 
/MICRONA55/, /RADERMACHER/, /WRO/, /BLEICHER/. and /555Î55B/ are 
ava'ilable. 

Options for Internai Structuring 

Within enterprise different legal structures can be set up in order to support 
varying financial or strategic goals. 
With equal rights the merger parties can be set up In a holding structure as 
affiliates towards a holding company. This structure is generally appiied 
when there are no different treatments required for tax (profit shifts) and 
when the sister companies are about equal in their contributions to the 
n x i a r a l l \ / o l i i a r v f + h a h n I H i n n T h i e c t r i i r t i i r a t h o r a r i i i f ^ i r t n n f / ^ h a n n a e 

at this aspect and thereby might reduce emoţional aspects of a merger. 
Potentiallv the senaration is diRsolveri later on 

Internai Options for Structuring 

Holding structure (atniiates) Hieraciilcal Structure Merger 

Hans SchwBndner, Contributtons for Structural Optimcation of Production Systems 
2003 

Page 2 

/Figure 2.b.2.: Intemal Options for Structuring/ 
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Altematively a legal hierarchy can be built. Hereby one partner is the owner 
of the other with the respective rights for giving directiop^. This stnjcture 
generally is appiied with partners owning a part of the value chain only, for 
example Jonal and International sales entities 

Any complete integration is realised by a merger, whereby all partners are 
m i t i n t n n n a / * r » m r r v > n f r a m o u / n r t ' \ « # i t h r > n o / » r > m m n n m a n a n a m o n t 

Figure 2.b.2. summarizes those structural options. /RADERMACHER/ The 
^iv^^rn-al ^nH in^ornol ^ sknMd x/^ri^fx/ rxrkceîKilifioke inr waik/wvw wŷ v̂̂ t I iCii w«i (%i« ii ivwi i iwti iw î î vv̂ wai vvivtw vwiiis^vj v i viww iwi 

structuring competencles, financlals, etc. Nethertheless it Is important to 
use structuring as a tool for achieving a goal, not the other way round 

c. Advanced Intra-Enterprise Structuring Concepts 

Within the industry and soclety in Germany and other western states there 
Is a lot of uncertainty about the future economic development. 
Globalisation, deregulation, education, access to information, low cost and 
fast transportation, automation, etc. are all very strong influencing factors 
for the way of conducting business on the one hand. On the other hand 
basic mental concepts for solutions like the European way of thinking in 
causality (e.g. Descartes, Newton) and one 'golden way' to achieve 
success or the American way of case studies (e.g. Han/ard Business 
School) provide a framework for tools to analyse and evaluate those 
influencing factors for business strategies. The multitude of shapes of 
economic approaches is probabiy aiso one of the most important and 
obvious pattem within the industry. Recent history seems to proof that this 
complexit/ and dynamics is hard to be dealt though even very sophisticated 
long term and detailed planning approaches. 
Thi.«5 sub chapter will investigatfi on enterprisfi' internai concepts 

Current Concepts for Enterprises 

Successful solutions for enterprises are hardiy objective as they do depend 
very .much on the c.nţerion selected for defining success a.nd aiso on the 
period of observation. Many companies chosen at a certain period in time 
for their excellence may have failed a few years later. E.g. IBM which made 
severe losses In the early ninetles after having completely missed the 
decline of the workstation market. In some cases even companies without 
a product history were selected as successful examples and failed in 
comparison to the expectation. E.g. Amazon was for a long time chosen as 
the model for internet business even as losses topped by far the revenues 
and even up to today it is not foreseeable when cumulated losses are 
regained by profits through customers. /WATERMAN/ 

Nether the less there are some common pattern identifiable that appear in 
many of the successful companies, selected on various criterion. The most 
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well known criterion were synthesised by Peters and Waterman within the 
T^S-mcde!. Simplifisd îhe can be formuJated as /PETERS/: 

- The customer is king 
- K98P foc'jsed on your competenciss 
- Be pragmatic instead of in depth anatysis 
- Entreprenejjrs wanted 
- Staff Is key 
- Saying and doing Is consistent - just do it 
- Fight bureaucracy 
- As much management as necessary as littie control as possible 

The measures derived from this framework of recommendatlon to success 
are very similar aii across the world. Th^y can be compiled tc the buzz 
word of 'lean management' that was widely introduced in the context of 
Japanesft car manufacturing. espenially Toyota /SIMON/. /HINDLE/ 
The measures usually are. 

- Reduction of organisation levels and administration 
- Process orientation and value chains 
- Optimising material and information flow to process flow 
- Initiate continuous quality improvement for products and processes 
- increase tiexibiiity in order to (re)act quickiy to changes ot market based 
on economic success 

The minimum characteristics of a successful future enterprise are: 
_ Prjnefant r»hanno 

«vai « ^ W 

- Quick reaction 
- Extended nualJty 
Constant change means that competitive advantages are measured in 
weeks instead of mcnths or years. Any production system thereby never 
gets into a stable nr>ode but is in constant improvement and adaptation. 
Quick reaction means acc-ess to information anywhere and by anyone who 
needs to have. Within the enterprise and externaily co-operations are 
required to gain access to all relevant information and competencles. 
Extended Quality means more than simply working and reliable products. It 
means improvement in the overall customer-suppiier relationship. 

Successful companies also were able to Implement measurables for thelr 
goals that enabled change tc adaptation or drivlng of new requirements 
within the market. From the pure company internai point of view in the past 
the transfer of the ontimisatjon formula /WARNFCK.F3/ 

{Maximise: efficiency = value/effort (2.1) 

towards 
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iMinimise: effort for processes •»• effort for logistics 

does reflect the ability of change. Here the transition from the second to the 
• h i r H i n H i i c t r i a l r a \ / r > l i i t i n n T h o e o n n t i m i e a t i n n f n r m i i l a e r o f l o r t t h o \ / i a \ A > 

about the market being a suppiiers market and whatever is produced will 
besolfl 

The saturation of markets does require an accelerated transition to a view 
that corresponds to the fina! definition of an enterprise /ZAPKE-
SCHAUER/: 

Enterprise: at least one produces something for somebodyj 

This definition has the consequence that there is oniy one reason for a 
company to exist and to exist from: the customer. In an enterprise is not 
able to satisfy the customers' needs it can not survive. In the long run there 
is no possibiiity for sustaining a company than having a constant money 
stream from the customer. 

Forces Influencing a Company - Money Stream 

• SusgiiSFS 1 
\ " / / \ 

iShsrehQidsr) 

/ 
Envirqnmsrţti 
\ / 

\ / 
Hans SchvMBndner, ContrlbutiorSîor Structural Optîm'ization ofProduction Systems 

( long i e rm) 

2003 
Page 7 

/Figure 2.C.1: Forces Influencing a Company - Money Stream/ 
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Other money sources (investors, governments...) do invest, i.e. they 
expsct 3 return on their investrrient - usualiy more money back than 
brought into the enterprise. Thus the way of sustaining the artificial system 
'entftrnriRe' is satisfying the oniy sourcft for money in ţhe lonn nin - the 
customer. Figure 2.C.1. shows some of the most important influencing 
factors on/within a company. Hereby the question whether staff is company 
internai or externai will be discussed later, but in respect of revenue 
streams staff is definitely outside the company as they stop working or 
being part of the company when payment ends. The direction of arrows 
representing the long term money stream. 

The formula that interprets the relationship towards customers best is 
ZyADl^C.QrMAI IPD/-

jOptimise: cost of operations < customer price < customer value (2.3){ 

This formula is widely independent of the production volume. The customer 
buys a product with a perception of vaJue he generates individualh/. The 
value of usabillty might change after having the product 'in hand', as it 

. usually first time gets into effect when being avajjable For e_xampje the 
value of a convertible sold in v*/inter \n\\\ be fully transparent to the buyer not 
before the first warm and sunny days of spring. Therefore new concepts in 
marketing have to be Introduced in order to influence the perceived value 
at the time of purchasing decision, and consequently new concepts of 
manufacturing that allow concentrating on the perceived value in order to 
optimise cost of goods manufactured corresponding to features realising 
the perceived value. 
Further interpretation on this formula will be done in a subsequent chapter 
aboutneiworking. 

The ability to act and promote change did make the management principie 
for mass production, economies of scale, obsolete. Other factors besides 
cost reduction through high volume manufacturing get more important to 
ririye cqst ri.own and are refiect.ed in the mananemenţ principiei deveioped 
and applied throughout the last decades. 

Especially wlth the principie 'economy of speed' it got important that 
companies started to learn from each other. Benchmarking was widely 
spread and especially western companies started to learn from Japanese 
lean models. 

Future oriented principles must be based on enabling constant 
improvement within aJI sectors of management: selections of task of 
enterprise, structure and allocation of resources. This means constant and 
expedited leaming 
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Figure 2.C.2. A/VARNECKE1/ summarises the development of principles of 
management over the last decades. 

Management Principles over Time 

PrcdL'ct̂ '5̂ / 

• cconomies of Leaming 

nf nnrnprtnnrr: 

Econoroles trf Speea 

: EcoTHjmies of Scope 

1985 1998 

Hans Schviendner, Ccntributions for Structural Optimizatlon of Production Systems 
7nn:i 

Page 8 

/Figure 2.C.2.: Principles of Management over Time/ 

AII samples and evaluations so far proof that there is always a solution to 
cope with the challenges in the industry. Management can achieve good 
company performance when appiying knowledge either from other 
companies or from other sclences. However simply learning from 
competitlon will lead to avold disadvantages, but it won't lead to 
leapfrogging competitors. /PETERS2/ 

Building Structures as Key Management Task 

An enterprise is an artificial system that requires constant communication 
and execution according to the 'purpose' as per definition (at least one 
produces something for somebody). The system is kept alive by certain 
functions (competencies) that have to be put together and have to be 
aligned. This is done through the process of strategic management 
whereby the business manager defines and select the business to be 
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active in, structures the activities and allocates resources for execution. 

The way how flexible a company can act upon dynamics and adapt in 
complex environments is very much dependent on the structure it has. This 
is very similar to the comparison of a huge battle-ship and a fleet of speed 
boats. There was and very likeiy will alv^ays be a purpose for battle-ships, 
but then it might be necessary to work on new concepts to make it faster 
and more manoeuvrable. 
Small decentralised units are seen as more reactive upon change or 
deviation. Therefore any company couid be structured into decentralised 
units defined by their value generated that act dependent on the 
requirement of the externai market and the internai overall target. 
Centralised oniy minor support functions for enabling access to required 
Information and legal management are required at an extreme point of 
view. This conglomerate of minimlsed modules couId have not onIy very 
short feedback loops for the modules itself, but also in the alignment of the 
modules and thus the complete structure couId be rean^anged very fast. 
Responsibility and decision power are to be delegated to shorten ways of 
communication and to eliminate overhead from decision processes. 

Structuring a Flexible Conglomerate of Units 

20Q3 ! 
Hans Schwendner. ContribuBons for Structural Optlmization of Production Systems Page 9 j 

j 
/Figure 2.C.3.: Structuring a Flexible Conglomerate of Units/ 
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Similar to a control process the dynamics and cx)mplexity of the system is 
not just defined by the speed of the feedback loop, but also by the number 
of control parameters and inputs. Figure 2.C.3 /WARNECKE1/ shows the 
factors that are to be taken care for structuring 

Size: the individual units shouid be able to operate widely independent but 
not too large in order to form structures that are complex enough again to 
be split into smaller units. Criteria are the division of labour, the levels of 
management and simplicity in structure. 

Product: AII units shouid follow the definition of an enterprise and thus be 
identifiable by a product that is produced according to the customer value 
requirements defined by this unit. The unit must integrate the necessary 
influence to define, decide and control the customer value - also in cost of 
product generatlon. Processes for value generatlon and revenue 
generation must be supported by the unit stmcture and not intermpted or 
new processes generated in order to 'integrate' the unit. 

Autonomy/Responsibility; The units must be responsible for their activities 
and their economic success, thus they must be profit centers. 
Responsibillty must be transparent and motivating to the people involved, 
thus clear definition and assignment of responsibility is required. 

Through decentralisation enterprises can gain lasting positive economic 
effects on optimisation. For example the enterprise can focus on core 
products and required core competencies for manufacturing. Control and 
administration effort can be reduced for non core products as they are 
decentrallsed In decislon and responsibility and have to optimise business 
results in competition to core products. Agility and competitiveness can 
improve by decentralised product and process innovation. 

The strict building of units finally leads to a fractal company, and for any 
product solution that can not be done within the conglomerate the company 
gets a network element. 

Dynamfcs of Enterprises by integrated Management - Fractals 

Enterprises - in order to enable inner dynamics for acting upon a dynamic 
environment - have to structure themselves. 
The mathematical structures of fractals do describe many real worid 
objects that do not correspond to simple geometric shapes, Fractals 
describe structures of a high complexity and high inner dynamics. The word 
fractal is derived from a Latin word meaning broken. fragmented 
/MANDELBROT/, /MANDELBR0T2/. The characteristics of fractals they 
can be subdivided into fractals v\/hich structurally similar to the total - all 
fractals are a reduced size copy in structure of the total. Fractals are 
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gisnerally setf-similar and independent of scale. Sampfes for fractate-are 
formations of mountalns, surface of broken metal, coast lines or 
Mandelbrot-Sets. Each of those natural formations seems to reveal new 
details when observing them through a magnifying glass or a microscope 
New levels of complexity seem to appear - they don't get simpler. Fractals 
enable the description of similarity of the detail with the total. There is no 
need to be the same - similarity is of importance and completeness in 
terms of structure. 
Transferring the concept of fractals into geography, biology, management, 
etc. those seemingly complex and highiy dynamic structures can be 
handied more easily. The characteristics of the concept have to be 
extracted and to be appiled within the organisation of enterprises and 
business models. 
From an extemal point of view fractal enterprises may not be different from 
convenţional enterprises - at the first glance. The potential and the value 
are mostly within the potential they release from an inner structure and 
approach. 

Appiying the model of 'fractals' to enterprises leads to the capability to cope 
with complexity and dynamics better than conventionally set up enterprises. 

Characteristics of Fractals and Clusters 

Fractals are characterised by 
- seif organisation 
- seif resemblance 
and through intensive feedback during forming of clusters a multitude of 
shapes can appear as an expression of the high dynamics. 

Applied in management the fractal is an independent business unit which 
has clearly identifiable goals and products. 
Fractals are: 
- seif resembling and provide services/products 
- seif organising as their processes are optimised internally 
Fractals drive a dynamic process of defining their goals and setting up their 
internai and externai interfaces and relationships. Fractals form 
themselves, get formed or dissolved or dissolve themselves. 
The overall goal is assembled out of the targets of the individual fractals. 
Those targets are well aligned. 
Fractals make use of a high performance Information and communication 
network whereby they determine the kind and effort for retrieving data and 
thus determine their speed or dynamics. 
Performance of fractals Is measured and evaluated continuousiy. 

A cluster then means a conglomerate of fractals that offer similar kind of 
products. This in between level is important to larger corporations that have 
a very wide spread portfolio of products, or products where the value chain 
can be split into individual steps representing a product on its own. 
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AII atrove^elemerits-need to-be consideFed for^tt ing up-a fractal 
production and this is called an integrated concept. 

Seif Resemtolance: The characteristic of seif resemblance does not oniy 
reflect the organisational set up but It covers the set of enterprise functions 
necessary defining and enterprise. Especialiy. the way of providing a 
product and the way of defining targets and their pursuance is important for 
the overall company. 
In the course of the chapter it got obvious that future oriented companies 
have to establlsh the ability for entrepreneurial thinking and acting within aii 
parts of their organisation, even down to the shop floor. Correlating 
independent business units with fractals and taking the contents of the 
words for synonymous this means that fractals themselves are similar o the 
total fractal production unit/enterprise. This can be taken for granted as the 
oniy requirement is similarity but not equâiity. As part of the entrepreneurial 
thinking fractais can decide on their priorities by deciding on eliminating the 
unimportant and focusing on the important things in their point of view. 
According to fulfilment of a magnitude of different tasks and the multitude of 
potential inputs and output streams the structure of fractals may even 
deviate dramatically from each others. 
Consequently a fractal must not necessarily remain within the legal 
framework of a company but can be tightiy connected to it. 
Fractals still require centralised services - or can receive a higher value 
from centralised functions than doing it themselves. For instance planning 
support or services that are not constantly required within the fractal - but 
again provide value add. Minimisation of central functions (overhead) 
shouid be the overall target in order to enable fractals to an optimised 
product generation and delivery. 
The relationship between fractals is of key importance for enabling 
efficiency on the riext level of fractal. This has the consequence that 
Information no longer is ailowed to be a monopoly but is a matter of 
availabillty. Also the consequence of individual action towards the overall 
enterprise goals must be transparent and available as an input to the 
affected fractals. Therefore fractal decision making and communication 
intemally and externally is required to evaluate and determine the 
consequence of decisions and doing. For example the decision on 
choosing order A or B as priority for production no longer is a matter of 
purely internai optimisation factors but has to take into account what the 
effect for the customer is when choosing A or B. 

Seif Organisation: The characteristic of-self organi&ation of^ fractal 
production does cover operations to strategic management. The integration 
of all levels is important to realise a process of continuous improvement 
and to enable execution of improvement ideas whatever the source may 
be. The consequence for fractal manufacturing is that various fractals may 
use different processes to produce their goods, optimised for their special 
requirement. 
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In practtse thatc^an-lead to different productiorvset ups or fractate that 
produce the same product but one is the standard high volume version and 
the other is a more custom specific lower volume version. The two fractals 
may be set up in parallel or horizontally. In semiconductor industry this 
separatlon is done for hIgh volume standard DRAMs and hjghiy specialised 
logic ICs. In companies like Infineon these different 'fractals' are even 
different production locations. Even the very low volume research and 
development production within those clusters and within the individual 
fractal may be operated individually and may get an own business 
responsibility by providing research wafers also to externai companies for 
new appiications like silicon substrates for mulţi chip packaging or to silicon 
suppfiers. 
The concept of fractals enables thereby an optimisation for manufacturing 
different product-versions without building-barriers for learning f rom^ch 
others or driving common advancement. 

The concept of structuring fractals then will takeJnto account the different 
levels of an enterprise: 
-culture 
- strategy 
- relationships/sociological aspects 
- economical/financial aspects 
- Information flow 
- process and material flow 
and an optimum structure then is assessed primarily around processes, 
material and information flow with a valuation on overall optimum 
management on the other aspects. 

Business Dynamics - Vitaiity 

The concept offractals^o far is a company internai structural framework 
for enabling dynamics. Nethertheless besides the concept within a fractal 
certain know-how or spirit must be available for survival as an enterprise. 
The ability to survive and to live is called vitaiity. Insufficient vitaiity will lead 
to insolvency of the enterprise in the long run. Measurables are for example 
net profit or market share. 
The fractal therefore must have the spirit to permanently influence vitaiity 
positively by improving their success factors internally and externally like 
cost position, production know-how, R&D, management efficiency, 
customer access, financial independence, logistics, location/infrastructure, 
hunran resources, product portfolio, and change in markets, suppiy, 
competition and legislation. 
The criticai success factors for the fractal have to be determined and 
require.constant improvement -Jn alignment with the targets of the fractal. 

The concept of fractals may (ook very similar to various structuring 
concepts so far appiied and described in the industry. Also looking at 
practicai realisation of structuring according to the general criterion 
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- product 
- processes and tools 
- Information and cx)mmunication interconnects 
- material flow 
- human resources (c»mpetencies) 
- Innovation 
the fractals may look as they do not reveal anything new. 

But the i<ey effect of fractals is the recognition of changed and wider range 
of capacity of action and changed goals for fractals than on segments or 
funcţional structures. The consequence of appiication of mathematical 
methods can be a more objective process for assessing the options of 
structuring (building fractals). The more 'neutral' approach of fractals does 
allow enable the view to other options for structuring that may be assessed 
due to the immediate view on the most widely used principie of structuring: 
product. 

The structuring of fractals does focus the structural analysis on the 
requirement of interconnection/interfacing/relationship between funcţional 
units (material and Information flow, human resources). Fractals have to be 
assembled of all relevant functions with optimised interconnects between 
each others internally and externally. 

The most objective approach then is a process that is open to all kinds of 
structuring and enforcing to evaluate and assess the interfaces between 
the to be buiit fractals 
- definition of structural objects and their variables (interface vakjation) 
- assess comparability of variables (importance and standardisation) 
- calculaţi ng deviation per option (interfaces per option) 
- deriving new options and optimisations according to first results 
- assessing results for decision 
The structurinq of the fractal then foilows the principie optimum of 
/WARNECKE3/: 

Fractal:= optimum aggregation of internai vs. externai relationshipsi 
Ţest: Internai relationships are stronger than externai relationships.| 

Figure2.c.4. summarises the 4«ey-elenrîents of structuring fractals. The 
interdependencies in Information and material flow are optimised and then 
the arrangement and structure of fractals is optimised to material and 
Information flow. 
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Structuring Fractals 
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/Figure 2.C.4.: Structuring Fractals/ 

Foilowing the definition of fractals they are derived as a concept for 
simplification of complex environments. By describing one element the 
other elements can be derived by a simiiarity function. Within the Industry 
this is the approach to automation: simpllfy (= reduce the requirement for 
Information to a minimum) then automate. 

Communicatîon and Information 

Processing and distribution of information is a key element of the fractal 
production - one of the principal optimisation factors. Thereby it is 
important that communication is not for its own sake as it is very often 
perceived by too intensive CIM priorisation. The appiication of fractals 
requires not the optimisation of interconnecting all and everything and 
generating accessibility to all and every data - this generates an inflexibility 
in its own IT infrastructura and consequently IT is a manufacturing tool 
rather than a continuous process optimisation decision tool - but requires 
IT systems that suppiy information on process chains and actual/target 
deviation analysis. The necessary data for decision on input factors and 
relevant information for advancing the fractal in a competitive environment 
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have to be suppiied by IT systems. 
There is a shift in focus from utmost detailed control to assessment of 
result oriented parameters. Through modelling of the fractal and capturing 
the key performance data IT must advance to a managerial navigation tool. 
IT in a fractal CIM environment consequently means to optimise the fractal 
internai Information flow and to have clear rules on data responsibility 
distribution and storage throughout the enterprise. 

IT in a fractal production therefore has to advance in: 
- appiication software/programming that supports the modelling of fractal 
functions 
- improvement of the human interface of CIM systems 
- expert support/learning for data gathering and valuation 
- simulation systems for evaluation of options 
- knowledge based processing and control systems (human interface !) 
- intelligent control for quick feedback/corrective action on process 
deviation. 

Even as there is the requirement for improvement in many aspects and 
solutions are not visible, the fulfilment of these improvements is not a 
requirement to introduce fractals. They wouid improve their performance, 
but by definition to a higher degree as they wouId improve with 
convenţional structures. 

Summarised the IT tooling of fractals is shaped according to 
- distributes data sources and data retheval within the network 
- process oriented 
- solution oriented 
- adaptive 

More detailed evaluation on this topic will be done in a foilowing chapter, as 
production networks require even more sophisticated Information and 
communication optim.isation steps in order to cope with complexity and 
cost. Fractals' requirements represent a subset of network requirements 
then. 

Comparison Segmented Production and Fractals 

In contrast to convenţional manufacturing segments the fractals cope with 
complexity and dynamics by being a flexible structure with the perception of 
being an enterprise on its own within an enterprise. Consequently fractals 
have no valuation on operaţional tasks or value add but providing a 
product/service with a measurable customer value. Their structuring does 
change to externai more than intemal requirements despite the principie of 
optimisation according to internai relationships. The management of 
fractals requires new processes for target agreement and different way of 
leadership of staff for motivating to flexibility and optimum processes for the 
overall fractal enterprise. 
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Figure 2.C.6. /WARNECKE1/ shows the comparison of segmented 
production to fractal production. 

Comparison Segments and Fractals 
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/Figure 2.C.5.: Comparison Segments and Fractals/ 

There are various management concepts that are dedicated for certain 
business situations (turn around management, lean management, 
shareholder value...) and therefore may lead quickly to specific business 
instances. In contrast fractal production is a concept with mid term to long 
term but lasting effects due to its overall approach. 

d. Advanced Inter-Enterprise Structuring Concepts 

Gallleo Gailel was one of the most important persons in the development of 
modern sciences and its physics based concepts of earth. Galileo thereby 
was the first to recognise that it is not the movement of a body is of 
importance but the change of movement is the key to observe and to 
discover. In combination with the law of physics that mass stays constant 
scientists started to concentrate on materialistic concepts and neglected or 
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reduced activities in philosophical raţionalism and thinking. 

The universal concept was a globalisation of an unreduceable substance 
that appears in always changing fomns spread all over the universe. 
Substance as such is wlthout value, reason and goal /FETZ/. 

To some extent some of that philosophical discussion on physics can be 
appiied to economics and the development of structures of enterprises. 
Have enterprises at the beginning of the century been viewed upon as 
something mechanistic where everything and everyone had to work as a 
part of a 'clockwork' in every hierarchical structure derived from large 
'organisations' at that point in tinne - the military. Until now the point of view 
upon enterprises has changed through the advancement of different 
sciences whos' concepts were transferred to business, like biology, 
physiology, etc. Enterprises were compared with organisms that have or 
have not developed a capability to survive in harsh environment -
Darwinism - and thus were taken as new concepts for their structuring. 
From the philosophical approach it can be seen as similar to physics that 
the movement is a given and one has to observe change in speed and 
complexity. Thereby the substance is flexible but requires unified direction, 
values and goals - all principles fractals do foilow. 
What kind of structuring is well suited to survive in a future environment of 
higher speed and complexity? Flexibility, feedback control and speed of 
action must increase. The most advanced concept proposed is 'networks' 
with advancement to Virtual networks' independent of location. 

Figure 2.d.1 shows the advancement of enterprise structures through 
advancement in transfer of scientific concepts on the one hand and on the 
other hand the increasing education of people leading to more 
individualism and know-how for value and the ease of communication and 
transport that enables spllt or combination of individual competencies and 
elements of the value chain. 
Through innovation in technologies and building of infrastructure 
decentralisation might lead to virtual structures. For example virtual 
networks that are independent of location, inter company related project 
oriented solution networks. They get formed for a project and get dissolved 
when the project is done. Independent of location the experts are 
connected by advanced IT. 
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/Figure 2.d.1.: Structural Advancement of Enterprises/ 

This chapter does develop a network concept with the elennents structure 
and abstract 'purpose-process' discussion. 

Network Frameworic and Elements 

For description of the elements the definition of 'enterprise' is the basis: 

(Enterprise: at least one produces something for somebodyj 

In fractals the word 'one' was interpreted as 'company'. Within networks the 
same word will be Interpreted as 'conglomerate of multiple companies and 
individuals'. 
The purpose remains the same as any production results in something for a 
customer. Therefore the key issue for any network is that each individual 
partner provides an identifiable value for the customer and the sum of all is 
of higher/new value than the sum of the individuals' value. 

Networks take advantage from the dynamic configuration of processes by 
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composing competencies from wherever they are available best. 

Figure 2.d.2. /WARNECKE1/ does give an overvIew on the concept of a 
production network. Additionally to the fractal production concept a network 
has Io deal with the ethical aspects of live. These are the contributions of 
the individual members to 'overall result'. to behave according to 'network 
rules', and 'network leadership'. 
The key elements for establishing the network will be the common 'network 
result'. 

Concept of Production Networks 
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/Figure 2.d.2: Concept of Production Networks/ 

i. Network Result 

What Is the purpose of the network and the value generated for 
each individual partner? 
The network must enable in some way an improvement in terms of 
cost, performance or time towards the customer. 

The valuation criterion for a company to search for network 
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partnership is very similar to searching a partner for 
merger&acxjuisition: 
- Cost reduction by economies of scale in production and 
development 
- Extended market access by supplementary products / customers / 
innovation 
- Reduction/spread of investments 
- Strategic market entry 
Due to the not yet defined level of legal ties within the network in 
comparison to a merger or acquisition there are additional options 
for valuation. These are based on the potential low level of risk for 
starting a network with one partner first or adding a small partner to 
an aiready huge network. The low level of risk is defined by the 
barrier of entry and exit into/out of the network. 
The criterion can be within the fieid of access to Information about 
products, markets, competitors, technologies etc. Any information 
might be gathered faster for improvement of the network result by 
either higher quality in decision or improvement in value added 
processes. 

ii. Network Leadership 

Network leadership generally is an overhead necessary for a 
network. It is established in order to align the activities of all network 
members (organisations, individuals, parţial organisations, 
associations. etc.) towards the goal of the network. Leadership 
therefore requires all elements that are required within a regular 
company or fractal for leadership from target setting, delegation 
control, performance evaluation and Incentivising to decision 
making. 

Especially goal alignment is a key task within networks as the 
different partners usually have very diverse interests driven by their 
original enterprise. Being in a network does diversify their goals and 
thus decrease their efficiency due to the fact that either goal may not 
be completely the same as the original one. Therefore the process 
to reach both goals requires some adapted processes that by nature 
of not being optimised generate conflicts with either management 
interest. Figure 2.d.3. does illustrate this, as the company may have 
goal '1' and the network may have goal '2'. They are not far apart 
from each others, but there is always just one optimised process to 
reach one goals with maximum efficiency. 
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/Figure 2.cl.3.: Goal Alignment/ 

For example one network partner (a) is customer to another partner 
(b) in a fieid outside the network. (b) is responsible for financials 
wlthin the network and due to some reasons (a) does not pay 
network contributions. How tough can (b) act on (a) for payment as 
it might be contrary to his interest as a suppiier to (a)? 
The combined process is less efficient in the perspective of both 
goâls. 
For the total of the network partners the misalignment of the goals 
does lead to a decrease in effectiveness. In worst case even new 
partners may be necessary to compensate for the contrary interest 
of one partner. 
For example in the teleweb network (see chapter 4.d.) it is key for 
one special TV manufacturer that they do always get a competitive 
solution from their in-house IC suppiier. Even as it was not the 
original intention of this IC suppiier to join the network consortium, 
as a product like this was not on their roadmap, they finally joined 
the network They did start also to develop an IC solution in parallel 
to the two other IC partners on board the network. At the beginning 
this activity can be viewed upon as overhead and not necessary in 
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order to reach the network goal due to the fact that there was no 
principal need for product availabillty reasons, other than for political 
reasons. 

The discussion on this subject reveals the key issue of leadership in 
networks: managing people that by natura of the network get into a 
conflict of interest through being in the network and in an enterprise 
in parallel. 

Network Rules 

Network rules in this context are understood as the legal framework 
of operation for the network. It must consider the different laws to be 
appiied for taxation, liability, intellectual property rights, internaţional 
trade, etc. 
According to German law the association of several individuals 
('natural' or 'juristic persons') for executing on business purpose 
does found a company according to BGB (Burgerliches 
Gesetzbuch). Thereby aii members are fully and uniimited liable for 
the company. 
The choice of the appropriate legal form for the company therefore 
is important in order to govern certain subjects that are necessary 
by law: 

- liability (limited, uniimited by nature of the legal form) 
- trade and taxation (gemeinnutziger Verein or enterprise) 
- cartel laws 
- labour laws (when hiring personnel) 
- privacy data protection laws 
- intellectual property hghts 

and to set a framework for internai network goals: 
- network result/purpose 
- liability based on input 
- voting rights/participation in management 
- finandal contributions on expenses/ participation in success 
- duration of partnership (acceptance of partners. giving notice, 
dismissal) 

AII those elements are usually documented by a 'Geselischafter 
Vertrag' - statute of association - and governed by a board with 
clearly defined responsibilities, rights and obligations. 

In general the same rules and same flexibility for the selection of the 
optimum form do appiy as for a single company foundation. 
Nethertheless the prioritisation of factors ailowing judgement on 
duration and individual partner flexibility is higher then the delegation 
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of responsibility and financials to an outside network - things that 
are usually critically viewed upon by any company or institution. For 
exemple some public institution (University) may not even have a 
financlal structure to control individual budgets and thus 
contributions or money recelved may be spent completely different 
than intended by the network. 

For some networks it might be important to have a high number of 
'members' (the word partners wouid aiready express a too high 
degree of connection) without giving them management rights. 
Therefore OHG - offene Handelsgeselischaft - with 'silent 
associates' might be an appropriate soiution; if it were with limited 
liability an AG - Aktiengeselischaft - wouId have to be formed with 
non voting shares. 

Trust and transparency therefore are absolutely required within all 
partners and partners' organisations for success, but this does not 
make any contract obsolete. 

iv. Network Culture 

The culture within an enterprise generally governs the way of 
behaviour at conflict of interest and its sanctioning (positive and 
negative). The culture thereby is the set of unwritten rules that has 
been developed through several years. The culture thus is directiy 
related with 'leadership' and later on 'conduct' and does bear the 
same potential for conflict like the diverse 'goals' of a company itself 
and as being part of a network. 

Most management literature and research does perceive culture as 
a key element of management that requires certain attention as an 
Btement of its own .and therefore .an own process for establishment. 

In the chapter on leadership there is a different approach discussed 
that views upon culture as a subset of a process in reaching goals 
and thus an element that is generated on its own by intrinsic 
motivation of people to reach their goals. 
Putting culture 'aside' by prioritising other elements and appiying 
some methods for transparency and conveying those facts as vision 
of concept, efficiency can be gained through avolding of conflict and 
eliminating effort caring about this. 

V. Network Strategy 

Strateg|y within a network in its abstraction is very much dependent 
on the interference of the members with each others to produce the 
product. The strategy does influence the processes required to 
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achieve the network goals best and thus may directiy affect the 
independence of the members of the network in decision on 
resource allocation as a separate company. 

The network strategy therefore must stop at the abstraction layer 
where the contribution of the individual member starts. In addition to 
most management literature the statement here is that the strategic 
management process for a network is different at the building of the 
strategic plan. 
Within networks the abstraction of the strategic plan does stop at 
the level of the contribution of the individual partner and does not 
influence his ownership on selecting the best process. The 
efficiency ought to be achieved and controlled by the select of the 
right members that can provide competitive processes aiready. In 
case they reveal their processes and allow interaction for common 
advancement this is certainly not negllgibte but for successful control 
and operation of a network is may not be a requirement. 

vi. Network Behaviour 

Network behaviour does discuss on the aspects of human relatlons 
within the network. As the number of informai contacts through a 
network generally increases the complexity of relations increases in 
the same way and may reach a level where completely new levels of 
requirement are to be dealt by the individual person. 

Working and behaviour in networks requires people who have the 
capability for seif management and flexibility in combination with the 
capability for taking decisions and solving problems on their own. 

Even as lot of International companies aiready work in similar kind of 
organisations and their staffs aiready has to cope with several of 
those challenges within matrix organisations, net^vorks require 
something on top in terms of: 
- communication skills 
- communication tools 
- work ethics 
- representing a network 
- negotiate and control of contracts 
in order to generate the appropriate behaviour. 

Communication skills are extended in respect of more quickly 
understanding the targets of the partner and to be able to 
understand the mental concepts of the partner very quickly. Same 
words may t>e used in different companies with a different content 
and therefore are the basis for mislead expectations. For example a 
'plan' in one company Is set unreachable aggressive, in another it is 
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very relaxed but expected to be topped. In case both planning 
concepts appear in a network there is the basis aiready for conflict 
on interpretation of targets reached. Methods for solution are 
discussed in a later chapter. Some simpler examples are language 
skilis that have to be available. For example Asian or Arabic 
pronunciations of English may vary widely and the capability to 
understand the other may be nearly zero. 

Communication tools have to serve in a by far wider extent the local 
and tîmely flexibility nsquirements of a network than in a company. 
Working locatlons in a network may lead to outside 'Intranet' and 
different time zones where infrastructura maybe down. The 
respective tools do widely exist aiready (video phones, mobile 
phones, remote/mobile internet/intranet access, E-maii, answering 
machines, etc.) but they have to be provided, trained and used. 

Work ethics is the principal understanding that any action done 
shouid be in order to support the partner towards the common goals. 
This does imply the basic understanding of support or hint when 
getting obvious that the capability (know-how, capacity) for 
appropriate action is missing. 

Representing a network bears the risk of understanding that one 
has to represent all individual members of the network. But due to 
lack of knowledge he may not be able to present. Clear cut 
descriptions of vaiues provided for the different stake holders 
(mainly customers and shareholders) allow to focus any 
representation to network services. 

Negotiation and control of contracts may affect the human behaviour 
through general missing knowledge on legal matters or proper 
execution of control. For example the misperception of viewing a 
contract as not necessary can appear out of an incorrect 
understanding that everything is aiready governed by laws and 
therefore requires no additional burden of a contract. In contrast the 
negotiation of a contract can be understood as a very neutral (based 
on the neutral words of jurisdiction) discussion and alignment of 
goals and interpretation of decision criterion on deviation. The 
contract then is a tool oniy for serving as a guideline in case of 
material breach of interests of the network. 
Similar elements are to be appiied for 'control' neutral processes 
and reports give transparency and generate trust and openness. 

vii. Network Financials 

Generally there is the say 'when it gets to financials fun is over*. 
Foilowing literature for networks and the management of financials 
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therein this say can be vaJuated as 'true'. The problems of: 
- inter netw.'ork payments on services 
- the calculation of internai and externai prices 
- principles of accounting 
- investments 
- raising of capital, 
etc. are referenced as potential barriers for Introduction of 
networks. Financial nianagement may be reluctant of reteasîng 
'confidenţial information' etc. 
These doubts may be very well valid and have to be overcome. 
Thereby on e can not find very detailed rules or guidelines yet, as 
this fieW is not widely explored or practice proven. 

The general approach will be based on Ihe concept of Ihe definition 
of an enterprise and its purpose to produce for a customer. Then it 
gets obvious that for any revenue stream and financlal activity 
network parţners have to define the customer value provides and 
challenge how to optimise the formula 

'cost < price < customer value'. 

Then the internai cost can always be referenced against externai 
benchmarks and the commonly derived raţional on sharing success 
also may lead to commonly sharing risk. 

Figure 2.d.4 /ZAPKE-SCHAUER/ does illustrate the financial flows 
for an enterprise. Investors clearjy are no continuous source of 
capital, apart from rarely investing on certain activities in order to 
gain higher returns than the put in capital. Oniy customers can 
provide a constant revenue stream. 
By appiying the same principie for a network (= appiication for each 
individual partner) financial management is clearly a tool to describe 
needs of parţners, investors and customers and not a matter of 
blockihg reasonable business generation and networks. 
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1F\q\jjq2AA.\ Capital/Revenue Streams/ 

viii. Information Flow 

Networks are to a wide extent enabled by the Information flow 
among the partners. Any decision and change is possible oniy on 
avaiiabiiity of Information. 
Thereby one has to distinguish between data and Information. 
Information is data aiready gone through a value added process of 
analysis for a certain purpose. It can be defined as knowledge for a 
once it gets mixed with experience in a certain contexts for a certain 
purpose. 
This definition carries the answer aiready to of a lot of problems in 
conjunction with the flood of Information (or better: data) and its 
handiing. Nethertheless it requires a change in the mental concept 
of the value of individual informatlon towards: 
- the ability to select the kind of data required for generating 
Information 
- the value of processing the data to information according to a 
certain purpose and 
- Identification what kind of experience (knowledge) forms an 
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enterprise consclence for further advancement. 

This leads to a 'natural' pre selectlon of data acquisition, Its^ocused 
processing, storage and distribution as the data themselves have no 
value. 
Then the network management has to concentrate on processes for 
knowledge generation, transfer, storage and access. 
Hereby ttie target and process oriented ttiinkîng can be of support. 
Any knowledge shouid be used for process improvement 
respectively rncreasrng the capabillty to act. Therefore the owners of 
the processes also have the responsibility then to these knowledge 
oriented questions. The Information technology does serve then as 
a tool oniy, but IT departments can be sparring partners for process 
owners In Identifying methods on uslng the tool for the best 
knowledge management. 

ix. Material Fiow 

The material flow is widely discussed in the literature and logistics 
management aiready that this no longer is a major barrier for coping 
wlth dlstance or organisational borders. Wlthin enterprises and in 
between enterprises a huge amount of concepts have been 
developed for optimisation, like Just-ln-time, Kanban, Continuous 
Improvement, Suppiy Chain Management, etc. New technologies 
and tools can be appiied for data gathering and distribution, like 
Internet. 

The key to âuccess is the correct understanding iand subsequent 
concept of what enables what - or what results in what. Wlthin the 
second presentation for this thesis the target was time and 
processes had to t»e selected to measure time. 

Same concept can appiy to networks. Dynamics are a matter of time 
and complexity is a phenomenon out of the results of various 
processes. 

Structuring of Networks 

The structuring of a network means the composing of elements 
(enterprises or parts of enterprises) towards a new enterprise. 

Therefore the definition of 'enterprise' is resumed: 

lenterprise: at least one produces something for somebo^ 

The structuring can be done along the elements of the definition (Figure 
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2.d.5.) and the 'fof reaiises the relationship between all elements: the 
purpose of the network. 

Structuring Methods for Networks 

bnterprise: Siruciurmî Guideiine 

S S m S u l i r f l 

tor FUffQSm 
X 

Somebodf 

^rnnnrr.icic nf Qrcsîs- ^«Ticmioa r.n L-nn î; 

v. - j ; ; ir-, i :<-s<t: . v : t n m r . r : ; s : i i : ; i i :r : i r:t ss .tr-.r. t v«n:i ir-.; r.: xi i i s i i : 

II III aou UCLU1 c rM laij r'yiaiiiiu. \ j j t ici ^loc ui i ô olĉ ii 

competitiveness (bencnmarwng) 
/• Cublurnet Vdiue (Cusl < Priut; < Cusluititir Vdiue) 

Market Access: MaiKet SegmentaCon/Customer Value Perception 

Hans Schvtendner, Contiibutions for Structural Optimtzation of Production Systems 
2003 
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/Figure 2.cl.6.: Structuring Methods for Networks/ 

This structuring does give a very simple modei for analysing aii degrees of 
freedom for structuring an enterprise. Consequently due to its simplicity the 
sanity check on the coherence with «II elements of the definition can be 
done immediately. 

- At ieast one; through a network of more than one economies of scale 
couid be achieved in production or deveiopment leading to a cost 
advantage or knowledge advantage - finally generating a competitive 
customer value 

- Produces: along the value chain not necessarily all elements need to be 
done by one enterprise; the combination of individual competencies does 
allow a morfe efficient production or support functrons are provtded in a 
better way than doing it on ones' own. For example the outsourcing of 
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logistics for International business to one International partner within the 
network might make sense to a more local focused enterprise. 

- Something: theeombination of products might generate a new customer 
value and thus generate additional revenues to the network partners. For 
example bakery and the butcher next door where they find an agreennent 
like: the bakery suppiies rolls for sausage and meat for producing walk 
away food and in addition recommends the butchery to his customers. The 
butcher may recommend the bakery for additional sweets or coffee. 
Thereby they can generate additional value by using each others 
competencies and extending their customer relationship. 

- Somebody: finally one must get the perception of receiving a value that is 
worth paying for - the customer. 

- For: an enterprise finally does not exist for serving economic sciences or 
fitting to mathematical formulas. It must be described by a purpose. The 
concept to evaluate and to measure the purpose is 'customer value' with 
the respective unequation cost < price < customer value. Therefore the 
customer value must be produced at lowest cost with benchmarking being 
the concept for evaluating the overall lowest cost potential. 
Benchmarking can be applied from different angles. On the one hand best 
practise methods can be analysed for comparing processes on potential 
overhead one might have. On the other hand substitution solutions can be 
analysed for serving the purpose of the customer and their potential to 
enable completely different price points. For example a price tag In a super 
market can be made of strckers with the price printed, it can be a barcode 
system, it can be a contact less Identification IC with additional security 
features, etc. Differences may exist but then they must be explained. 

There is no general rute or one and the oniy one way for structuring a 
network. The approach here is to suppiy a very simple concept that has the 
power of quickly generating options for proceeding and for fast assessment 
for decision. Thereby it is important to have a 'plan B' to be able to act 
properly and quick on changes. 

e. Merging Enterprises 

This subchapter summarises additional ftndings - in literature and 
interviews with consultants that were done either recently or within the own 
management of company internai and inter company mergers - on 
valuation for a merger partner and execution of a merger. 
The available literature supports theoretically and based on case studies 
the analysis of premerger motives and their evaluation in terms of potential 
cost advantage gains (e.g. learning curve) through economies of scale, 
scope, etc. along the tine df 'motivation for partnersfiips' discussed in 
previous subchapters. Through the increased infiuence of the stock market 
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^ lot of ̂ nalysis for methodology is performed ̂ Iso in the premerger phase 
on valuatlon based on stock market comparative cases for the merger 
targel and thus deriving potential valuation of the merged enterprise, as 
can be seen in figure 2.e.1.. 

Methods for Valuation 

Uvî.ţrcircĂ t̂e 
Ccfnpaniss 

Select conparsble compacdes 
Ansiyse FV"/ Revenue Multiple 
Trsnsffţr'FV / Î?«w.!îs-Mn!tîn!fl tn Ts!r«*'«; Pfiţyfţni» 

Seîectccsspsr̂ le Acquisitic^ 
Ansiyse i?-V / i i l^iDJi^f î̂ Suitqjie 

S r l J i J ^ ' ^ •Dransfer FV / EBITD AMultiples to Target's EBITDA 
Analyse FV/Revoiue MulUple 

^ ^ V ; TVansffirFV /RftWftnîH! Tyfiîîltnîe «rsTa^'s Î?ftx?««îft 
..'n 

r-.; _ _ .-—a-;:. ..1-̂ -, ^ n^wt 
O EBrrDA= Eamings befoiB Interest TcK, Oepreciafon and Amortlzation = Operafing ResJt * Depreciation « 

Amonizaiton 

20D3 
Hans SciTwenbner, Contributions for Structural Optimization of Production Systems Pagei 3 

/FiguFe 2.^.1.: StOGk Market Related Methods for Valuation/ 

For example Cisco nearly can claim to have cultivated this procedure for 
the stock market as their acquisitions were prepared in a way that the 
tacget was paid in stock and within a short period (sometimes within hours) 
of announcement of the acquisition the market capitalisation of Cisco 
increased by even more than the virtual capital expensed for the target. 

Nether the less it is important to mentlon that in the prevlous analysis the 
speculative aspects of a merger are represented stronger than the 
investment perspective. The speculative approach is stock market 
behaviour oriented and tries to predict its development while the investor 
does look at the enterprise 'inner values' dehved out of business and its 
fundamental behaviour. The 'inner values' for example are cateulations on 
discounted cash flow for future business, etc. /HAGSTROM/. The 
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combination of both approaches ailows to generate a view on a company's 
respective value calculated (worth to be paid for on a raţional basis) in 
contrast to a value of comparable businesses (value of company that could 
be achieved in certain market conditions). 

Analysing literature and case studies on merger processes, it gets obvious 
that there is a lack in real supportive theory and synthesis on how to 
manage a merger. AII financial pre analysls and technical/niarket/product fit 
evaluations do provide oniy measurables on merger success, but do not 
describe the process. Most of the mergers do fail as the success is 
dependent on management capability to do the right things and to 
intrinsicaliy motivate staff with an adequate vision. The respective process 
must be set up to lead towards goals enabling the vision. 

The elements of unification of processes, techniques for valuation, set-up 
of teams, funcţional elements for change, behavioural pattern and 
emoţional status of staff during a merger are generally available as 
knowledge and know-how. But the way to effectively achieve the targeted 
behavioural pattern and to avoid contra productive emotions is the criticai 
element for reaching full speed on the 'new ship'. 

Three elements for successful execution of mergers can be syntbesised: 

- a valuation of the merger partners individuatly in detail and for the 
resulting enterprise as an abstract must be available The valuation 
aspects are criterion on synergy for cost savings and/or market 
advancements in terms of customer value generation. 

- the ̂ nerger must be set up as a f>roject (limited in time and effort) covenng 
all functions in order to improve processes in respect of increasing 
customer value 

- the process must have an underlying methodology of a 'leader' instead of 
a 'manager*. The framework for staff is objectivity and focusing on the staff 
for their input on detecting and changing all criticai elements. Staff changes 
the enterprise without principally changing personal values. 

The analysis leads to the result that in a merger there are three criticai 
milestones after merger kick-off that can be observed also from a company 
outside view (further verification in chapter 4,): 

- about 100 days: 
a commonly living organisation has been established that foilows joint 
goals. The criterions are the availability of a new road-map for products 
with improved customer value; this means that the individual road-maps of 
the former companies are no longer identifiable as separate, but unified. 
Current developments are aiready adapted to fhe new road-map. 
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- about haJf a deveJopment cycle later: 
(a development cycle from idea to production release in the high tech 
industry is about 1,5-2,5 years) the management does execute on the 
product road-map. The criterions are that new products are successfully 
introduced Into the market and new customers are accepting those 
products. 

- about 1,5 development cycles later: 
after this time span all legacy effects of former management of the 
individual companies are gone and oniy the results of the new enterprise 
are In effect. Criterions are that there are onIy products in the market 
available based on the nev*/ road-map and customers are tuned towards the 
company. Reverse it can be said. the merger is successful whenever 
customers do not turn away from the company. 

f. Modelling of Systems 

(Note: the notation for vectors and matrices is described in chapter 9.c.) 

Enterprises are systems. Therefore in this subchapter different 
mathematical methods are explained that are used for modelling systems. 
Within chapter six especially the representation of systems as frames wlll 
be used for development of a valuatlon tool. 

Mathematical Model of Frames - Homogeneous Transformation 

The mathematical method of homogeneous transfonnation describes 
relationships between systems. Each individual system is represented by a 
frame. Each frame is described by coordinates and angles of their 
coordinate axis in relation to a reference system. This model of frames is a 
representation to describe relative positions very effective. For translation 
or transfonnation frames = systems may be manipulated by virtual 
movements and turns in perspective, scaling or stretching. 

The foilowing figure 2.f.1. shows the transfer of coordinate frames and 
vectors vvith a reference system. This is an abstraction of the 
representation that can be appiied for interpretation of a business situation. 
Hereby the individual companies can be represented as vectors. The target 
vectors and the relative position can be well described by mathematical 
models. Also the 'limited capability' to get Information about certaln 
business parameters can be reflected in the number of dimensions. Two 
vectors may head tov^ards the same direction, but in reality they might be 
completely divers. The mathematical formulas enable interpretations of the 
company view with its relative position to the reference, the dimension of 
the coordinate frame and the scaling of vector entity. 
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I Homogeneous Transformation 

Reference System 

Vfl 

Hans Schvwndner, Contributions for Structural Optimization of Production Systems 
2QQ3 
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/Figure 2.f.1.: Homogeneous Transformation/ 

The representation of one coordinate frame in point of view of another 
frame can be realised through a transformation method. The transformation 
will be appiied for the coordinate frame of company 1 and will transfer the 
vector Ci into a representation of the reference system. 

For the transformation of coordinates one has to know foilowing 
components /BLUME/, /PAUL/: 

- Si, the vector describing the translation from the reference origin to the 
origin of the frame customer 1 with its components [Sxo, Syo, Szol 

- Xei, the vector of the customer frame representing one unit for the x-axis. 
It is described in the reference frame with its components Ixixo, xiyo, xizo] 

- y^i, the vector of the customer frame representing one unit for the y-axis. 
!t is described in the reference frame with its components [yixo, yiyo, yizo] 

- Ze-t, the vector of the customer frame representing one unit for the z-axis. 
It is described in the reference frame with its components [zixo, Ziyo, Zizo] 
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- Ci, the company vector within the frame customer 1 with its components 
[Cx1, Cy1, Czl] 

The transformation then is described through a matrix buiit from the 
components of the translation vector and the coordinate frame vectors of 
the original system: 

CxlxO CyljcO Cz\xO 5x0 
CxlyO CylyO CzlyO syO 
CxXzQ Cylzd CzlzO szO 

0 0 0 1 

= E (2.4) 

(CxlxO in E is equivalent to XiXo and does represent the cosines of the 
angles between the unit vectors) 

E represents the transformation matrix from a system '1' into 'O' as all 
coordinate vectors and translation do describe frame '1' but are 
represented in frame 'O'. 

Therefore the coordinates of a vector Ci in the reference frame 'O', 
described by Co are calculated as follov»/s: 

Co- = E Cr ; with Cr = [Cxi, Cyi, Czi, i f and Co- = [Cxo. Cyo. Czo. (2.5) 

The transformation is independent of the dimension of the system. The 
dimension is simply a matter of parameters relevant for description of the 
system. The equatlons for calculation of the transformation remain the 
same. Co- = ECr ; with Cr = [Cxi. ĉ -i. Czi..... l f and Co- = [Cxo, Cyo, Czo..... 

E has the dimension (n+1)x(n+1) and the vectors Cr and Co- are of the 
dimension n+1. E again is a representation of the components of the 
translation vector and the coordinate frame vectors in perspective of the 
original system. 

There is a special case of transformation, that is called stretching or 
scaling, whereby the origin of origina! and target system coincident and 
also the orientation of both coordinate frames coincident. The oniy 
difference is scaling of the x.y,z-axis. The respective matrix E is described 
as follows for the scaling factors a for x, b for y, c for z: 

a O O O 
O â O O 
O O c O 
0 0 0 1 

= E (2.6) 
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[ax,by.cz. i r = E[x.y,z, i r (2.7) 

The transformation then is independent of the dimension of the coordinate 
frame and can be interpreted as a translation of the original frame to the 
target frame and rotatlons from the original frame around the final target 
frame. 

The advantage of this representation is, once the individual frames, the 
relative position and the company vector are knov̂ /n, all elements can be 
transferred into the other coordinate frame. Conveyed in an enterprise 
environment this means that another enterprise, onc« its details are known. 
can be interpreted from one's own perspective. The disadvantage is that all 
'data' have to be kno\Nn about the other enterprise, an assumption that is 
practically not realistic, but therefore additional methods can be appiied to 
make those data as complete as possible or available as 'necessary'. 

Another advantage is the graphic representation. 

Mathematical Model of the Structure of Production Systems 

Modelling always has to abstract a system in a way that the relations Io its 
complement (= worid outside the system) are optimised in relation to the 
purpose of the model on the one hand and on the other hand to consider 
advancements within the system through evolution and through 
interference with the outside vy/orid, i.e. time dependence of the system in 
relation to the environment. The environment hereby may consist of a 
multitude of systems that are in a relation to each others. Those relations 
also do change over time as in a market partnerships may be arranged 
among different players, or enterprises may diminish through bankruptcy, 
etc. The model of production systems does support - giving mathematical 
tools - description of the relationship (connections) among different 
enterprises. This representation couid be appiled for representing 
connections v̂ îthin networks for example. 

For the formal description of a system there is the defmition according to a 
system being part of a set that unified v\/ith its complement (environment) 
forms the total set. The system interferes with its environment through input 
and output relationships. For the case those relationships do exist it is 
called an open system and in case they do not exist, it is a closed system 
(in business there is alv^ays at least one relationship: to the customer). 

A system can also be interpreted as a set of subsystems that by a certain 
structure and functionality are connected with each others /ROPOHU. 

The foilowing figure shows on the left side the funcţional part of a 
subsystem C. It is described by its inputs composing the vector: 

* = [Xl, X2,...Xn] 
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and its outputs composing the vector: 

y = lyi.y2....ym] 

The function of the system 'C is described by the transformation-operator 
C of its input vector into its output vector: 

y = Cx (2.8) 

Input/Output and Networking of Systems 

lnputs* = (x,.x,....x„) 

r ,^. y- V, VL • î I j -fi i. -^t 

; X J /f - jsr,y 

f = C * 
t.iuiiiiiî  iibiiiiE 99U>i ;::t3liî3ii:. 

n: representiia outout nimber v^ , 
m: representing input number of^arget system Xţ,, 

Hans Schwendner, Contributions for Structural Optimization of Production Systems 
2003 
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/Figure 2.f.2.: Input/Output and Networking of Systems/ 

The figure does show on the right hand side the networking of subsystems. 
It is a system that is described through the structure of its subsystems and 
their relations in-between. 
The subsystems themselves are described by their input and output 
vectors: 

y(i) = [yi. y2, • ymf as the output vector of subsystem (1) 
X(ii = [xi, X2, . . .Xn] as the input vector of subsystem (1) 

(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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There is a relationship between aubsyştem (1) and (2) jf Ihere is at least 
one X(2)m and one y(i)n with: 

y(1)n = X(2)m 

Out of above equation a matrix can be set up that relates the rows with the 
output y(i)n and the columns with the input X(2)m. The element anm of the 
matrix may be either 'O' or '1' dependent whether y(i)n = X(2)m is 'false' or 
'right'. 

For example the 'networking-matrix' for the subşyste.ms (1) and (2) Df the 
above figure 3.d.1. looks as foilows: 

1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 

= /n2; 

a22 = o as y(i)2 is an input to subsystem C(n) and not to subsystem (2). 

The above figure already shows a structure (network) of subsystems. 
Assuming there are no relationships of a subsystem with itself, an nxn 
matrix can be set up that does contend all relationships between the n 
subsystems. 

The elements apq of this network matrix [A/ET] are: 

apq = 0 
for p=q, as per definition there is no relation of the system with itself, or if 
there is no relation between subsystem (p) with subsystem (q) 

apq = Kpq 

for any relation between subsystem (p) and subsystem (q). 

For example for above figure the networking matrix is as foilows: 
O m K\n 

O O ... O 
... Kp2 O ... 
O Kn2 ... O 

(2.11) 

The matrix A/ETthen consists of elements that describe the structure of 
relation of all subsystems and can be functionally set up to model the 
behaviour over time, including even changes of structural relationships. 
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The subsystems themselves are described by their time dependent input 
and output vector and by their funcţional matrix. 

Each subsystem Itseif <x>uld be broken down into a hierarchy of new 
subsystems, if required. Thereby very complex structures can be modelled 
to different abstraction levels. 
For instance networks can be modelled as a system consisting of the 
several subsystems (enterprises) but on a higher abstraction level can be 
represented as one subsystem oniy that has a certain relationship with its 
customers, competitors, society, etc.. 

For executing structural changes, like a merger, there is a target to have 
certain subsystems and their relations changed at dedicated points in time 
after a project start. This model is not contradictory to the homogeneous 
transformation. Nether the less it will not be appiied for modelling the 
networking of enterprises 

Ciosed Control Loop 

The transformation of systems in order to reach a certain situation as an 
enterprise at a certain point in time can also be described by the ciosed 
control loop. The enterprise is described by a parameter set, and also the 
management task to influence the behaviour of a system in a defined way 
is described by a function appiied to the parameter set. Then the behaviour 
is described by a vector of variables in terms on an input (target) and the 
output vector (parameters) of the system, the enterprise. 

Generally for systems unpredictable interferences appear. Therefore it is 
necessary to observe the output and adapt the input in order to guide it to 
the intended situation. This procedure is called ciosed control loop. The 
observed and to be controlled output is the control vector x. The control 
stage means the system to be controlled. By a measuring unit the observed 
signal-vector is captured and transformed into the control vector Xr; the 
captured vector then is compared to the intended signal behaviour. the 
guidance-vector w. Through a correction unit and regulation unit based on 
the difference of the guidance and the captured variable the regulation 
variable is buiit for influencing the control stage directiy. The general 
structure df a ciosed control loop is shown in the foilowing figure 2.Î.3. 
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Block Scheme: Qosed Control Loop 

Comparison unît Regulation vartable y 

; 

Hans Schvwndner, Corrtributions for Structural Optimizatior) ofProduction Systems 
20Q3 
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/Figure 2.1.3. : Block Scheme: Closed Control Loop/ 

The closed control loop tias two general tasks: 
- keep the output at a defmed behaviour independent of interference 
- bring the control stage to the intended behaviour and output with a 
defined input w 

Any change of the gjjidance will lead to .an oscillation of the system jjntil the 
intended signal is reached. In order to achieve a stable situation it is 
necessary that the closed control loop is: 
- stable (decreasing oscillation over time) 
- the control difference Xd remains within a certain range 

It is the task of the correction unit to 'influence' the output u in a way that 
the system gets stable and that the oscillation decreases fast enough to the 
intended values. 

When a closed control loop consists of time invariant and linear elements, it 
can be described in a general way. 
The individual units thereby are characterised by their transfer function; 
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cx)rrection unit and regulation unit: Gi(s) 
control stage: 62(5) 
measuring unit: Gsjs) 

Consequently the foilowing equations are a result: 

X(s) = G2(S) [-Z(S) + GI(s)Xd(s)] 
XD(s) = W(s) - G3(S)X(S) 

-> X(s) = -G2(S)Z(S) + GI(S)G2(S)(W(S)-G3(S)X(S)) (to simplify leave 's') 
-> X(1 + G1G2G3) = G1G2W - G22 

-> Complex equation of the closed control loop: 
X(s) = W(s) * Gi(S)G2(S)/(1+G,(S) G2{S)G3(S)) + (-Z(s)) * G2{S)/( 1+G,(s) 
G2(S)G3(S)) 

The equation verifies that the output is soleiy dependent on the two inputs 
w and z. Is z=0 then the output is solely dependent on w and the equation 
for the transfer function is simplified to the term: 

Fw(s) = GI(S)G2(S)/(1+GI(S) G2(S)G3(S)) (guidance transfer function) 

Fz{s) = G2(S)/(1+GI(S) G2(S)G3(S)) (interference transfer function) 

The transfer function Fo of the 'open' control loop is defmed by: 

Xr = G3G2G1W 
Fo(s) = Gi(s) G2(S)G3(S) 

FW(s) = GI(S)G2(S)/(1+FO(S)) 
Fz(s) = G2{S)/(1+FO{S)) 

The regulation unit for example can be the nnodel of the enterprise by a 
time dependent NET matrix - taken of the production system description. 
The regulation unit then can be interpreted as a management function to 
compensate for intemal disturbance for guiding system behaviour to c^rtain 
target outputs. Nethertheless externai disturbances - the market, 
environmental factors, etc. - will also influence the output vector. The 
enterprise has to generate certain control stages and measuring units to 
capture and compare current situatlon to target. Thus management can be 
enabled to influence the system in a target oriented way. The set-up of the 
system couid be modified oreven rnterpretation of target couid be modifi'ed. 
Execution - the processes - to finally reach the target has to be performed 
by people - correction unit. At present modelling the overall enterprise 
environment and leadership for control still is too complex and therefore 
model development has to focus on certain aspects of enterprise 
management. 
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3. Observations, Conclusions, Target of the Thesis 

Structuring is a key tool of management for optimisation of their overall value 
generation and perfomfiance improvement. Especially the structuring by externai 
partnership - very often mergin of companies - is widely used in the high tech 
industry for gaining competiveness. Structuring correct appiied can be a powerful 
tool for leveraging people's motives for responsibility towards gaining flexibllity and 
increasing speed for results - generation of customer value. Despite the fact that 
there is a wide set of structuring of enterprises theory and praxis concepts and 
models available - the success of mergers is left to managers' experience in 
valuation and their competences in preparation and leading the unification 
process. 

Still a majority of partnerships fail, as the existing concepts have deficits in 
coverage of the complete flow of the merger process, show room for improvement 
in dealing with uncertain information and therefore do not allow a raţional valuation 
of need and options for partnership. especially mergers, and their execution. 

The target of the thesis is to develop a flow and tools for 'structural optimisation of 
production systems through partnerships' to improve on this situation - to increase 
management effectiveness in decision and execution of partnerships, especially 
mergers. 

The outcome is based on an adyanced. concept that focuses the acitivities of an 
enterprise completely to the outside - the customer and the increase of 
competitiveness. Thereof derived a process flow that ailows a structured approach 
to all relevant decisions required in analysis of partner requirement to unifying and 
networking enterprises. The flow has clearly described outputs for further 
optimisation. For getting a result at each milestone a qualitative toolset is 
developed for generating objective decision criterion, steering questions to find so 
far 'unsought solutions', and to result in executable and quanitfyable outputs. Flow 
and tools is set up that experience gained can be incorporated in the model as 
knowledge for further improvement in preparation and decision. 

The model developed for generation of most outputs is the represenatition of a 
business situation by frames and the respective processing of information by 
homogeneous transformation. Concept, flow and model are developed on theory, 
experience of consultants and business cases recursively by building hypothesises 
on assumed behaviour. Hypothesises will lead to adaptation of the model while the 
appiication of the model in a case study will lead to verification in comparison of 
predicted result of model with reality/experiment. These steps are done according 
to /POPA/ with reference to /TURBAN/ to implement flow and tools into the 
management decision process. 
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4. Parameter Extraction from Business Cases 

This chapter analyses samples in the high tech industry for data available at point 
of decision and conclusions drawn for structural change. Those data are extracted 
and abstracted for serving iater on as parameters of the model and being 
attributes for description of enterprises. The case studies are selected in a way to 
validate the model for the wide framework of 'structural guidelines', like 'economies 
of scale', 'synergise on competencies' and 'synergise on system'. The resulting 
kinds of cooperation also vary from customer-suppiier relationship, merger to open 
network. Foilowing figure 4.1 envisions the framework set up over motives and 
realisations covered by the case studies. 

Case Studies - Framework of Motives and Realisations 
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/Figure 4.1.: Case Studies - Framework of Motives and Realisations/ 

A process flow for structuring enterprises with dedicated milestones at the defined 
points of use is taken as a basis for evaluation: 1. analysis for partner requirement, 
2. valuation of partner, 3. valuation of unified enterprise, and 4. vaiuation structure 
at criticai milestones. For step 4. also certain criticai milestones are taken for 
potentlal to identify certain commonly defmable outputs (see 2.e.). Figure 4.2. 
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illustrates the concept of proceeding for identifying parameters along the flow and 
appreciating relevant influential factors. Derived of the purpose of an enterprise to 
generate customer value, management has the task to improve enterprises' 
performance in serving its purpose. Influencing externai factors, like competition 
thereby contribute further information for stipulating certain decisions for direction. 

Model Development - Row and Paranfieters 
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/Figure 4.2.: Model Development - Flow and Parameters/ 

The data for enterprise description thereby are descriptive for customer 
relationship, competitiveness, product valuation, and may contain certain 
assumptions on the future development. 

a. Company Internai Merger - Power Semiconductors 

Background and Business Situation: 

In 1994 an International large scale semiconductor manufacturer was 
internally set up in different business divisions. The divisions were set up 
according to technology focus and were vertically integrated along the 
value Chain with development (technology, product), manufacturing, sales. 
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and service. Every division consisted out of several business units. The 
business units themselves were the P&L responsible entities. They were 
set up according to target markets and did use the common sources of the 
division in manufacturing and sales. The units themselves had all 
resources directiy for development and marketing. 

Division A was covering 'Discrete Semiconductors' and division B was 
covering 'Integrated Circuits'. The business units of division A were set up 
according to target markets in a technology driven way. The products 
themselves were standard mass products (power switches with different 
ranges of voltage/current to be switched) and sold independent of 
appiication. Focuses simply were technical functions and features. The 
business units of division B were set up according to appiication market 
segments (automotive, consumer, telecommunication...) and sold their 
products into these segments oniy. 

Through technological advancements division A was able to develop 
products that couid integrate simple logical functions onto their discrete 
switches. In the same way integrated logic technologies of division B got 
the capability to integrate with their logic function some low power 
switching componente. 
Thus two competing 'smart power technologies' were developed that within 
a certain range could serve for the same products and appiications. A 
competitive situation in front of the customer arose. 

In addition both units invested money into R&D with increasing 
competitiveness against each others. Profit was negative or below average 
of total divisions. 

The market for 'smart power' was predicted as fast growing (above 30% 
per year) and one major competitor was dominating the fieid with about five 
times the revenue of the 'smart power'-revenues of each of the two 
business units. 

Management wanted to find a solution for taking positive advantage of the 
growing market of smart power in an optimised structura! set-up versus the 
'internai competition' - or get out of the business, in case no solution was 
found. 

Information Available: 

Business units: 

- value Chain (set-up, competencies) 
- cost structure (history and projection) 
- products (status and road-map) 
- manufacturing (cost and cost projection) 
- prices and price projection 
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- investment requirements 

all values were available 5 years backwards and with a forecast over 5 
years. The estimated accuracy for prediction on cost was +/-10% in a two 
years horizon. 

- cost of entry into new market segments 
- cost of entry into new customers 

The cost of entry was about equal between segment and customer. This is 
for entering a new segment (e.g. data processing) an adaptation of one of 
the existing products has to be made. The effort for accessing a new 
customer was about equal, as a dedicated sales effort had to be taken. 
Each activity was about one third of the annual budget of the respective 
element of the value chain. 

- management capabilities available 

some investigation was done on potential organisation options with 
respective management team. As any merger was leading to a reduced 
team over the existing double organisation, there was on one hand safety 
of having experienced personnel available for a new organisation and on 
the other hand it was politically not supportlve to prepare a fully staffed 
organisation proposal at this point in time. 

Market: 

- Market size and projection 
The market was not solely looked upon for the segment of 'smart power" 
bus also the nearby segments of simple power and integrated logic. This 
was due to the analysis required on trends possible for market growth and 
substitution of existing solutions. Thereby 'smart power" got a niche with a 
share of about 15% of a total power market of over $US 5 biliion. The 
overall market was projected to grow with closely to 10% while 'smart 
power' was projected to dominate growth with about 30% per year. 

- Market structure (homogeneous, segmented, fragmented...) 
It was analysed that the market was mainly a volume business, whereby 
the customers were widely distributed regionally and volume wise. There 
was no border to be identified between customers apart from their 
appiication requirement and thus value of substitution (dependent on 
suppiy voltage and switched power). In Japan some customers were 
suppiied from their in-house semiconductor divisions - but with simple 
power devices oniy. 
In contrast the own business units had different approaches from 
distribution to key account management and from handiing it as a standard 
business to a specialised business with customer specific solutions. 
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- Customer value of solution vs. alternate solutions 
The customer had a cost advantage in terms of space reduction, number of 
component reduction and thus sometimes an enabling factor for new 
products that required a smaller form factor (e g portable electronics) 

The calculations showed that the potential cost advantage over existing 
solutions was in the range of 15-30% if completely given to the customer. 
This was in a reasonable relation to the barrier of change at a customer for 
substituting the existing solution against the 'smart power" device, This 
barrier of change was In the range of 10-20% of price. 

- Value chaIn of customers 
Semiconductors made up for an increasing part of the value chain in the 
longer run and were in the range of 5-20% of total appiication cost. 
Nethertheless the development cost combined with the semiconductors 
was relatively higher than its percentage contribution in the value chain (up 
to double of development budget). 

- Organisation structure at customers for product decision 
Customer generally split development into sofhvare and hardv/are 
development. Thus simple power was decided by hardware development 
people and sophisticated smart power with software processing capabilities 
integrated was decided by software groups. 

- Cycle of innovation for new technical solutions (products) with extended 
customer value 
Time for a competitor to come up with a new competitive solution was 
estimated to be at minimum 12 months, more likeiy 2 years; own 
modifications couid have been done also in the range of 12 months. 

- Production ramp-up cycles 
Production ramp couId be done within 6-12 months 

- Market shares of alternate suppliers 
There was one dominating player within smart power and some segments 
of simple power. This was a very focussed niche player. When extending 
the market view to a wider area. its market share got reduced to littie 
above 10%; within the same market share especially the 'in-house 
suppliers' from Japan got visible, but they had limited sales activities in 
Europe and North America. 
The own market share within the extended market view was among the top 
ten. 

- Technological evolution trends on product solution and customer value 
Trend towards technological integration of 'smart power' with special 
developments also In packages for simplified use. 

- Cost structure of major competitor 
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The major competitor did spend about 30% more for SG&A and about 50% 
less for R&D. Manufacturing cost was about equal. Its business was 
profitable in the low one digit percentage values of revenue. 

- Defendable advantages/disadvantages over major competitors 
Disadvantages were the relatively low market share in smart power; in 
contrast overall advantages were the broad range of technical 
competencies available for integration and the potential sales channels 
provided though the overall divisions. 

Business Plan: 

A Vision was generated with a value consideration from customer 
perspective. A business plan was developed by the responsible 'executors' 
of a potentially merged business unit. This plan projected a top three 
market position in the course of five years - profitable above average. 

Options for Action: 

a) exit due to long term investment requirements (loss) with high risk of 
counterattack of dominating competitor 

b) leave as is 

c) new set up of sales channels (co-sales of one division's products 
through other division) 

d) new set up of business units (merger) to focus investment 

e) cooperation with externai partner to gain size against dominating 
competitor 

f) mix of some of the above 

Decision and Actions Taken: 

The option decided was most in line with option d), a merger. 

The decision was to integrate all 'smart power' activities from division B 
into division A. The merged activity shouid be set up as a new business 
unit in order to focus management onto this activity and to allow a new 
approach in cross divisional sales channel access. 
Market approach shouid be according to the rules of volume business with 
some specific developments for high volume customers in the smart area 
oniy. Prioriţy was given to exploit existing investments into new markets -
through existing sales channels. In terms of competencies over the value 
Chain the responsible management in charge shouid pick the best available 
solutions. In addition to 'smart power' products also some simple power 
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products were added according to the market segmentation. 

Option a) was neglected, as the counterattack of the dominating competitor 
was rated a very low risk. This was due to the larger view on the market 
with setting this manufacturer into a different reference frame, more 
suitable to the competencies of the divisions. The risk of high investments 
couid be reduced due to merging and focussing (reducing) investments to 
low risk market penetration activities. 

Option b) due to internai competition in front of the customer and risk of 
double investments was not reasonable and thus neglected. 

Option c) was not pursued, as the risk of double investments was not 
solved. 

Option e) was not pursued, as internai merger shouid be fixed first. This 
was kept as an option for the longer run - but not realised. 

Option f) the sales activities were reviewed per division and cross divisional 
sales access got realised. 

Results and Valuation: 

In fact the business plan was - with minor modifications - kept. The 
merged unit was growing faster than the market and competitor couId not 
react due to lack of technology competencies available. The business was 
profitable. 

For the positive result of the merger some key items shouid be highiighted. 
It was decision to long term sustain a customer value (cost advantage of 
integration versus discrete components) and setting up an enterprise with 
the best competencies available and reduction of cost by economies of 
scale. The plâns were developed by the responsible and most 
knowledgeable people who later on executed their own aggressive ideas -
in awareness of having 'won' a company Internai fight - the decision for 
merger. Through the joint team preparation also the barrier of cooperation 
was reduced to the elements of small local distance to be bridged in a 
move between buildings. 
A proper analysis of the market according to closely related technologies -
barriers of entry and exit - did lead to a new segmentation with making the 
resulting business unit stronger versus competition than originally set up. 
The rules of the game were changed according to the strengths of 
Siemens. The priority was given to innovation of business concept rather 
than taking high investment risks in development. 

Discussion on Parameters for Model: 

Analysis of Partner Requirement: 
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Initially each of the business divisions intended to maintain their separate 
path and independence. There was no intention for analysis of partner 
requirement. Management has ordered the investigation on analysis for 
business options for the smart power market mainly on forward looking 
data. The data referred to were; 

- market growth above average growth of semiconductor market therefore 
it was to be questioned how to participate or dominate this market 
- market shares of competitors mentioned were above manufacturers 
market share 
- the product value chain for contributions required 
- main customers were identical with customers of manufacturer 
- the technological gap against competitors and advantages of individual 
technologies 
- the financia! resources of the business units and their derived capability to 
maintain existing business concept 

Valuation of Partner: 

In reference of the new definition of the market, all internai potential 
contributions - in terms of technologies and products - to the value chain 
were investigated. The potential internai partners were analysed on their 
similarity in customer value and their respective competencies along the 
value chain to realise these values. The effort of unifying was evaluated in 
terms of elimination of overlap and thus rearrangement of personell. 
The individual elements were composed and appreciated (risk and 
opportunity) in terms of 'same - no new value', 'different, but no advantage' 
and 'different and added value'. Thus a puzzie of competencies was 
composed to cover the customer value requirements best. 

Valuation of Unified Enterprise: 

For the unified business a business plan was established wlth the key 
parameters for valuation on 'increased customer value' reflected in 
increased revenue and profit and success versus competition' reflected in 
increasing market share. Those values were taken and judged with the 
values of the previous business plâns of the individual business units. With 
the added knowledge of the market analysis the risk of unification and 
counterattack of competition was put in comparison between unified 
business and individual businesses. 

Valuation at Criticai Milestones: 

There was no dedicated observatlon done for criticai milestones. 
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b. Acquisition and Merger- Consumer 

Background and Business Situation: 

Seller Company: 

Seller Company, was spun off an electronics Corporation as an 
independent AG in first half 1999. Revenue was severa! $US biliion, 
profitable, with about 20000 employees. One year later seller company got 
a publicty listed company on stock markets in. With going public seller 
company did focus their activities onto the core segments communication, 
automotive, chip cards and memories. Those core segments got 
strengthened through acquisitions. Disinvestments on non-core segments 
did accelerate the focussing and brought in additional money for fmancing 
the desired acquisitions. 

Based on this, seller company sold business activities in the area of opto 
electronics and consumer. 

Consumer Business Unit: 

Business Unit developed and sold ICs for consumer appiications, mainly 
TV and VCR The products were targeted to the parţial functionality of 
plcture capturing/processing and Information capturing/processing (100Hz, 
video text, and digital TV). Customers were global and local players in TV 
and VCR. Products were sold through seller company's own saîes 
channels. 
It was assumed that for achieving higher growth rates investments into 
related appiication segments were necessary and thus profit wouid 
decrease. 
For focussing of seller company it was decided to sell (or close down) the 
business unit with its development and marketing resources. 
Through a controlled auction Business Unit was sold with the support of an 
investment bank whereby seller Company evaluated best option for sales 
with a long term perspective for Business Unit or closing the activity. 

Buyer: 

Buyer developed, produced and sold ICs for consumer, multimedia and 
automotive appiications. Buyer's revenue was about two times the revenue 
of Business Unit, but about half of the profit. 
Buyer was a niche player with about same customers as Business Unit. 
Products were with parţial overlap in the area of video capturing, but 
complementary in the area of audio capturing/processing. 
Buyer did focus its development activities in optimising the size of ICs by a 
very common design style and thus compensate for small chip sizes 
realised through most modem production technologies. Thus Buyer couid 
save investments in expensive manufacturing technologies and sites. 
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Information Availabie: 

The following reflects the information mede availabie for potential buyers, 
in order to decide for Seller Company on the most suitable option. There 
was a difference In focus of Information gathering between strategic 
investors and financial investors. 
For strategic investors the focus was on synergies for customer value and 
management fit. For financial investors focus was on synergetic elements 
of the value chain to compensate for loosing centralised functions from 
mother Seller (global sales, manufacturing, some centralised development 
functions, service and support functions), and the openness for funding 
investments into related application areas. 
The own activities were to be presented in al! and every detail with a +/-
five year horizon - including market projections. 

Potential Buyers: 

- value chain (set-up, competencles, company portfolio) 
for financial investors the company portfolio was relevant in order to 
valuate on potential synergies for îost elements of the value chain (sales, 
manufacturing...) 
- cost structure (history and projection) 
- products (status and road-map) 
- manufacturing (cost and cost projection) 
- prices and price projection 
- investment requirements 
- financial capabilities for and after acquisition 
- cost of entr^' into new market segments 
- cost of entry into new customers 
- management capabilities/fit 

The information did oniy partially get availabie on the status, but projections 
had to be made on competitive analysis from publicly availabie sources and 
benchmarking. The effect on cost structure due to availabie competencles 
and investment requirements was estimated for every potential buyer -
especially the financial capabilities for and after the acquisition. It was 
expected to require deep pockets for potential market growth risks and 
unexpected integration cost. Cost of entry into new customers and markets 
was estimated per potential buyer in order to develop sales arguments 
(increase value of acquisition) for better penetration of buyers' customers. 
Cost of entry was also reviewed on existing relationships, as the 
appearance in front of customers wouid change - Seller was a large scale 
company, while the resulting Business Unit wouId be a niche player onIy. 
This couid change points of entry and capability for realising new design-
ins on aggressive design - but higher risk for product - dramatically. 
Through personal talks the 'management fit' was evaluated. 
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Market: 

- Market size and projection 
- Customer value of solution vs. alternate solutions 
- Cycle of innovation for new technical solutions (products) with extended 
customer value 
- Production ramp-up cycles 
- Market shares of alternate suppiiers 
- Technological evolution trends on product solution and customer value 
- Cost structure of major competitor 
- Defendable advantages/disadvantages over major competitors 

Per buyer the information about market was valuated on potential action of 
two major competitors (large scale consumer manufacturer with integrated 
component manufacturing and Buyer) who couid severely threat further 
business plâns. The customer value of Business Unit was mainly on 
providing lov\/est component cost and overall processing cost for the 
customers based on most aggressive technologies made available from 
Seller. Thus the spin-off from Seller made this value very hard to defend. 
Scenarios were developed to transfer production from Seller to silicon 
foundries (manufacturing to order) in Asia. Potential buyers did deeply 
evaluate on Seller's liability to suppiy services (especially 
technology/manufacturing) for existing products. 

Business Plan and Vision: 

A business plan and respective vision was generated by the Business Unit 
management team plus several 'key people' with a five year horizon This 
was to proof and motivate for a financialiy independent and sound business 
even as a stand alone company. 

Options for Action: 

a) close down (cash out) Business Unit business unit 

b) sell Business Unit to a financial investor/MBO 

c) sell Business Unit to a strategic investor 

Decision and Actions Taken: 

It was decided to sell Business Unit to a strategic investor - Buyer. The 
price offered by Buyer was satisfactory - also in comparison to 
competitors, and management was convinced that the Business Unit 
personnel had a sound chance for advancement due to overall reasonable 
business perspective. The gainings for Buyer were rated very high (access 
to Innovation, cost down due to synergies, extended customer value 
through synergies in products for cost down) 
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Option b) was neglected, as the risk for failure of a new stand alone niche 
player was rated very high. Especially as Buyer as a key competitor got 
deep insights into the weaknesses and strengths of Business Unit during 
the process of auctioning. This decision was taken very late and oniy in 
front of the final stage of partner selection. getting into an exclusive 
contract negotiation. A lot of time and effort was spent on analysis of 
potential financial investors. 

Option a) was neglected as the first indicative offers from bidders showed a 
sales price to be realised above decided minimum value of Seller 
(evaluated on margin and lost opportunity). 

Resuits and Vafuation: 

Despite a lower than expected market grov\rth the merged business of 
Buyer and Business Unit was profitable ever since. Also market value of 
Buyer did not fluctuate as much as comparable high tech companies In the 
same time frame. In the first year after merger new products, new customer 
relationships, and a strategic manufacturing partnership were announced. 

Discussion on Parameters for Model: 

Analysis of Partner Requirement: 

For acquisition consumer system manufacturesr, semiconductor 
manufacturers and financial investors were approached. Therefore 
situation was described and analysed for the contributions of the product to 
the system value chain, the individual product value chain and 
competencies required and the financial parameters for capability of 
Investment Into new markets. Based on the current business (revenue 
growth) projections in reference to other semiconductor markets there was 
a gap of grovyrth. The business was judged to grow slower due to a 
dominating position within slow growth narrow market. According to this 
gap new and different market compositions were investigated to find 
combinations that ailowed a faster growth. There was no combination that 
had - in reflection of required competencies - synergies to core segments 
of Seller, but all required significant investments, in case done on one's 
own. Also for a longer period the growth of profit was above growth of 
revenue. Players active in the same market were rated profitable but active 
in other segments also. Therefore it was concluded that through added 
competencies, that were not available within Seller, business couid be 
turned to higher profitable growth. 
Competencies best were to be added through a partner. 

Valuation of Partner: 

The valuation of potential partners was done on the judgement of 
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maintaining and improving customer access and value through the added 
competencies to the value chain - for an extended market. This was done 
in comparing the individual company situations with requirements for 
change in required competencies. The fit of targeting the same market was 
relevant in order to identify potential synergies for complementing each 
others. This was evaluated from the vision assuming trends in future 
market development - comparing the two views of the companies with 
each others. The potential risks for partnering were evaluated in terms of 
changes in location of personell, adaptation of product portfolio 
(consequence in customer value) required, and required skilis for 
development processes. 

Vaiuation of Unified Enterprise: 

The unified enterprise was evaluated in a business plan. The key 
parameters were increasing market share, increased customer value 
refiected in stable pricing (reduced barriers of entry into customers and 
increased barriers against competition through combination of 
competencies into a new iniine product set-up - investments a competitor 
wouid have to do and timely advantage). Those parameters were judged 
with the risk of competitors' reaction (requirement of investment and time), 
the risk of failure of merger (management capabilities) and the risk of 
unidentified product overlap and thus reduction of current revenues. Same 
descriptive parameters were chosen as for analysis for partner 
requirement. 

Vaiuation at Criticai Miiestones: 

100d: 

Availabiiity of a common product roadmap with an increased customer 
value. The organisation is - at least on paper - merged into one from an 
externai point of view no distinct enterprises are visible - staff talking one 
language about proceeding into the future. 

0,5 development cycles: 

Execution along the new roadmap successful, i.e. new products are 
realised that had required minor modifications oniy. Customers decided to 
appiy these new products. 

1,5 development cycles: 

Execution along the roadmap and new customers gained. Profitable 
business that ailowed diversification into new market segments. Buyer was 
profitable ever since the acquisition and in 2003 has bought additlonally 
another company for diversification in competence. June/July 2003 (two 
and half year after merger start) announcements of products were made 
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along a joint roadmap combining the competencies of the individual merger 
partners. !n addition the existing competencies were extended for 
synergetic appiication segments, like digital Image display on TV. Despite a 
harsh consumer market environment Buyer is growing in revenue, Overall 
this merger can be rated successful. 

o. Network - Medical SME - Large Scale Enterprise 

Background and Business Situation: 

This case is confidenţial as the process of networking is ongoing while the 
thesis is developed. A company is developing, manufacturing and selling 
products for light techniques - meaning transformation of the state of 
materials (soft to hard) through light. Applications are in the area of 
cosmetice, dental, constnjction and medicine. The founder and owner of 
the company did invent/develop most of those devices on his own during 
the last decades. The company is a small size enterprise with total around 
15 people and revenue of a SME. Sale of products mainly is done through 
word of mouth, rather than an explicit structure expioiting the global market 
capabilities. 
It got obvious to the owner that there is a larger market potential for the 
products to be addressed. Nether the less it Is his personal goal to focus 
his activities on inventions and development instead of managing sales. 
Therefore he is looking for options to sell some of his market proven 
product lines and in case this is not possible at a reasonable price, to have 
a partner managing the establishment and maintenance of professional 
sales channels. 

Information Available: 

Enterprise: 

- value Chain {set-up, competencies) 
- cost structure (history and projection) 
- products (status and road-map) 
- manufacturing (cost and cost projection) 

all of the above data are available on a 10 year enterprise history. As the 
production volume is below volume or mass production, all data are to be 
interpreted as structural with high decrease over volume. The weakness 
couid be identified in marketing/sales and service through the unavailability 
of market and customer data and relevant sales processes. Sales was 
done more on a by chance basis rather than a target oriented process. 

- prices and price projection 
- investment requirements 
- cost of entry into new market segments 
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- cx)st of entry into new customers 

all of the above data were more defined by chance - due to the low sales 
volume; the analysis for identification of price potential, cost of entry etc. 
was developed in order to gain Information necessary for identifying 
investment requirements of potential local sales channels versus 
internationally operating sales channels. 

- management capabilities available 

the capabilities reflect the competencies available; innovation and 
development; fast productive realisation for ramp-up volumes 

Market: 

- Market size and projection 
- Market structure (homogeneous, segmented, fragmented ) 

the medical market Is a very fragmented one, with each hospital and 
individual doctor being a potential customer; there is a specialisation 
among doctors, but the general doctors make up for most of the number 
and have within themselves also their preferences of activity. Over all the 
potential revenue per customer Is reiaţively low (one or two units), contact 
is required mainly once (long life cycle per unit) and customers are locally 
widely distributed 

- Customer value of solution vs. alternate solutions 

For approaching potential partners value has been analysed 

- Value chain of customers 

analysed and judged as not relevant 

- Organisation structure at customers for product decision 

analysed and judged as not relevant 

- Cycle of innovation for new technical solutions (products) with extended 
customer value 
- Production ramp-up cycles 

(2 years; 6-9 months) required for discussion with potential partner 

- Market shares of alternate suppiiers 

not available 
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- Technological evolution trends on product solution and customer value 

marginally avaiiable 

- Cost structure of major competitor 

not avaiiable 

- Defendable advantagesydisadvantages over major competitors 

the methodology itself is oniy realised by one other company. The company 
has added some more technical know-how for appiicability in surgery and 
thus ieapfrogged competitive solutions by severa! years in defendable 
advantage. 

Business Plan and Vision: 

avaiiable from a perspective of potential partner; individually adapted for 
partner discussion. 

Options for Action: 

a) exit and focus on other producte 

b) leave as is 

c) network of sales channeis 

d) sale of product to other company 

e) mix of some of the above 

Decision and Actions Taken: 

The decision was to pursue option e). Per the analysis of the method of 
treatment and existing customers the products were identified for 
transmitting value in the global market. A highiy sophisticated sales 
channel is required to provide access globally in combination with the 
capability to support legal requirements for technical instruction and 
service. The kind of players offering these values is very limited to less 
than 10 companies world wlde. For the higher value part of the product 
spectrum these global players are approached for partnership on either 
sales or acquisition of the product line and associated know-how. 
For the low cost products a network of sales and service channeis is 
approached. 
Future management of those sales channeis is to be done through another 
partner, a sales agency. 
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Option a) is not pursued, as the products can easily be produced and have 
a comfortable margin overall. 

Option b) is always a fall back 

Resuits and Vafuation: 

Several discussions with global and network partners have been started 
and did reach contract negotiation level. Especlally the approach of 
Identification of customer value and the linkage to increased value for the 
potential partner from customers' perspective made open up doors for 
discussion. Defendable advantages - inherent to the methodology -
interpreted as 'innovatlon' maintain interest of potential partners at high 
level. Nethertheless all of the partnerships may be bilateral contracts with 
the company, but the relevant marketing and some development processes 
have to be mapped across the individual partners and this has to be 
managed - as a separate service provided by a consulting company. 

Discussion on Parameters for IModel: 

Analysis of Partner Requirement: 

Simply correlating market potential with elements of value chain available 
to serve market potential. Additionally own resources (financial) and 
competencies (elements of the value chain: sales, service, partlally 
development) were judged to be insufficient to set up missing elements. 
The extension of business activities was rated reasonable, as a high 
customer value is generated and no competitor is active with the same 
methodology and thus same capability to generate customer value. 

Valuation of Partner: 

Analysis on availability of value chain for exploiting market potential. 
Additionally it was necessary to develop a value for the partner in its 
business by partnering with the company. Once this was brought to a fit, 
i.e. partner couid generate new and own business through the partnership, 
then evaluated company was a potential partner. 
There are different options now from a simple partnership or acquisition 
through one global company to a network of service companies and 
regional sales companies. For each of the potential partnerships risk was 
evaluated in terms of dependency on partner and potential to be blocked 
from better access to the market. 

Valuation of Networked Enterprise: 

For each of the discussions there was an analysis of a potential market 
share through the networked partnership and the respective added 
revenue possible. This is sometimes combined with a vision derived from 
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the appiication of gained financial resources. 

Valuation at Criticai Milestones: 

There Is no valuation yet, as the network is not yet set-up. 

d. Network - New Intemet-on-TV Standard 

Background and Business Situation: 

Teleweb did start as an idea in the year 1996. The TV-based consumer-
information-service 'teletext' was reaching technical limitations in 
performance. New PC based Information services (internet technology) 
threatened the existing players within this market to be substituted by new 
players from the PC/lnternet worid. This threat was especially articulated 
by Siemens Semiconductors Consumer Business - the market leader in 
teletext ICs. Through erosion of this segment, Siemens wouid loose its 
leading role and had no alternate product to sell into upcoming internet-PC. 

The idea 'teleweb' was defined by the enhancement of 'teletext' through 
using its consumer advantages in combination with internet technology. 
That meant teleweb still was used on TV In the living room, ease in use, 
free in use. immediate information availability. cheap in equipment and 
satisfying about 70-80% (= key) of information requirement. This was in 
contrast to the highiy sophisticated ofTice character of the www-appiications 
and their TV-derivatives. The internet technology is for example hyperlink-
navigation instead of pages and high resolution graphics with motion 
pictures instead of simple block graphics. 

From Its basic performance teleweb was intended to run on existing 16-blt 
microprocessors (Siemens' 16-bit micro controller). That means the idea 
was to use existing products with a very small modification oniy for fast 
realisation capability. 

Information Avaiiable: 

Business 'Teleweb': 

- value Chain (set-up, competencies) 

The realisation of Teleweb as a consumer product nethertheless does 
require a lot more besides the IC, the TV has to be developed accordingly 
to serve as a working display device on the one hand. On the other hand 
the content has to get avaiiable for display. Content providers need to get 
involved for either provision of existing teletext content with the potential for 
adding graphics and hyperlinks and also to adapt existing www-content for 
display on a TV screen. The adaptation of wvw-content is necessary as 
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the viewing distance is different to a PC and also the use of a remote 
control is different to a keyboard. Second in this value chain software 
manufacturers for the respective broadcast equipment are necessary for 
adapting the equipment for processing capability of teleweb contente 
Finalty the key to success are the broadcasters to provide teleweb as a 
service to the viewers. Figure 4.d.1. shows the network partners 
'assembled' to the teleweb value chain. 

I Networic Teleweb - Value Chain 

t T . I Z ^ Tilwwb 
I 

SW \ . . . J 
Mfg / / , . 

Sonri Pio 7.. 

2003 
Harc; Schwcnancr, Ccn&jcuaonc for Sîruciurai Opisncsacr. of Producîion STcicmo page 40 

/Figure 4.d.1.: Network Teleweb - Value Chain/ 

- cost structure (history and projection) 
- products (status and road-map) 
- manufacturing (cost and cost projection) 
- prices and price projection 
- investment requirements 

AII of the above were analysed backwards from a value in € representing 
the money reflecting the customer value; Investments, manufacturing cost 
etc. were adapted to the € target and kept at a very low level in order to 
also survive against in-house competing projects (e.g. digital TV) within 
some members. 
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- cost of entry into new market segments 
- cost of entry into new custonfiers 

Above cost were not really analysed as the approach was to maintain 
existing market for the participants and to defend against invaders from the 
internet camp. Therefore through easing customers' nnove from existing 
product to networks' product wouid increase barrier of entry for competition. 

- management capabllities available 

The network was professionally managed 

Market: 

- Market size and projection 
- Market structure (honrogeneous, segmented, fragmented...) 

Network Teleweb - Market Segmentation 

Focus Segment: ,Lîving-room Market', Consumer Oriented 
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Hans Schwendner, Contributions for Structural Optimization of Production Systenns 
2QQ3 

Page 41 

/Figure 4.d.2.: Network Teleweb - Market Segmentation/ 
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The market segmentation was done in a new way within the consumer 
oriented TV market, that later on was called !iving-room market in contrast 
to the Office type PC home market. 
Within this market segment Teleweb addressed the high volume market of 
enhanced TV oniy and there was aiready a common understanding about 
the framing segments and a potential path for future development -
perfomiance wlse. Figure 4.d.2. shows the ^^arket segmentation. 

- Customer value of solution vs. alternate solutions 

The value was clearly defined 

- Value chain of customers 
- Organisation structure at customers for product decision 

The products to be developed did not require a new set-up in the customer 
structure as they simply intended to maintain customer relationship with 
increased value. 

- Cycle of innovation for new technical solutions (products) with extended 
custonr»r value 

about 2-3 years 

- Production ramp-up cycles 

about 9-12 months 

- Market shares of alternate suppliers 

90% of market share (Teletext-IC-manufacturers) was present in the 
consortium 

- Technological evolution trends on product solution and customer value 

analysed and required for solid definition of base product for easy 
enhancement along the technical value trends 

- Cost structure of major competitor 
- Defendable advantages/disadvantages over major competitors 

Cost structure was available and important to define defendable 
competitive customer value 

Business Plan and Vision: 

There was a common vision that unified and thus motivated - in 
combination with the competitive threat - the participating companies. 
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There was no common business plan. Even some of the partners did not 
have a business plan on their own, but persons participating had the 
passion to support the vision. 

Options for Action: 

a) exit and focus on other products 

b) leave as is 

c) investment/partnership into PC technology 

d) complex network for new service 

e) mix of some of the above 

Decision and Actions Taken: 

A few months after IFA 1997 - steered through Siemens Semiconductors -
a group of companies throughout the value chains formed a consortium for 
further elaboration of teleweb as a technical solution standardised 
throughout the PAL/SECAM TV worid. The group formed a steering board 
for infrastructure matters, financial matters and final decision body for aii 
aspects of teleweb. The steering board was headed by a chairman. Sub 
groups were formed for technical specification and for marketing activities, 
mainly to attract new customers. Most of the marketing group work was 
required to provide argumentation basis for the participating parties for their 
in-house discussions for supporting teleweb besides other ongoing 
activities for digital TV information services. Key element for the positive 
support was that the contents provided for teleweb was independent of the 
way of broadcasting (analogue or digital). 

Results and Valuation: 

At the IFA 2001 teleweb was test broadcasted and was elected one of the 
top ten innovations announced at the fair 
In 2001 the standard was officlally released to and by ETSI and first TV 
sets were introduced into the market in Europe. 
In 2003 partners from digital TV joined the consortium and content is 
broadcasted throughout several TV stations across Europe. 

Overall the network activity was successful in developing the new standard 
and having the service available for the TV viewers. Nether the less it was 
not established as an enterprise with a revenue stream from customers, but 
an enterprise generating a business vision for all participating partners. The 
financial requirements were funded through the partners and allocated 
through network management. Within the market this service is more 
popular and successful in terms of penetration than similar competitive 
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services for PC-based TV or digital TV - the original competitors with by far 
higher finandal and management support available. For the PC-based 
approach Intel did even form a network of about 50 companies. 

Key for sucxîess can be reduced to several factors. The consequent focus 
on customer value. the evolution of the appiication towards new benefits 
with backwards compatibility for the customers, but revolution in business 
concept, and the clearly defined and equally spread advantages for each 
member of the value chain. 

Discussion on Parameters for Model: 

Analysis of Partner Requirement: 

The analysis for the complete set of partners required was performed on 
the value chain nec^ssary to develop and offer a nev^ service to the final 
customer. II was important to look at the second stage - the consun^r 
finally paying the bili for the TV sets and the consumption of service. 
Business concepts (rules of the business) and rough financial analysis of 
the partners capabilities for innovating and competing with players in digital 
consumer products were performed. 

Valuation of Partner: 

The elements to check on the partner were on judgement on capability to 
contribute to and to exploit the commonly generated new customer value -
besides feeling competitive pressure from digital TV and PC players, the 
nrrativation to move faster. The intention was (risk elimination) not to tie in 
partners that simply try to gain know-how and then block decislons for 
pushing their own developments. Overall partners shouid cover a certain 
market share in order to represent a relevant share of customers. 

Valuation of Unified Enterprise: 

The unified activities were analysed according to a judgement on the 
strength to set up and develop a new standard. There was no business 
plan for the network set up, but the individual partners made up their 
business plâns according to the success of the joint activity and thus the 
defence or extension of market share. 

Valuation at Criticai Milestones: 

The criticai milestones were can be verified in terms of impatience of 
individual network members managenţent, and an emergency meeting set 
up for delivering results and defining procedure. 
100 days: the teleweb consortium was formed formally as a consortium 
working in the frame of EACAM and having one product defined and 
communicated. 
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0,5 development cycles: about one year after foundation the whole value 
Chain was assembled through different companies. Targeted market share 
was not represented, as major part of companies was German or German 
market oriented. Overall it took one more year to develop a demonstrator 
product for the IFA 1999. 
The milestone 1,6 development cycles was considered most important. It 
happened to be the JFA 2001 (four years after foundation of teleweb 
consortium). Targeted market share representation still was not reached. 
At that point of time either the product was 'on air' or the network wouid 
have failed. The rating was done according to availability of service and 
products all across the value chain and its positive reception by the market. 
The reception of the market was also rated in contrast to competitive 
activities. Thereby teleweb had a clear lead, as it was rated as one of the 
top ten innovations at the IFA, and no competitive approach was 
mentioned. 
Over all teleweb was slower than possible, but successful in maintaining a 
threatened market. Political deliberations in some points of time made up 
for delays, but in some cases also were necessary in order to survive as a 
network - otherwise request for funding wouId have ended in termination 
due to allocation of resources towards digital TV. The passion of the people 
made survival of the idea turn into a success. 

e. Network - SMEs and Institutes - Energy Saving 

Background and Business Situation: 

Mid 2001 a Thai university professor, a German University professor, a 
Managing Director of a German planning enterprise and a Bavarian States 
representative created the idea to co-operate on reduction of energy 
consumption and for protection of natural resources in Thailand. Available 
and proven products were intended to help the Thai industry for further 
grov\rth on lower cost by protecting the environment and enhancing the 
comfort of living. The iniţial focus was put on existing and to be constructed 
buildings. 
For starting-up the Bavarian Government contributed a fund for marketing 
activities and student exchanges for the universities to develop know-how 
on transfer of energy saving products from Germany to Thailand. Through 
business results the participating universities intended to get financing for 
further research projects. 

In contrast to teleweb this approach is driven by universities and their 
partner, a small sized company with very limited access within the German 
market so far. There Is no wide infrastructure supporting foreign countries 
or releasing capacity easily for adaptive developments on foreign markets. 
Therefore the value chain for servicing the wide appiication range of 
reduction of energy consumption had to be analysed carefully for adding 
partners that provide elements to the value chain for the network finally 
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servicing the Asian customers with the appropriate value add. 

A few months (ater a partner with products for energy saving and 
Fraunhofer Institute were joining the group. In order to evaluate the market 
potential of the idea a seminar on products and service ideas is heid in 
Thailand. The market potential was estimated worth next steps in starting 
development activities in understanding product requirements for the 
market. A few weeks later the group named an externai network manager 
for focussing the different activities and for lining up the different value 
elements and ideas to the one original goal. 

The network activities are rated successful once every business partner 
can do profitable business within a timeframe of about two to three years of 
activity. This covers the expectation of the Bavarian Government of 
supporting local small enterprises in access to foreign markets. The 
universitles want to intensify their relatlonship in research and generation of 
new fieids of expertise. 

Information Available: 

Business 'Energy Saving and Resource Protection': 

- value Chain (set-up, competencies) 

the value chain was In reverse set up according to the partners aiready 
unified in the center of competence. Through this analysis weaknesses in 
the value chain were identified and tasks assigned to the individual 
members to support certain activities to commonly compensate for the 
weakness. E.g. the missing sales channel was compensated through 
representation of all partners when one partner was visiting Thailand. 
Competencies were arranged according to potential common business 
interest. Figure 4.e.1 shows the networked elements of the value chain. 

- cost structure (history and projection) 

Through funding available the cost structure was more a matter of sound 
use of available money for management of the network. 
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Networic Center of Competence - Vaiue Chain 
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/Figure 4.e.1.: Network Center of Competence - Value Chain/ 

- products (status and road-map) 

The product and customer value for a network product was defined. It di'd 
on one hand serve to attract customers in Thailand for the products of the 
network partners. On the other hand the network promoted its service of 
enabling the market entry into Thailand. 

- manufacturing (cost and cost projection) 
- prices and price projection 
- investment requirements 
- cost of entry into new market segments 
- cost of entry Into new customers 

AII of the above were not analysed deeply. The products offered had a 
similar price potential as in Germany, but sales cost in Thailand are mainly 
defined by travel expenses from Germany to Thailand. 

- management capabilities available 
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For the German part of the network there was a project manager, but there 
was no equivalent person in Thailand. Therefore communication on 
adequate level for definition and execution of actions for market access 
was improper 

Market: 

- Market size and projection 
- Market structure (homogeneous, segmented, fragmented. ) 

The market was estimated 'lucrative' based on several discussions with 
potentia! customers, not more. 

- Customer value of solution vs. alternate solutions 

The value had to be defined in competition to other networks aiready 
existent and funded for a decade. The titie 'resource protection' and 
'natural resources' has been used by a lot of similar networks of institutions 
and industry. 

Network Center of Competence - Customer Value 
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/Figure 4.d.2.: Network Center of Competence - Customer Value/ 
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The major differentiation finally was identified in the low barrier of entry for 
a partner in being ab!e to se!l the products and low investment with quick 
returns at the customer. Figure 4.d.2 shows the overall customer value 
represented though the network. Through integrated planning, energy 
control, combined power generation etc. in an interleaved one hand 
approach the gainings for a customer are well above individual values per 
device. Value is generated through reduced Investment, reduced running 
cost and thus reduced life time cost. 

- Value Chain of customers 
- Organisation structure at customers for product decision 

Investigation was done in order to identify required network head in 
Thailand for selling products. 

- Cycle of innovation for new technical solutions (products) with extended 
customer value 
- Production ramp-up cycles 
- Market shares of alternate suppiiers 
- Technological evolution trends on product solution and customer value 
- Cost structure of major competitor 
- Defendable advantages/disadvantages over major competitors 

On the dedicated product and customer value there was no competitor 
active with similar offering. In combination with slow motion of Thai 
business there was no need to really care about cycle times, capacities, 
defence of advantages, etc. 

Business Plan and Vision: 

There was no business plan available, but a vision of a customer value on 
'cost savings' through energy saving The vision was combined with the 
exotic flavour of a country nice to visit - Thailand. Funding in a way was 
supportive to reduce risk when engaging in an adventure with potential 
longer term financial returns. 

Options for Actjon: 

a) exit and focus on other markets 

b) network of companies and institutions 

Decision and Actions Taken: 

The decision was on option b) to establish a network. Small sized 
companies with a relationship to the existing partners were approached by 
the founders of the Idea untll an energy optimisatlon company and 
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Fraunhofer Institute joined the group. Finally a network manager from 
externally was established to manage activities towards a seif sustaining 
enterprise. 

Results and Valuation: 

The network established i$ stil! allve. Seif containment Is not reached from 
business results In Thailand, as there is no financial model acxîepted from 
the members to contribute a commission of their business to the network 
for coverage of cost and generating a profit. Thus the network as an 
enterprise did redefine its service as a node for enterprises to provide 
access to the Thai market and to supportive development resources from 
institutes. For this service partners have to pay a fee and further financing 
is provided through funding from government agencies. Therefore the 
business mission was changed to address government agencies and new 
potential partners as customers for extension of the competencies in the 
value Chain, instead customers of the network partners. 

As it got obvious that the perception of customer value for products and 
services is different in Germany and Thailand, the common approach for a 
unified new product got obsolete. Instead the group focussed activities on 
one partner of the network to support complementing missing elements in 
the value chain to access customers in Thailand (sales, service, overhead 
functions). Thereby the one company was able to generate business and 
dragged the second company to establishing a trial for outsourcing part of 
its production to Thailand. An activity that is perceived key for the future 
survival of the planning company - use of low cost resources in Thailand. 
Through this selective approach of companies a network of partners in Asia 
got established for business for both partners. 

Over long periods small enterprise partners neglected necessities to 
establish all elements of value chain and support functions of IT 
infrastructure for proper communication. This neglecting of requirements 
led to severe delays. 

For overail success it was key to have the commonly accepted vision and 
very competitive competencies assembled to always new business 
concepts (iniţial concept of network enterprise generating business of 
combined products; then concept for providing marketing support for one 
partner, finally concept to serve as a hub and support government 
agencies' interests). Thus new partners couid be approached and finally 
business generated. Vision, competencies, innovative business concept, 
passion and flexibillty were key to long term success. 

Discussion on Parameters for Model: 

Anafysis of Partner Requirement: 
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The business idea was new and no individual foundation company had 
nelther all competencies along the value chain to satisfy the requirements 
for servicing a customer in Thailand nor the financiai resources to cover for 
jnvestments in accessing the market. Alsoa-system value chain is required 
to enable the customers to plan, install and operate energy efficiency 
product. This drove the intention to set up a network as the most suitable 
organisation for combining the interest of institutes and enterprises. 

Valuation of Partner: 

The judgement was done on available products contributing to the intended 
customer value, competencies compiementary to existing partners and 
vynllingness to support the network. 

Valuation of Unified Enterprise: 

As the market was rated 'very large in potential' in contrast to the network 
partners' current revenue, the valuation did notmeasur^ up in a busine-ss 
plan reflecting revenue, but in ease of access and capability to extend the 
network towards new members and towards customers through the new 
partner. 

Valuation at Criticai Milestones: 

100 days 

Valuation according to definition of one product roadmap and networks' 
organisational set up to represent this roadmap to the outside worid. 

0,6 development cycles 

Valuation was done in third quarter 2002 according to the business 
generated for the partners. This was zero. Therefore action was taken to 
focus all activities to generate business by focussing support to one 
network partner. 

1,5 development cycles: 

Will be reached by end 2003; valuation will be capability of network to 
sustain growth in partners by serving-as a platform for«ntering the Thai 
market. 

f. Parameter Analysis from Case Studios 

The set of case studies sets up a framework across the different motives 
for a pa.rtnership on the one hand and on the other hand across the 
complexity of partner search from internai over singular externai merger 
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over suppiy pyramid to open network. 

The foilowing figures summarize the parameter valuations relevant for 
decision on the individual elements of purpose of the model. The 
parameters are compiled to a set of attributes that are capable to describe 
a business situation with its players (customer, competitor, enterprise, 
etc.). 

Requirement for Partnership 

Figure 4.f.1. summarizes the parameters for evaluation of need for a 
partner. 

Summary Case Sludies: Requirement For Partner 
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Hans Schwendner, Cantributions for Structural Optimization of Production Systems 2003 
Page 27 

/Figure 4.f.1.: Summary Case Studies: Requirement for Partner/ 

Overall there are general criterion (attributes) across the different cases: 

- customer requirements from a total system perspective (value chain of 
total solution and required Investments) 
- customer value generation from a product value chain perspective 
(competencies required, available and investments required) 
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- access to customer and market perspective (global market, fragmented 
market, market growth vs. own growth, etc.) 
- business concept (capability to achieve required competence on ones" 
own) 
- competitive position (efficiency, barrier of entry in terms of invest and 
time) 

The customer value is mapped to required competencies. These are 
referenced with competition. The analysis is based on an extrapolation of 
current trends in anticipating a future situation. In case cutomer value can 
ot be met vk̂ ith ov\/n performance and when own performance will always 
substancially lack to competitors' performance then a partnership is a 
solution. The valuation especially to address transformation and niche 
markets is done with reflecting competencies to customer access - in 
reference to competition. The reasoning by management thereby also is 
the evaluation of internai realisation vs. externai partnering (easiness 
access to 'externai solution' vs. investment and time). Especially the view 
on the total system requirement steers questions towards a transformation 
of the existing enterprise and of the business concept by a partnership. The 
criterion thereby are the parameters on market maturity and distribution of 
margins among suppiiers. 

Altemate business concepts from companies with comparable capabilities, 
but vaJued different on the stock market may give insight to capability for 
innovation (see 2.e.). 

Partner Valuation 

Figure 4.f.2. summarizes the parameters for evaluation on potential 
partners. While the analysis for need of partner focuses to detect a delta in 
availability vs. requirement, the evaluation of potential partners is to match 
available competencies (opportunities) with requirements and to Judge 
assumed cooperation results for increased customer value. 
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Summary Case Studies: Partner Valuation 
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/Figure 4.f.2.: Summary Case Studies: Partner Valuation/ 

The valuation in general is done on the same descriptive parameters as the 
analysis for partner requirement. The judgement of risk for failure of 
alignment of targets, based on descriptive parameters, is a key resuJt. 
The analysis on the match of competendes for vaJue generation is more 
the approach evaluating business potentials, new ideas, and leaming 
through experiments - under the assumption of alignment of targets. Risk 
is evaluated on its manageability. 
For this step management may have developed several options for 
innovation in business concept (expressed in moved/extended market 
segment and increased customer value). In general options for legal and 
financial structure are discussed at this step. 

Valuation Unified Enterprise 

Figure 4.f.3. summarizes the parameters analysed for the valuation of the 
unified business. 
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Summary Case Studies: Valuation Unified Enterprise 
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/Figure 4.f.3.: Summary Case Studies: Valuation Unified Enterprise/ 

The step of valuating the unified enterprise is to carefully optimise 
investments on maximising customer value while reducing risks in merging 
organisations or through competitors' reaction. The access to customers 
shouid improve and revenue and profit shouJd increase steered by 
increased customer value. At this step the parameters of evaluation are 
similar to step one and the unified enterprise is put in reference to its 
environment (customer and competitlon). 

Valuation at Criticai Milestones 

At this step managements' - better leaders' - competencies and flexibility to 
act on unforeseen events is the criticai success factor. 

Figure 4.f.4. summarizes the evaluation parameters at criticai milestones. 
The schedule of the criticai milestones (lOOdays, 0,5 development cycles, 
and 1,5 development cycles) is verified through the case studies and will be 
appiied in the modeJ. For each of the dedicated steps dearly and 
repeatable results can be defined. 
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Summary Case Studies: Valuation at Criticai Milestones 
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/Figure AIA.: Summary Case Studies: Valuation at Criticai Milestones/ 

The results are measurable in terms of improvement in customer value 
generatiofv. Management task to achieve the criticai nrwlestones is a nriatter 
of 'leadership', a method for management to achieve certain targets by 
peopJe. The paj-ameters of the previous steps are mapped £>nto the criticaJ 
milestones for review on achievement. 

g. Observations and Conclusions 

The evaluation of cases was performed across the different motives 
identified for partnership and across the different levels of complexity of 
partnership from Internai merger of business units towards and open 
network. 

Generalised a partnership is recommended in case an enterprise can not 
generate sufficlent customer value In reference to competitlon at present or 
in the future. 

Parameters can be extracted for valuation and generating a basis for 
decision at the different steps of evaluation for partnership requirement to 
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managing the joined enterprise. The parameters are generic for an industry 
producing products. The paranieter values represent the specific industry 
segment and the specific business situation. 

These parameters can be structured to attributes representlng enterprises 
in a business situation: 
- customer requirements from a total system perspective (value chain of 
total solution and required investments) 
- customer value generation from a product value chain perspective 
(competencies required, available and investments required) 
- financial capabilities to gain required competences 
- access to customer and market perspective (global market, fragmented 
market, market growth vs. own growth, etc.) 
- capability to achieve required competence by business concept 
- competitive positioning («fficiency, barrier of ̂ t r y in terms of irivest and 
time) 

Criticai milestones for merger are verified. The milestones serve as a 
guideline for focus of management for increasing effectivity and efficiency. 

A hypothetical flow for structural optimlsation - from a current enterprise 
situation to a target situation - was verified for appiicability across the 
different levels of partnership. This flov\̂  wiil be taken as a framework for 
modei deveJopment in chapter 6. 
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5. Parameter Extraction - Leadership and Management 

The performance of enterprises is by and large dependent on the performance of 
management, better by the perfornnance of their leaders - as the case studies 
reveal that success also is drlven by the elements of passion and lucky 
anticipation driven by leaders. So far there Is no model capable to synthesize 
leadership. Nethertheless it is possible to extract concepts for priority setting and 
valuatlon of situations for hlgher probabllity of success. Wlthln this chapter 
concepts and descriptive tools are extracted to methodically and parameter wise 
optimise the model for structuring production systems- based on leadership. 

Different sciences are appiied for synthesizing new concepts for executing projects 
highiy efffcient In newly structured environments. A simple leadership concept is 
the result to establish a highiy dynamic and responsive enterprise to maintain lead 
in a competitive environment for satisfying expectations of owners and investors in 
the long run - by focussing on the customer. Knowledge from sciences beyond 
management and engineering is combined in a special v\/ay in order to develop a 
comprehensive understanding of basic mechanisms of belief versus knowledge, 
change of belief, and correlation between root cause and result/target 
(philosophy). These new findings are to achieve an optimum in structure and 
personnel performance within an enterprise and its management - to be appiied in 
enhancement of the model. Sciences touched are physiology (understanding 
reactivity of human beings), psychiatry (for correct interpretation of human 
behaviour), artificial intelligence (belief and coherence), and psychotogy and 
sociology (for understanding effects on sub ordinance and conformity). 

a. Selection of Staff and Leaders 

Interaction with staff members, defining goals, setting targets, delegation of 
targets/work load, control - those are the daily tasks of leaders. For 
reaching effectiveness an efficient leadership process is required. An 
Understanding will be developed how to interact with employees in order to 
reach the goals - from a perspective of a leader. 
The criticai issue thereby is to find the way to get the individual goals 
aligned with the goals of the enterprise in order to support the original 
tendency of life which is based on alignment on harmonising all targets on 
one uniform overall target that is intensive in experience /FETZ/. 

The better leaders are able to align and focus their staff and orchestrate 
their competencies within the process set of the frame of responsibility the 
better the targets wi« be r-eached. Tt̂ e correct way of ^^andling tl>is process 
does focus the company not by power but by conviction of people and 
strong perfornnance is the corxsequence. 

The key element for the leadership process is the overall underlying 
^ m e n t of phikjsophy that tl>ere \s e purpose in any relationship and not 
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the relationship is the purpose. Vitality is characterised by the ambition in 
reaching Intensity (quality of Hfe) - a finalJty/the Intended target - and not 
just on physical-chemical mechanisms. 

What are the expectations of the shareholder from the leader of his 
enterprise? The general expectation is that the leader of the enterprise has 
to increase the value of the enterprise in their point of view. By that 
concept leaders are selected. There are two recent examples in German 
industry that proof this concept. One is the dismissal of the CEO of 
Telekom - Ron Sommer - as the main shareholder felt the pressure that 
the value of the connpany on the stock market was constantly decreasing 
and there was no clear path on returning to higher value. The second 
example is Bertelsmann - Thomas Middlehoff - who by aii competencies 
had different value concepts of the company in mind than the owners. He 
intended to circumvent the clear direction of the owners not to get a 
publicly traded company. 
The competencies for realising the owners' «xpectations are the capabiWy 
to orchestrate the resources (staff, money, equipment and management) 
by appiying the appropriate concepts for value generation and designing 
the appropriate leadership processes. In contrast the cx^mpetencies 
requested from an employee are in the fieid of know-how of operaţional 
processes and references on previous achievements and education. This 
difference in expectation and task does naturally lead to the decreasing 
operaţional know-how in increase in hierarchy. From an 'outside view' 
sometimes the selection of a CEO then looks like selection by relationship 
criteria rather than competency. In respect to the concept of legitimation of 
ownership this is the correct approach, because the combination and 
alignment of people for generating the company value is the task. 

Figure 5.a.1. /ZAPKE-SCHAUER/ does reflect the difference in selection 
criteria between leaders and staff. 

The hierarchical expectation of owners, leaders and staff has implications 
on the set-up of the nfiodel, the deffn'rtion of the nfx>del parameters. The 
concept for generating company value must be represented together with 
the measurabJes that ara a result of value generation in respect to the 
expectation of the owners of a company. 
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Selection Criteria for Leaders and Staff 
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/Figure 5.a.1: Selection Criteria for Leaders and Staff/ 

Transferred to the model this means that the 'target' must be closely 
related with value generation (= customer value). The attributes must 
reflect the measurables and competencles for generation of value. On the 
opposite it is net necessary to represent processes, JegaJ structuring or any 
sub-details as these are to be evaluated and realised by staff - and not by 
management - as a consequence of the targets. 

b. Motivation and Mental Concepts 

For understanding the interaction required from a leader with his staff the 
leader has to understand sonne basic biological and physiological effects. 
Figure 5.b.1. iliustrates the bottleneck of perception, which can always be 
found after a management meeting when aii have agreed to do a certain 
thing, but the very next day everyone seems to follow their own targets -
from the perspective of the leader - but not to work on the agreed task. 
Asking the staff they are convinced they work on the agreed task. 
The bottleneck of perception A/ESTER/ means that aii environmental 
influences (data) a person receives constantly are aiready pre-processed 
to the most extent by different natural and trained concepts and reacted 
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immediatety (any effect on skin that is most of the time even reacted 
unconsciousiy). Tteeby a feduction of (he reoeived information by 7 
potencies takes place before it will be transferred into the mind. 

Bottleneck Modei of Perception 
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/FIgure 5.b.1.: Bottleneck Model of Perception/ 

Wtthin peoples' minds and for further processIng for action this Information 
Is enriched again wlth the concepts buWt up for processing certain actions. 
Whether It Is to have certain mimics (consclous or unconsciousiy controHed 
by physiologicaJ processes) or to execute on certain things that people 
think are to be done. 
For any leader this means that he has to find a way to exchange the 
existing concepts in the peoples' minds with the concepts of the company 
in order to get alignment In equal interpretation of targets and words. 
Sometimes it Is even forgotten that words also have different meanings on 
their own, but on the other hand are by nature abstracts for description of 
objects their character and their relationship, and thus have different 
interpretation by cultural background. 

Another step to efTiclency in leadership is the understanding of motivatlonal 
factors. Since the discussions of Aristotie on men's' ambitlon for common 
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sense and admiration of nature - always related with a purpose -
flf^anagement appficable theories have been developed. Severa! models 
deal with a more or less fixed hierarchy of human needs whereby people 
first seek to satisfy their basic needs before advancing to 'hlgher* 
requirements. 

Human Needs - Motivational Faclors - Hierarchy 
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/Figure 5.b.2.: Human Needs - Motivational Factors - Hierarchy/ 

Hereby the needs not yet satisfied are motivational. Figure 5.b.2. does 
stK3w this tîlerarchy. Tlie key elements are taken over from the research of 
Maslow. Add to the hierarchy there is a gradual difference in nrK)tivational 
effect inherent. The very basic needs - the environmental faclors - prevent 
from dissatisfaction. The more advanced needs for relatlonship and seif 
advancement are the motivational factors that contribute especially to the 
individuals' satisfaction. 

Apart from the hierarchical pyramid of needs there are dynamic models 
developed whereby the individual always tries to satisfy a set of needs with 
importance factors set by current goals to be achieved. That means that 
the individual tries to balance the satisfaction of needs according to present 
(i.e. limited view into future) individual circumstances and targets. Figure 
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5.b.3. A/VARNECKE1/ reflects then a set of needs oniy that are always 
present. 

Human Needs - Molivational Factors - Dynamic 
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/Figure 5.b.3.: Human Needs - Motivational Factors - Dynamics/ 

Any interaction of a leader with his employees has the best motivational 
effect, when f̂ nding an optinHim frt of the task delegated the 
individuats' needs. 

The next motivational aspect Is the capabllity of human beings to anticipate 
the future. This capability is most developed within al! species known with 
the human being. 
OnIy based on the anticipation of the future people can develop hope and 
fear as also their degree of satisfaction and dissatisfaction is a matter of 
ambition to targets and seif appreciation /FETZ/. 
Figure 5.b.4. shows the consequence of this theory. Based on an 
anticipated view of the future (=target) the individual has to develop an 
ambitious plan for execution. Once the target is reached in correlation with 
the plan (measured through a control process) there is success and thus 
positive motivation for the individual. 
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Anticipation 
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/Figure 5.b.4.: Anticipation/ 

On the success endorphins are released by the body that generate positive 
feelings. 

For further generation of a frannework of positive feelings by motivation 
there are ̂  different ̂ roups of motivatk>nal activities: one gfoup are ^ 
factors set by externai stimuli (see figure 5.b.5 /ZAPKE-SCHAUER/). 
Those are limited in effect, as the individual can not repeat those factors on 
his own. For enterprises those factors are usually combined with cost. 
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Extrinsic Motivation 
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/Figure 5.b.5.: Extrinsic Motivation/ 

The other factors are the intrinsic factors (see figure 5.b.6.). The basic 
difference to extrinsic factors is the fact that they drive nrx>tivation out of the 
task Itself and therefore are at no additional cost. Through the task the 
individual gets the chance to detennine about the own future and gets the 
chance to anticipate. 

With elements of process ownership, seif determinatlon and the possibilrty 
to learn any leader has the tool set to drive intrinsic values within his staff. 
Any task performed through intrinsic usually motivates for repetition. 
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Inrinsic Motivation 
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/Figure 5.b.6.: Intrinsic Motivation/ 

Vision, Targets and Execution 

The leader has to look for two elements very carefully: 
- how to drive Intrinsic values 
- align the mental concepts of staff wlth the concepts of the enterprise 

Approaching the leadership process with some of the elements of strategic 
management wouid lead to foilowing concept of contents and flow: 

The leader generates a vision for his staff that is less a vision about the 
futiifeof markets etc. - projections about those developments anyway are 
to a high degree wrong, as there is nobody who can predict the future - but 
contains statements what positive things are enabled once the targets are 
reached. It also describes what factors must be available that the targets 
wouId appear aiready today. Through this approach staff gets the 
opportunity to link positive elements of the future with own targets, as the 
vision tackies current problems and supports staff values positively. 
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Target Setting and Process Seiection 
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/Figure 5.b.7.: Target Setting and Process Seiection/ 

Out of the Vision targets are derived that are directiy communicated with all 
staff nriembers. TWs direct conmTuinication is criticai to verify that the 
employee really has understood the same content and thus has adapted 
his mentaJ concepts with the concepts of the company. 
As seen in figure 5.b.7. staff has to develop a process (plan) in order how 
to reach the targets best. By definition the leader shouid have chosen the 
best competencles within his staff for execution. Through planning in 
combination with visions' stories about the future staff can anticipate and 
develop seif determination. The targets themselves are to be defined by a 
certain quality, budget and time to be reached. They also have to fit with 
the frame of responsibility of the employee.Company targets are translated 
into individual targets by this process. 
The relationships between individual functions and value generation can 
get transparent as the vision describes the constituting factors. Staff can be 
approached on the level of confwnon sense. 

Vision and targets also must be embedded in a context aligning employees 
towards the customer. The advantage dy doing so is ihai aH can focus to 
an externai third person. The relationship between employees than can be 
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always referred to this 'outsider' and any obstacle can be discussed on a 
more rieutral aiKl vaKie add basis. 

The Third Person 
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/Figure 5.b.8.: The Third Person/ 

Above figure 5.b.8. illustrates the third person effect. Viewing towards 
requirements of a third stabilises the relationship within staff. 

This effect can also be generated in target setting. In case the feedback of 
an employee on process to achieve targets is negative, sonie bosses tend 
to appiy pressure. This immediately converts the employees' physiology 
into an alert nnode by producing adrenaline and then blocking the openness 
for informatlon for severa! hours as the body focuses on reception of 
potential dangers. The externai third party method couid be appiied by 
referring a competitor as a benchmark proofing that better results are 
achievable - when there are results, the processes must exist. The task 
does get intrinsic immediately. 

By appiying game theory and psychology (for example zero game' and its 
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effects on human behaviour) the same conclusions can be drawn. 
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/Figure 5.b.9.: The Four Categories for Description of Objects/ 

For a network it is relevant to understand also the categories for description 
of an object. UsuaHy peopte tend to describe something by the material, 
form or by its manufacturer (figure 5.b.9). Generally the manufacturer 
defines the material, processes that into a dedicated shape/form and 
thereby enables the products appilcation for a dedicated purpose. The 
categories of material, form and manufacturer get disguised within a 
network. Therefore the focus within any discussion on vision, targets, etc. 
must be the purpose or indirection customer the customer value. Through 
addressing the purpose immediate motivation is possible. 

By focusing leadership on purpose of the network also the ethical effect of 
increasing the employees' capabilities for acting on their own is a result 
ISesides tMe ihcreăse of intrinsic. 

The building of an own culture within the network can also be expedited by 
this approach. By focusing on an externai customer, openness is a 
consequence. Discussion on purpose eliminates emotions and focuses on 
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rationales. Hindering politics are reduced by clear process ownerships and 
thus procedures for decision can be fixed. 

The theory discussed in this subchapter on motivation and mental concepts 
has ImpJications on processIng a structural change. The elements 
influenced are: 

- communication (wording) 
- communication (content: values) 

- content of milestones (vision, anticipation, intrinsic, motivational factors) 

These findings are to be reflected In the model: 
- The wording used for description and further on communication must be 
dearty defined in order tobeclearty and commonly understood and 
interpreted for valuation and action. 

- The model shouid address issues that can be used for communication 
with peopte involved in execution. The contents is to be in a way to reflect 
an outside of the enterprise (third person = customer; purpose = customer 
valiift) in order io drive emotion into a positive channeJ (= outside to support 
the customer) instead to an internai fight (= cultural barriers). 

- The parameters ailowed to change for certain milestones are to be linked 
with people to execute. There must be the elements in the vision about the 
milestone results, what intrinsic values are to be touched. The attributes 
that can be changed within certain periods of time are to be explainable in a 
way that people can buHd an anticipation of approaching the result. This 
means that parameter changes are to be classified in changes that are 
pfoven to vvork within a certain perîckj of time/ and cTianges that require a 
new approach that is unprecedented. 

c. Future Oriented Execution Concepts 

This subchapter extracts some principie rules of nature - mainly out of the 
discipline of philosophy - and thereby a fran^work of opportunity is 
defined. The Idea in this approach is to build a consciousness of 
opportunities along a framework that ailows quick referencing for options of 
action and thus gives guidelines for further on optimising model parameters 
and set-up. 

The follpwing figure 5.C.1. summarizes the opportunity set into an 
'opportunity star*. 
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Opportunity Set of Fu ture Concepts 
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/Figure 5,c.1.: Opportunity Set for Future Concepts/ 

Tbeteams.of the star are to be interpreted as foilows: 

Opportunities derive of intensified targets: 

Whenever there are ideas for targets that complement the existing target 
this shouid be examined as an opportunity. The harmonisation of new ideas 
into an existing set can intensify the vividness of an enterprise. 
The key criterion hereby is that the existing set of targets is not changed 
but the harmonisation of the even wlder numt)er of targets now does allow 
a new and higher quality of seif determination and thus generates new 
intrinsic values for higher levels of performance. The selection of additional 
targets has to be done carefully in order to reach the harmony and to define 
new targets that envision a more important future to the enterprise than 
generated by the previous targets. 
Any new media, «ke the internet with suppiying Information, thereby are 
supportive to find new ideas for intensified ideas. 

Any opportunity is independent of iocation: 
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Whether is production, or development or access to a market, from a 
raţional point of view there is no reason that this is dependent on any 
location. The basic elements for driving people to do something (produce, 
develop or buy) of target and process are available everywhere. For 
production and development 'cost' has to be optimised and for market 
access the 'customer value' has to be optimised. The logistics for handiing 
an enterprise independent of location are the challenge to be taken care of. 
Logistics mean the transport of material and the consistent suppiy of 
infonmation. Especially new information technologies enable thereby new 
ways of production by making date and information accessible everywhere 
and at evety time. 

The effects contrasting this raţional point of view are sociological and 
psychologicaJ behaviour effects of human beings. The one aspect is the 
sub ordination to authorities and the other aspect is conformity /MILGRAM/. 
On the first aspect it is important to set up transparently for all people 
involved the lines of authority and the respective environment (contracts, 
commitment, feeling of responsibllity, etc.). On the latter aspect it Is 
important to detect all elements that can generate behaviour of conformity 
in another direction than the one to be targeted. Increaslng local distance 
increases the effort required to keep lines of authority set up and to keep 
conformity in the right direction. Within the model those two 'energies' have 
to be taken into consideration for valuation of separate locations. 

Any opportunity is driven by events and not by timei 

In general it is not the flow of time that generates opportunitles but there 
are certain events that trigger a new perception about a subject and thus 
create the idea or environment for an opportunity. Therefore the increase of 
opportunities for own activities can be promoted by increasing the 
awareness for events and their Influence on the properties of an object or 
the perception on the situation. Especially networking software tools ailows 
to inform about key events throughout an enterprise within seconds. 

The above paragraphs seem to be in obvious contrast to the categories of 
optimisation as summarised in figure^.c.2.. Ttte major categories for 
optimisation addressing the key challenges for delivering product to the 
customer are: in time, at the appropriate quality, and at reasonable cost. 
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Categories for Optimization 
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/Figure 5.C.2.: Categories for Optimisation/ 

Up to now most effort is put into optimising cost and quality. This is due to 
the fact that measurement points and measurement data get easily 
available. It is and was not possible to approach time as a key 
improvement factor due to missing data points oniine for immediate 
correction. Therefore lead-times were and are taken more or less as a 
given and not improved at the same rate of 30% per year or in multiples of 
step functions like the other categories. 

The finding was that optimisation on the category time can be used for 
driving optimisation in cost and quality. This is due to the fact that reduced 
time required for processing a product leads to less material used, less 
r^sources involved and required and in the end to less equipment required 
due to reduction of process steps. Additionally quality is improved due to 
the simplification of processes fewer failures can be made on the one hand 
and on the other hand the shortening of feedback loops ailows more 
precise process control and shorter reaction time on corrective actions at 
deviation. 

Reduction of time required for productive output requires also a rethinking 
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of batch or lot sizes in order to shorten feedback loops within 
manufacturing on the different process steps. In future the ideas of single 
wafer lots or even Individual sections on a wafer as a lot shouid be 
considered for improving process continuity over processing time. This is 
getting more and more important for larger diameter wafers as their 
individual processing does allow aiready parameter deviation. 

The optimisation on the category of time does require efforts of the 
semiconductor industry and the equipment industry to provide: 

- In situ measurement capabilities at tools 
- Standardised data interfaces at tools 
- Overall data network for data access and evaluatlon 
- Seif controlled equipment 

In order to get access to the required data for immediate improvement 
instead of the current disguising of failure through the subsequent process 
step. 

A key paradigm to approach for optimisation on 'time' is the equipment set-
up in batch processes. Here new ideas for improvement in terms of 'lot size 
one' have to be developed to allow higher degrees of flexibility of 
production mix in manufacturing. Concurrent engineering of technology 
development and equipment development and review of description of 
process parameters for control can be iniţial ideas for consideration. 
Benchmarking v\/ith completely different Industries couid help thereby. For 
instance the automotive industry managed to eliminate the paradigm of set-
up time for manufacturing to shift completely from one model lines to 
individual cars as batch unit. 

Reviewing the statement that the category of 'time' is contrary to the 'event 
drivenness', above discussion can be summarised in a supportive 
statement like foilows. Time can be taken as a measurement for intensity of 
events, but time is not the trigger of an opportunity. Any events can 
obvlousiy happen at any time, v\/hen certain conditions are available. 
Therefore the conditions for availability have to be carefully analysed and 
reengineered for earliest availability in event. This is a matter of the best 
process then. 

Target and execution are condiţional to each others: 

The process of execution does influence the target and vice versa. Once 
the process is started, it is clear what target will be the result and once a 
target shouid be reached there is a certain process necessary. This means 
that wherever is a part of an enterprise it must be made sure that the 
targets are transparent and the other way round any event on the process 
must be transparent to responsrbie people on the target setttng process. 
Communication tools and their appiication enable especially the remaining 
of the target/process interrelationship independent of location and 
independent of the time conveyed. 
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This guideline appiied in combination with some of the others (e.g. 
independence of location) and taking the technological and sociological 
developments as an opportunity can derive for example the conclusion that 
there is an increasing number of networks. These networks can get virtual 
in terms of location and time. In consequence one has to shift the paradigm 
of logistics (transport and information flow) and communication being a cost 
factor to getting an enabling factor for nev̂  processes and markets. The 
simple example of videophones does show this paradigm change. Video 
communication on the very high end can be done via high performance 
video equipment and high bandwidth communication lines at cost of several 
thousand € on the one hand. On the other hand video communication can 
be done via a web cam and communication via the internet data channels 
at low cost. Maybe certain messages are then taped on video and 
distributed via the internet. The appiication of right technology for the 
appropriate purpose is most relevant. 
thereby it is possible to have the interrelationship between target and 
process alive within virtual networks. 

ConsciousDess does deveJop of experience: 

Within every relationship there is the feeling that its development does take 
'time'. The phenomenon behind is - very similar to the different states of 
'data' develops to 'Information' that can be converted into 'knowledge' -
that the consciousness on relationships Is buiit on experience. The 
abstraction of experience into general concepts is the new level of 
knowledge and consciousness. This interconnection has to be taken care 
of, especially when approaching a new opportunity with new partners. 
There is a management concept that talks about 'early wins' ttiat comes 
very close in describing this phenomenon. In general one has to 
understand a retatronship as a process then, that requires events for 
generating a common experience and then it is possible to build up new 
levels of consctousness - like trust. 

Applied for managements tasks like 'definition and generation of a 
corporate culture' this means, that the development of a new common 
culture takes time, and is not a glven or can be pulled over a new 
organisation. The approach therefore has to be different in a way that 
culture is not a given target, but an experience developed out of an insight 
by staff through questioning for the targets and not the personal value 
system. The execution to achieve the targets does conclude in a change of 
the enterprise that also affects the personal value system also by 
experiencing the culture as decision procedure through change - but not as 
a prerequisite for action. The speed of achieving a commonly new culture is 
dependent on the capability of the leader to get in resonanc with his staff 
and therefore to align them towards 'his' - the company - vision. The more 
he is in dissonance the longer this takes or mayt>e even will fail. 

There can also be the conclusion derived that enterprises have to focus 
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better in order to generate their own 'consciousness' that can not be copied 
by someone else easily and thereby stay cx)mpetitive. 'Consciousness' 
thereby can be defined as a unique way in approaching - or thinking - the 
set of Vision, targets, and processes. 

Certainly both and a lot furttier options for 'generation of a culture' are valid. 

Any order consist of relations and processes: 

Relations and processes are the describing factors of a system for making 
it achieve certain targets. This is in addition to descriptive elements like 
competence. Enterprises have to arrange competencies in a web of 
required relations and along processes. Though faster they are able to 
arrange so, the more flexible they are and can dynamically act upon 
requirement. Curently most enterprises do apply an organisation chart for 
describing rather competencies than relationships. This element is 
espedaily important for physical structurmg of an enterprise (tocai 
arrangement of know-how and equipment). 

Fxjr example analysing senmconductor products by different parameters, in 
convenţional competence thinking, on demand structure, volume, 
similarities, differences, etc. it can be found that tv»/o basic categories do 
exist. 
One Is the mass market products that are In high volume required on the 
market and virtually can be sold any time in any volume. The other 
category are order specific products that have a clearly defined set of 
parameters in terms of product specification, delivery time (=demand) and 
quantity. This set is defined by the customers' request and deviation does 
effect the customer negatively (financially in early/over delivery due to 
bound capital, or in bad serving of their customers due to late/under 
delivery). 
These two sets of products couid lead to the assumption to structuring a 
manufacturing site distinctively for either product category. Considering the 
management of events, measured by time, this is not necessarily being 
done by different management principles. Figure 5.C.3. does summarise the 
categories and their respective approaches. 
Mass market products can be manufactured In a 'push oriented' concept 
that overall optimises the output in terms of maximum amount of physical 
products versus a given input in terms of resources and quality. The 
management of 'Events (Independence of Time)' can be appiied in order to 
increase output by increasing manufacturing speed and speed of learning 
by short feedback loops on any deviation and their respective potential 
elimination. 
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Categories for Manufacturing by Product Category 
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/Figure 5.C.3.: Categoriei for Mariufacturing by Product Category/ 

Order specific products can be manufactured in a 'puii oriented' concept 
that does respectively take the required output as basis for optimisation for 
required inputs. The management of 'Events' can be appiied in order to 
decrease input resources by reduced lead times (i e. less capital bound) 
and shortened feedback loops on any deviation and therefore more 
capability for reaction and less threshold required in terms of in line buffer 
inventory. 

The approach of management of 'Events' does allow a combined 
management of those product categories at the same time, as the principal 
management goals are the same and are measured against the same 
crrterion: feed back times on output versus input. 

StiJJ there is the question of internai distinct structures for manufacturing. 
So far companies /INFINEON/ separate most of their production locations 
according to the category of product. This is a matter of processes appiied 
for manufacturing (while using the same tools for either product category) 
and the - as discussed above - obsolete experience of different 
management required. The management of 'events' superposed does allow 
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one management concept 

The effects to be taken into acxx)unt in structuring are the time for change 
in combining different process flows into one local organisation. People 
behave according to llnes of authorlty and conformity /MILGRAM/. 
Situations may appear whereby authority is given to knowledgeable 
technicians and not to management, and by mixing technical statements 
with management goals, a management structure breaks into pieces. The 
effect is a loss of time in execution due to resistance in decision and 
execution, if not executing the opposite of requirement. 

Therefore especially the attribute 'flexibility' has to take account of 
processes and relationships in a technical point of view and in a 
psychological one. 

Preparation of Management Decision 

The model to be developed shouid be accepted and appiicable in 
management level as a tool for deriving decisions. Therefore it is important 
also to take a look at the preparations and topics for decision in 
management circles of advanced enterprises. Representing the required 
steps and elements a preparation for a project decision is taken as an 
Bxample. Thereihe release of resources for development and market 
introduction and the intended positioning of a new product are decided. For 
proper and transparent decision the appropriate valuations have tabe 
presented by maximising the opportunity, keeping risks manageable and 
establishing a reference (plan) for measurement of execution. It is 
important to understand that the purpose of decision is an investment 
whereby a return is expected out of business in contrast to a speculative 
activity whereby a return is expected out of a chart analysis. Besides that 
the management shouid be occupied for the minimum of time oniy. 

A structure developed for future oriented management circles, supporting 
those requirements, is shown in figure 5.C.4.. 

The structure covers the threeJcey elements for an investment decision: 
- understanding the business 
- managennent capability (team) 
- financial predictability and return 
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/Figure 5.C.4.: Project Decision - Structure/ 

The first part is a 'definitlon of the Project' in order to describe technically 
cx)ntents and functionality in order to get a common understanding among 
the participants. 
The second part does explain the niarket and the opportunities and risks. 
Generally absolute market sizes in value and in units are described with 
looking back several years and an outiook over product life. Additionally 
major potential customers and driving factors for the market with key 
events (standards approved, consortia founded, laws passed...) are 
evaluated. The outcome shouid be a set-up to approach the most important 
customers (from a company point of view), what potential market 
influencing factors have to be obsen/ed and whether risks of market 
fluctuations are manageable. The risks shouid be covered by a safety 
margin (= potential exit line) that ailows an exit without putting the 
enterprise at risk. 
The third part does evaluate on current and potential competitors in order 
to figure out lasting differentiating factors and to evaluate their potential 
reaction and potential new entrants with new solutions. Whenever possible 
benchmark cost information on comparable solutions shouid be integrated 
in this section. 
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The fourth part does technically and financially value the product in its 
appiicatbn. By evaluating the functionallty fronr a eustomers' potnt of view 
(how much wouid the customers' customer pay for the feature; also in 
reference what does the feature cost at a competitor) the argumentation 
must be clear: why shouid a customer buy this product. Evaluating potential 
cost advantagea throughoutthe valua chain (effort at incoming inspection, 
material, handiing effort...) do complement this synthesis. 
The fifth part does technically describe the method of development, 
acqtiisition tDf misstng iP and mettiodotogy of iniţial manufacturing. Thereby 
the criticai cost driving factors get transparent and the potential risks can 
be evaluated from the amount of 'unknown IP'. Whenever necessary, 
criticai patent situations are to be mentioned. 
The sixth part is tîie development plan with schedule, timeline, resources 
etc. Nether the less the most criticai issue is the commitnfient of the 
qualified project leader to the plan and the team supporting this. The 
signature of aii team members shouid document their commitment. 
Management shouid concentrate on challenging the aggressiveness of the 
plan (good chance to manage in time and cost, but not too relaxed) and the 
completeness in efforts. 
The seventh part does introduce the team members. 
The eighth part is the financial plan and does.give the management the key 
parameters from project start over product tife: 

i. In vest 
ii. Revenue (average sales price per piece) 
iii. Manufacturing cost structured by nriain cost drivers (Margin) 
iv. Key Cost parameters (yieid, size, package, main suppiy parts, 

ficenses...) 
V. Discounted cash flow 
vi. Ranking within other development projects 

AII those-values are by periods reasonable to product Hfe, for example 
quarterly in data processing peripherals or annually in TV consumer 
markets. The forecast period also extends for a timeframe long enough to 
gain a retum.on lnvestment prediction with a high probability for success, 
Hereby stochastic has to be appiied in a way that though higher the risk of 
predictability though higher the safety margins for covering potential risks 
have to be. Especially in high tech industry the predictability of future 
business development is very low, therefore special safety margins have to 
be appiied. 
The ninth part does evaluate the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats in order to stimulate a top level view that all influencing factors are 
thought about. 
Dependent on decision action items for important items found during the 
decision meeting with respective-owners and schedules beeome^integral 
part of the decision (sometimes this might even be a condiţional signature). 
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According to the previous analysis there are steps along the foilowing 
categories: 
- management level 
- execution/staff level 
- overali business subjects 

From the first two categories elements can be transferred into optimising 
the model further in its set-up and selection of attributes/parameters. The 
'overali business description' in contrast is an issue of the aspect of 
common understanding and the aspect of area of investigation for options 
for action. 
The model therefore must allow also these two aspects in terms of 
generating solutions that steer a discussion on 'unsought opportunities' on 
the one hand and on the other hand once an area of possibllities is 
selected it shouid give options for decision and simulation on future position 
of enterprise. 

d. The Portfolio Managed 

In investor community and management there is the continuous discussion 
on whether to focus activities or to spread activities. In the end this is an 
issue of safety and performance to be achieved - v>/ith the subject of 
contents to be managed besides 'general management performance' and 
Its accompanying areas of investigation. 

Figure 6.d.1. shows an anatysis performed on a long term development of 
portfolios versus the performance of the stock market index /HAGSTROM/. 
Wrthin the-US stock market ten-year traceaWe conrtpanies were selected 
and different portfolios were built. The difference was the numfc>er of 
companies within the portfolio. 

The conclusion is that the probability for achieving performance above 
average does increase with decrease of number of companies within the 
portfolio. In the same time the probability for being worse than average 
does increase with decreasing amount of companies in the portfolio. The 
analysis did not take transaction cost into account. This wouid have even 
decreased rentability of large amount of company portfolios. 
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Portfolio Rentability versus Spread of Portfolio 
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/Figure 5.d.1.: Portfolio Rentability versus Spread of Portfolio /HAGSTROM// 

For the model and valuation of potential structuring partners the complexity 
of task has to be welght versus management capabllity. Resulting 
perfomiance has to decrease with increasing complexity. In the same time 
safety margins against negative effects have to be Increased. 

The above findings can be summarised in foilowing rules: 

Potentlal(Success)focus > Potential(Success)6pread (5.1) 
Effort(Risk Management)focus > Effort(Risk Managenr>ent)spread <5.2) 

e. Coherence in Models 

Every building of a model is an abstraction of reality for a certain purpose. 
In business modelling of enterprises is not solely a matter of hard defined 
parameters and a coincident interpretatlon among a multitude of people, 
but in a lot of cases a rather subiective interpretation on perceptions. 

Nethertheless structuring of enterprises requires building of knowledge 
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about the business situation and its participants to cx)nclude the required 
dedsions and derive actions. Different opinions have to be valuated for 
reasonability and anticipation of their future consequences. The model 
shouid support this task. 

For further development of the model it is supportive to look at factors that 
drive the acceptance of soft opinion based factors. This is in order to later 
on simplify the model for parameters and procedures in its development 
and/or interpretatbn. 
Therefore this subchapter is about belief, justification and valuation. 

Generally in a business environment on the level of (also opinion) leaders 
and decision makers are reasonable people that usually appiy two pattem 
for building their knowledge, opinions and beliefs. For building their 
knov\̂ ledge each step and sub element is derived from a proven path and 
source. Thus knowledge shouid at minimum contain true cases and true 
theories. In case there is an element not proven within this chain these are 
beliefs or opinions. Stifl beliefs can either be revised on new reasons 
building up a new path of arguments and valuation or they are revised as 
the overall system of beliefs gets out of consistency. In most cases people 
are confronted with a web of beliefs that are not based on solid reasons, 
but can survive on the consistency in between the singular beliefs. This 
kind of a system can also be called dogmatic. 

Over aii there are more sofl facts getting important in beliefs. There is the 
uncertainty on reasons leading to the belief, and the imprecision on 
predictability on the average behavrour on certarrr beliefs, and the 
consequences of such behaviour. 

It is helpful in a system of beliefs (i.e. a model of soft facts) to distinguish 
between the relattonships of explanations and the acceptance of beliefs. 
The relationship of explanations is also an interpretation of the relationship 
t>etween beliefs. The acceptance or justification of beliefs is based on a 
comparison of competing structures for explanation. 

Coherence is a measurabfe for the relationship of explanations within 
reasoning and in between beliefs. Appiying coherence and translating it 
into rules for building a model means: 

- at minimum for acceptance of beliefs there must be a relationship 
between opinion systems 

- any valuation shouid maximise a path of reasoning whereby the 
explanation is true and the concluston is true either 

- any valuation shouid minimise cases where the explanation is true but the 
conclusion is wrong 
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- any wrong explanation must be eliminated from the opinion system 

- analyse on contradictions; if the explanations and conclusions are not 
contradictory they need not to be checked 

In general this differentiation of explanation, conclusion and their 
interference amongst each others may help to eliminate a lot of parameters 
in evaluation that are solely opinion but not fact based. Priority then can be 
given on facts that contribute to knowledge and discussion on facts to 
derive a new level of true knowledge, not just a probabilistic belief. 

For a probabilistic valuation of conclusions there are three kinds of drawing 
a conclusion from a mayor and a minor premise: 

- deductive, hereby a conclusion 'A' is derived as a subset of two premises. 
The conduston does not add new/ information and is always true. 

Pd(A) = 1 (5.3) 

- inductive, hereby a conclusion 'A' is derived as a superset to the minor 
premise. The conclusion does add new information that has to be verified 
as it is true with a probability <1 oniy. 

P,(A) < 1 (5.4) 

- abductive, hereby a conclusion 'A' is derived as a superset to the mayor 
premise. The conclusion adds also information, but has an even lesser 
probability («1) than the inductively derived conclusion, and thus also 
need verification. 

P a ( A ) « 1 (5.5) 

This theoretical approach on knowledge and belief can additionally support 
the process of prioritising the steps upon valuation the effort for 
transformation of one opinion system into another, for example within a 
merger. 

f. Observations and Conclusions 

In this chapter different sciences were appiied to find aspects to be taken 
into account for model set-up and fine tuning attributes definition and 
parameter selection. 

The concept and subsequent processes must be set up in a way that 
management can focus on generating customer value in respect to 
enterprise requirements. Soft facts llke cutture and dynamics are a 
consequence, not the task. 
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Set-up of Model: 

- the purpose of the business is to generate customer value 
- relevant systenrjs for the model are custonr>er. conr>petltor and enterprise 
- the attributes must represent Value generation' and Value analysis' 
- the customer is the reference for vaiue 
- the competitor is the reference for motivation searching for improvement 
in processes and business concepts 
- there is no need to represent pnDcesses - targets are sufficient 
- the abstraction level must be according to management 
- the 'consciousness' must be derived from and for management 
- the general terms used have to be defined for common understanding 
- model must be capabfe visualise results 

Parameter Selection: 

- parameters selected are to represent customer value generation 
- parameters selected are to represent intrinsic factors 
- use descriptive language in the model allowing staff to anticipate 
- parameter generation is a matter of individual knowledge reliability 
- parameters do noi need to represent localion or communication 

VaYuation and Work Ftow: 

- potential structures and partners are to be valued on the potential for 
'harmony' and the increase of 'intensity' 
- potential partners require capabWity to pe^ rm above average 
- probability on positive performance does increase with focus 
- people are key for execution and are to be vaiuated in terms of risk and 
opportunity 
- people do change over time (motives for doing do change according to 
personal situation rather than social environment) 
- events must be the key for change with aggressive timelines on an 
increase of intensity 
- valuation is on opportunity and on safety by probabilities 
- valuation is to take the reliablity of 'knowledge' versus 'belief into account 
- the work flow must represent the separation of leadership and execution 
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6. Modelling for Structural Description of Enterprises 

Within this chapter a work flow is developed to identify dedicated points for 
management action as a basis for structured and effective procedure through 
evaluatlon up to merger. For each of the milestones /TURBAN/ a comprehensive 
model is formulated. The mathmematical model is to objectivise the generation of 
resufts for evaluation of partners for cooperation and thereby to increase 
management efficiency for decision and during merger. The findings generated of 
the analysis of case studres and of leadeTshlp theory are trarrsformed for 
representation in the model. 
The model used is frames and ihe relations of homogeneous transformation. 
Appiicability - according to its purpose - in a business environment rather than a 
technical environment witt lead to a transfer from a formal mattiematical technicaJ 
description to a verbal monetary descriptive language with a verification toolset. 
The model evolutes from a technical effectiveness maximisation to an economic 
input output optimisation. Dedicated executable and quantifyable results for 
decision and execution of the merger are the output. 

Continuousiy abbreviations are used whereby capital letters are appiied to 
represent frames, vectors, matrices; small letters are appiied to represent 
individual parameters or values, or to serve as an index (explanation of 
abbreviations and notations see Chapter 9.d.). 

a. Purpose of the Model 

The purpose of the model is to support the process of structuring an 
enterprise tov^ards optimised production. First it is evaluated whether the 
enterprise has a deficit in competencies to provide sufficient vaiue to the 
customer in comparison to competition. If these deficits are detected, 
structunng means the generation of customer vaiue through corribinatîon of 
activities v*/ith extemal partners. This combination can be realised by a 
mei^ror-a nnore loose conglomerate type of reJationship like a network. 
The appiication of the model is to support management as a tool for 
generation of objectiye decision and supporting the decision process during 
the phases of analysis for partner requirement, selection of partner 
(valuation of partner) and through criticai milestones of tntegration. 

The model is based on the concept that an enterprise has the key purpose 
of generatin^ customer vaiue and to increase competiveness, as the 
customer and competitive cost structure are the sole long term base for 
money. Temporarily important influencing factors in comparison - for 
instance investors when a company requires new capital from the stock 
market or at company foundation when the sole source of money is the 
original fund from investors - are not synthesized in the model. 

The model is targeted to fit the r^iierrierits of the hig^ 
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manufacturing industry. The dedicated characteristics to take into account 
are the hgh volatiliţy of the market with its cyclicaliţy of growth, matureness 
and decline in relative short time - about 3 to 5 years - and the relative 
high investments into R&D with comparatively long lead times in relation to 
product life cyde. Thereby the model is to cover the elements of risk taking 
in a grov\rth phase, the element of focus for maturity, and the element of 
shift oî management concepts for declining markets for keeping the 
enterprise highiy flexible ţhroughout the external.dynamics. These factors 
will be represented in parameters for the business situation. 
Overall the model is generic and appiicable for manufacturing industry. 

In some cases new approaches in realisation lead to market leadership. 
Therefore for exploring the 'unknown' the model must stimulate 
management to bring up questlons for evaluation of potential 
unprecedented solutions. 

b. Miiestone Based Work Flow 

Prior to developing a model, the complex flow starting with the status of the 
enterprise with the first step 'analysis for partner requirement' or synthesis 
for best fitting partner until the targeted business situation is achieved -
joining activities with one or more selected partners to common success in 
'customer value generation'- has to be structured Into clearly defîned steps 
with dedicated resuits. For parameter extraction from business cases a 
hypothetical flow was aiready assumed and could be verified for 
appiicability. Foilowing figure 6.b.1. illustrates the flow, the key questions to 
be answered for managenrient, and Indicates the resuits to be achieved at 
each individual miiestone. 

The left hand column shows the flow with the dedicated milestones. The 
column 'analysis/synthesis' is a descriptive model of the abstracted task to 
be processed at the dedicated miiestone, leading to the individual result or 
output of the miiestone. 

The first miiestone is the 'analysis of partner requirement'. An existing 
enterprise is analysed whether an enterprise is capable to achieve desired 
resuits out of its business situation. In case this is not possible structuring 
with an externai partner is recommended. The analysis is done in reference 
to the customer and competition with appiying assumptions on future 
development of the market and its participants. The evaluation also 
contains the synthesis for reveallng what kind of partner, or more precise, 
what kind of competences and contributions are required. 
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Milestone Based Work Flow 
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/Figure 6.b.1.: Milestone Based Work Flow/ 

The questions to be processed are: 
- can competition serve the customer better? 
- can it serve better than own enterprise ever can do? 

Through the answers of these questions the results of this milestone are at 
one hand a direction for the decision whether to search for a partnership or 
not and on the other hand the information on the scope of competence and 
contribution required from a partner. Especially the answer to the second 
questlon is to reveal whether the improvement in customer value 
generation couid be done through the change of management concepts or 
own investments. 

The second milestone is the 'Partner Valuation*. According to the output of 
milestone 1, scope of competences and contributions required. a set of 
potential partners are selected to fit these criterions. Each of the potential 
partners is evaluated for the unified capabilities to generate customer value 
competitively wlthin its new market environment. 
It will be evaluated whether the combined enterprise will achieve 
competitive performance in customer value generation. This is done 
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appiying the same valuation tool as in milestone one. 
The respective resutt is the judgement on 'customer value generation' of 
the cx)mbined enterprise and thus a contribution to narrow the set of 
potentiai options with verification of contributions-of enterprises leading to 
improved performance. 

For the tKird mUestone Valuation of unîfied enterprise' each of the 
remaining potentiai partners is to be analysed on the risk in improvement in 
customer value generation and improvement in competiveness due to 
change required in structure for transaction or transformation of the 
partnering enterprlses - the potentiai to execute for achieving targeted 
resuits. Secondiy risk is involved in the reliability of the information the 
decision will be'based oh. Acoirding to the attributes (pai-ameters) involved 
in fit and change the level of legal and financial cooperation is synthesised. 
Based on this analysis the decision for seiction of a potentiai partner is 
done based on the least risk. Either there is a partner available then - or 
none. 
Appiying the resuits of chapter 5 this milestone will draw the border 
between targets and execution. Therefore this milestone resuits in analysis 
of execution of merger. Subsequent milestone \N\\\ focus on targets in order 
to generate intrinsic ownership. 

The fourth milestone 'valuation at criticai milestones' is appiied for the three 
sub milestones in management execution of aligning the enterprises 
towards one. These are sub milestones at 100d, 0.5 development cydes, 
and 1.5 development cydes. The criticai elements within these steps are 
the changes to be performed to structura lly enable new and Improved 
generation of value. 
Based on the inputs oî the previous milestones (competences required, 
criticai changes, and target value generated) as a result management 
receives prioritised parameters foractiorr in irrtegration. 

o. Modelllng of Enterprise Environment 

For modelling the representation of companies as a frame is appiied. This 
is due to the fact, that the output of this milestone requires more a 
comparison between systems than an analysis of finks between companies 
(see 2.f.). 

Customer value is in this model a vector representing an individual 
company. Figure 6.C.1. does show the one frame composed of the three 
attributes (axis) xo, yo and zo-
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Modelling Customer Value as a Vector 
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/Figure 6.C.1.: Modelling Customer Value as a Vector/ 

The model parameters are selected to represent seif sustaining enterprises 
with a working customer relationship, l.e. reveruies, and not a type of start-
up situation with pure requirement for funding. 

Out of Chapter 4 and 5 the relevant environment to be analysed for 
structural optimisation has to represent the customer, the enterprise itself, 
the mosf important competWon (monopolys in this case are not reasonable 
samples for evaluatlon) and the potential partners. Thereby each of these 
cdmpăriies is represented Ijy a trame and a customer value vector. 
Each frame is composed by axis that allow to calculate a customer value', 
theposrtfon vector for each of the companies, representing its final position 
to the sole reference, the customer. 

The model of frames and vectors (customer value vectors) is appiied for 
comparison of companies with each others. (mitestone 1,2, and 4). In 
milestone 3 the model is derived to calculate the risk involved in a merger 
by evaluatlon of the changes by rotation (change of view).. 
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Representation of Companies as Frames: 

i) Frame Axis: 

Each of the frames is to represent capabillty for customer value generation 
with attributes that can be generated generically. Those attributes are 
derived out of chapters 4 and 5 in content and tune. Each of these 
attributes does represent one of the frame axis. 

x-axis: system value chain - economic efficiency 
is the attribute of a company for its overall role the total systera soJution and 
its efficiency/competitiveness in provision of product therein 

y-axis. product value chain - innovation&flexibllity 
this axis is the attribute of a company for its competencies along the value 
chain to act upon existing or anticipated demand; the value chain of a 
product is represented 

z-axis: business concept - liquidity 
the axis is the attribute of a company for its business concept and 
represents its capability to set up new arrangements of competencies for 
defining the -rules in the market 

Above axis define the dimension of the frames to three. 

ii) Number of Frames 

Customer (:= CU), enterprise (:= E), competition (:= CO), potentlal partners 
(:= PO), and unified enterprise(:= UE) are described in the same way. In 
order to evaluate on the own competence vs. customer expectation or 
competence of competition the model ailows an analysis of competencies 
in correlation with enterprlses' goals, and thus their view. The number of 
companies selected for representation does define the number of frames. 
At minimum there are four frames: cijstomer, entierprise, competition, and 
potential partner. 

The estimation on importance of the players does give a measurable for 
the number of players to be displayed and observed for the analysis. The 
criterion for selection the most important enterprises is market share 
oriented-(e.g. all existing <îompetitors up to a combined share of 70-80% of 
the market share). Also competitors are to be represented as frame when 
havin5 an important increase in marî et share. 
Tor valuation of networks all reasonaible candidates and the most important 
players in their respective market are to be integrated into the model with 
an owrr frame. 

The primary purpose of an enterprise is to generate customer value, arrd 
therefore the reference system does represent the customer. All other 
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frames are represervted in relative position and^ngie to the customer's 
frame. Even as there are iisually many customers, they can be interpreted 
as one frame, as the enterprise does actively select (task of sales) the type 
of customers it does fit best with (Darwinism). Instead of one singular 
customer the respective market segment then is represented by a frame. 
One frame represents the market segment when homogeneous, otherwise 
several frames represent segments order to cover about > 70% of the 
market. But in return for each of the different market segments the 
complete milestone processing hafsTo b'e dbne, as each customer valu'e 
requires different competencies at enterprise. For a network also the 
referenceirame îs no longer the individual customer segment of the one 
enterprise, but the segment of the total system solution. 

Hi) Parameters for Scaling of the Axis and for Orientation of frames 

Despite the fact that the analysis can go to very deep details, the decision 
is done on very abstract criterion. Therefore the individual contributing 
parameters may be analysed very deeply, but still may lead to one highiy 
condensed attribute only. The scaling of the axis ioWows general 
measurables used for the special industry segment. 
The scaling is 'normalised' through generation of a list of parameters 
identltyi'n'g the individual attribute/axis. Based dn this list a scaling can be 
defined. 

The frames do represent the individual view of the enterprises themselves. 
Therefore the orientation of attributes shoukJ reflect this individual 
valuation. Some of the competencies may not be defined exactiy the same 
way as they are for the other market participants. This may change the 
angle. Still it is possible to generate the same company vector like the 
reference would do, but in the own reference with different coordinates. 

The parameter lists for generation of the parameters for axis and rotation 
are generic for enterprises and for producing industry . The values are 
industry segment and case specific. The parameters are synthesised from 
the^case-studies in chapter 4, generalised economic terms of the five forces 
model of/PORTER/, evaluations for competence (production capacity) 
/POP/V and others. According to the findings of chapter 5. the wording and 
selection of parameters is fine tuned, for example wording is chosen target 
oriented, there are no parameters on culture or location, as these are either 
a result orcarr beovercome "by technical mearis, etc.. 

the values for the parameters represent the input data to be structured and 
processed for information, that can be valuated.: 

x-axis: system value chain - economic efficiency 
is the attribute of a company for its overall role the total system solution and 
its efficiency/competitiveness in provision of service or product therein 
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Parameter (Range^of-valuation-O-S) ^ ^ 
system price is purchasuig criterion ^ ̂  
system patents prohibit access 
system synergies lead to cost advantages 
system syrrergies featfto peifoîTTiaTfcg advantagers v̂  
customers capâbility for backwards integration v a 

barTiers-in integrability if> totaJ system 
system CQtnponents supply criticai a 
system partners not accessible â 
Total 
IVdrmâlSs^ 

/Figure-6:C.2.: parameters x-axis - system vakje chatn - economic efficiency/ 

y-axis: product value chain - innovation&flexibility 
this axis^is the attribute ofa compariy^or itscompetencie&-alofîg the^^ 
Chain to act upon existing or anticipated demand; the value chain of a 
product or service is represented 

Parameter^Rangeof valuatkmXi-S} v a 
product performance is purchasing criteriori v 
dominance of customer 
capability to innovate v 
kftow-hDv\rtransferi>ef̂  v 
change of technology v 

' p Î A j i i i L i ^ d k u » "ir 

acee^to disbibkition Hr 
nrodudt as svstem v 
change In şegments 
reaction time in adaptation (time to market) 
torward integrsftion more important 
alternate products gain share 

t̂obarisation încreases 
Toftal 

Normalieed 

/Figure 6.C.3.: Paramters y-axis - product value chain - innovation&flexibility/ 

z-axîs: business concept - liquidîty 
the axis is the attribute of a company for its business concept and 
represents its capability to set up new arrangements of competencies for 
defining the rules in the market 
dtange of players (cusiom r̂s arttf suppiiefs) v 

[jquidity-availabîe for investments 
brand awareness v a 
change in value perception v ^ 
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maturerto~xledln1ng martcet ^ 

bigh cydidty. (new-products relativ©4o ttroe4oumarket) 
relative martţet caDitalisation 
Total 
Normalised 

/Figure 6.C.4.: Parameters z-axis - business concept - fiquidity/ 

iy) Oetermination of Scalinj of Axis 
Above lists (figures 6.C.5-7) represent the parameters the individual axis 
value is generated from. The range of value for each parameter is 0-5 with 
'O' meaning 'no contributton' to '5* meantng 'necessary/fu»ty avaHabte' 
('necessary' Trom a customer perspective; Tully available' from an 
enterprise perspective -serving the customer). The value thus is 
determined by the questlon of importance to the 'neetf of the customer and 
questKjn of the'contrftttitkm' ofttesujiţjliers. 

v) Calcuiation of Scaling of Orientation 

For scaling of the angles between the unit vectors for orientation (input for 
formula 24) rules from knowledge generation are applied. There are 
parameters that depend on a company individual market deflnition or 
individual value perception that will be called view (v:= view). 

There^re three cases for valuating the view to be looked upon: 
- the individual view is identica! to the outsiders' view 
- the individual view is not related to the outsiders' view 

(different vaJuation with no vaJue add; parameters do not contribute 
to an individual view, i.e. no value foreseen for this parameter) 

- the individual view is contrary to the outsiders view 

According to this differentiation parameters indicated with a 'v' (v:= view) 
are /elated with arîd contribute to the individual view for the orientation of 
the axis (yellow marking). These view parameters then are filled with the 
values 'identical' (L= identical) or 'contradictory' (c:= contradictory) Io the 
customers view. 

The resuHîng scaling then can be determined within two angle values: 
- zero degrees, parallel in same direction <-> identical view 
-180 degrees; anti paraffef <-> contradictory view 

(company vector still has same orientation as a result) 
The BTTgte of 90 degrees {perperKfrculaf unit vectors/axis) has the special 
meaning of 'no value add' as the cosine of 90 degrees equals zero. 

vi) Calcuiation of Gtistomer Value Vector 
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The number of parameteFS hlt and their valuation does fesult In the 
individual attribute value for the company. The individual attribute values 
for one company identify ihe 'CV:= customer value vector* for this 
company. 
The values of attrihiites xi, yi, and zi are .cateulated as the arithmetic mean 
of the respective parameters p̂  y .̂ 

CV = [Xi, y,. z-J = [MEAN(p^. MEAN(Py). MEAN(Pz)) (6.0) 

The value (length) of CV is: 
JCV| = (Xî  + y , ^ ( 6 . 1 ) 

vii) Caicuiation of Anticipated Accessibility Capabilitie» 

Parameters Indicated with an 'a' (a:= accessibility) contribute to the scaling 
factor of this attribute. The parameters are selected representing a 
dedicated customer-suppiier relationship (green marking). The valuation is 
regarding the capability to change the own contribution to customers' need. 
The range is also from 0-5 with 'O' meaning 'not possible at aii' to '5' 
meaning 'possible seamlessiy'. 
The scaling factor is normalised by calculation of the arithmetic mean value 
and its division by 2.5. 

ax,y.z = MEAN<ai)/2.5; (accessibHity for x,y,z-axis; aj individual parameter 
accessibility; i index for all elements of the parameter set) <6.2) 

Thereby values below 1 mean a decrease in customer vaHje by own 
capabilities and values above mean an increase in customer value. The 
'accessibility scaling' of the companies' CV is calcuJated according to the 
scaling fomiulas (2.6) and (2.7). With A nrţeaning the scaling matrix with the 
'accessibility factors'. 

(hereby a = ax, b = ay, c = az) 

CV = fx, y, z. t f . CVa = fax, by. cz, tj^ 

CVa=/\CV 

[ax, by, cz. l f = A[x. y. z, l f 
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(a:= aceessibility; used as an Index when at b lower positlon) 

d. Af^alysis/Synthesis for Structural Optimisation 

1)^ilestone 1 -Ai>alysis for-Partner^^equirement' 

At this milestone an existing enterprise is analysed whether a partner is 
required to achieve desired resutts (custonr̂ er value generation and 
competitiveness) out of its cun-ent business situation respectively own 
competence. The mathematical model required Is to reflect the enterprise In 
reference to ttie customer and in reference to competition witti appiying. 
assumptions on future development of the market and Its partlclpants 
(accessibility). 
For evaluation whether a partner Is required ACV is calculated put In 
reference wlth customer and competition and then evaluated for required 
contributions of a potential partner. Foilowing figure represents the frames 
arnd vectors for the cpmparison. 

Valuation of two Enterprises 

Fraims: 
Refmnec: CustomcrMvIiBtscimcnt pţ, 2,) 

R. 

l 
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/Flgure 6.d.1.: Valuation of two Enterprises/ 
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The-evaluation also eontainsthe-synthesis for revealing what kind of 
partner, or more precise, what kind of competences and contributions are 
requlred. 

The questions to be processed are: 
- can competition serve the customer better? 
- can it serve better than own enterprise ever can do? 

Through the answers of these questions the results of this milestone are at 
one hand a decision whether to search for a partnership or not and on the 
other hand the Information on the scope of competence and contribution 
required from a partner. Especially the answer to the second question is to 
reveal whether the improvenient in customer value generation couid be 
done through the change-of management concepts or own investments; 

The mathematical model developed for this milestone will be able to serve 
for computation and valuation in milestone 2 'Partner Valuation', as the 
questions to be processed are the same as for this milestone. 

Foilowing the flow for the appiication of the model is described: 

Valuation (generation of parameter values) - i) <-| 
Input Data - ii) | 
Wathemafrcaf Modef - IH) j 
Output Data - iv) j 
Valuation - v) | 
Decision - vi) j 
Verification - vii) 1 

») Valuation (̂ eneFatlon of4>arameter Values) 

The first valuation done is to evaluate on the kind and number of frames 
requlred. 

ii) Input Data 

The data for the input are the numeric (value and accessibility) and view 
values for the parameters for each of the frames. 

iii)Mathematical^odel 

- The customer value for each of the companies is calculated (6.0) 
- The accessibility scalirig is calcuiated (6,2, 2.$) 
- The scaled CV's wlth accessibility are calculated (2 J) 

The comparison between two companies is done by calculation of their 
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value <lengtlţ): 
[ACV,j|=JCVMCVil (6.3) 

Fof further valuation (comparison) of theeompanies ttieCV's values are 
calculated. 
f^or search of characteristics of a potentiai partner 
ACVcue = CVcu - CVe is calculated 

iv> Otttput Data 

The output is: 
- CVcu: Customer Value Vector for the Cusţomer 
- CVco: Customer Value Vector for the. Competitor 
- CVe: Customer Value Vector for the Enterprise 
- CVpo: £Iustomer Value Vectorior .the Po.tential Partner *) 

- CVaco.: Customer Value Vector - accessibility - for the Competitor 
- CVae: Customer Value Vector - accessibility - for the Enterprise 
- CVapo: Customer Value Vector - accessibility - for the Potential Partner *) 

*) Parameters and CV's of potential partner are valuated at this stage oniy 
in case the decision is done aiready to search for a partner. Otherwise 
these data are calculated in milestone 2. 

For-each CV the value [CV| is an output <jata. 

-ACVctje=lAx. Ay, Az] 

v> VaJuation. 

The output data are valuated by rules for.generating the decision whether a 
deficit in customer value contribution can be solved through change in 
business concept or whether partnering to any extent is recommended. 

The rules derived of a descriptive word model of the enterprise 
environment for evaluation on partnership recommendation are as foilows: 

(I) can competition serve the customer better 
(II) can cpnipetitton serve better than own enterprise ever can do 
(I) := true A (ll):= true =?> recommendation for partnering (6>l) 

(6.4) (1) and (II) are transformed into formulas-(6.5) and. (6.6) whereby the. 
competence to serve the customer (generate customer value) is reflected 
in the different delta values of the CV's: 

(I): lACV cuco 1 < lACV oue (6.5) 
(II):|ACVcuco|<|ACVcuael (6.6) 
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CxîxO CylxO CzlxO G 
CxlyO CylyO CzlyO 0 
CxlzO CylzO CzlzO 0 

0 0 0 J 

Valuatkjn for attributes requlred by partner: 

ACVcue= [AX-, Ay. Az] 

Further options to identify the chacacteristics of the required partner can b.e 
generated by applying a frame transformation. The required partner may 
have a different frame. 

Thereby ACVcue is expressed in the frame of the required partner "rp". 

The transformation matrix Erp for the potential partner then is determined by 
the cosine values of the potential partner's frame and the transformed 
enterprise vector: 

= Erp 

(€x1xQ in E is equivalentto XiXgand does represent thecosines of the-
angtes between the unit vectors. E represents the transformation matrix 
from a frame ' l ' lnto 'O' as all coordinate vectors and translation do 
describe frame '1' but are represented in frame 'O'. 'O' hereby is the 
customers' frame and '1' is the enterprise' frame.) 

So far ACVcu e 'S expressed in the frame of the customer. 

To express ACVcuein the frame of the "required partner", foilowing equation 
appiies: 

^ A C V c u e = Erp ^ Atm/cu e t ^ . 7 ) 

^ACVcue^[AXrp, Ayrp, AZrp] 

AXrp, Ayrp, AZrp do represent the characterfâtics of the required partr>er. 

A valuation is performed on the criterion that ACVcr (cutomer value criticai) 
synthesized must be dosest to ACVcoe: 

ACVcue = {MIN (|ACV| - lACVil»; i indicates number of all A'«<lerfved<«.«) 

i> Decision 

-For recommendation of a.partnership-(6.4) must.be true; in this case the 
model does deliver the output (:= the decision) 'recommendation to search 
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for a partnership = YES'. Jn case (6.4) is false the model delivers ihe output 
'recommendation to search for a partnership = NO' 

The search for partnership foilows the direction of the minimum delta (6.8). 

vii) Vedfîcation 

Verification at this stage is done by generating an input for management 
discussion. In management in general the output of a model is to be 
dicussed and to be verified. Therefore management will get an input for 
discussion, valuated Information that does guide the discussion towards the 
criticai parameters. This input on the one hand are 'competences required' 
and on the other hand are deviations between customer, competitor and 
enterprise parameters in combination with guided questions. 

Synttiesis for Competences Required 

This step is on the question 'what competencies are required by a potential 
partner?'. The result for this"synthesis is generated by extracting the set of 
competencies Q with all parameters 'p' with relevant deviation between 
customer value and enterprise. 
The set of parameters on competency Q(p) required is defined by 
calculating and referencing the mean value of deviation: 

Q ( p ) = { p l (V(Pcu) - V ( P e ) ) > M E A N ( | V ( P c u ) - V(Pe)lx,y.z)}. ( 6 . 9 ) 
Hereby foilowing meaning appiies: 
V(pcu): numeric value of the parameter of customer value 
V ( p e ) : numeric value of the parameter of enterprise 

This means that the closer ttieenterprisegets in generating customer value 
on this attribute, the finer theselection does get (the difference betyveen 
customer and enterprise diminishes). 

The compiled competencies are processed on own capability for solution 
(change of business concept, etc.) this is done by reducing the set of 
competencies by the ones that have an accesslbility of >=4 (Q": potential 
own solution). 

Q " ( p ) = {p | V(pe3) > = 4 } 
Q'(p) = Q(p) - Q"(p) (6.10) 

Q'(p) fmally represents the «et of competences a potential partner shouid 
cover. 

Relevant Paratneter Devtatiofls - Guided Ouestions 

The verification and discovery of new opportunities are to Ije guided t y an 
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adcHtionai set of parameters that are derived by: 

- (higliest) deviation in accessibility willi competitor 
- deviation in view 
- (highest) deviation between vector attributes of competitor and enterprise 

The set of parameters for discovery 'DIS(p):= set of parameters for 
discovery' can be calculated according to foilowing formulas: 

EMS'(P> = {p\ fV(Pco a) - V(Pe a>| > MEAN<|V(p^ a) - V(Pe 
D1S"(P) = { p | Viev»/(pco) o Viev^(pe)} 
DiS"'iP) = {p| (V<Pco) - V(Pe>| > MEAN((V<Pco) - V<Pe)ky.z)} 
DIS(p) = DIS'^) + DIS"(P) + DIS"'(p) (6.11) 
Hereby foilowing meaning appiies: 
V\e\N(pco)' value of viev\/ of parameter of competitor 
V(Pco a)- numeric value of the parameter for accessability of competitor 
V(pe a): numeric value of the parameter for accessability of enterprise 

The totaf set of parameters evaluated 'EV(p)' then is Xhe sum of the 
competences required and the parameter set for discovery: 

€V(p) = DIS(p)'^Q'(p) <6.12) 

Guidance for questions regardjng change in business concept and 
leadership are derived of the opportunity star (chapter 5.d.): 

- is independence of locatlon taken 4nto account 
- can targets be harmonised (eşpecially through management twmony) 
- are processes considered or targets 
- does intensity increase within the area of activity 

41) ModeUing AAilestone 2 'Paitfier Valuation' 

The second milestone is the 'Partner Valuation". According to the output of 
milestone 1, 'scope of competences and contributions required', a set of 
potential partners is selected to fit these criterions. Hereby partnering is the 
option to increased customer value generation. Within this milestone a set 
of unified enterprises is generated that consists of the calculated CVs of 
the potential partners with the enterprise. Accordingly all unified enterprises 
then are analysed for their capability for customer value generation and 
competitiveness within their new market environment. The analysis is 
performed using the model of frames. 
The unified enterprise thereby is calculated by adding the transformed 
vectors of the enterprise with each individual potential partner. Foilowing 
figure shows the addition of customer value vectors for an unified 
enterprise. 
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1 

Unified Enterprise in Frame Representation 

:FraifiK: 

Potertiil M 
' ev^: Customer Vaiue of uustomer 
CV,: CL'stefner Value or Enterprise 
CV̂ : Customer Value of Potential Parlner 

Customer Vatue of Untfted Enterprise 

o / jT 
/ ^ / ^̂  

y» 

/ / 
/ c v -

1 / \ 
/ 

/ 
/ 1 

2003 
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i 
/Fagure 6.d.2.: Untfied Enterprise +n Frame Representation/ 

The vaJuation foHows the same rules afKJ parameters as for mHestone t -
the unified enterprise in reference to the customer and versus remaining 
competition caiculated on vector lengt̂ ns. The respective result is a 
contribution to narrow the set of potential options with verification of 
contributions of enterprises leading to improved performance. 

Foilowing the flovk̂  for the appiicatlon of the model Is described: 

Valuation (generation of parameter values) - i) <-
Input Data - ii) 
Mathematical Model -iii) 
Output Data - Iv) 
Valuation - v) 
Decislon - vl) 
Verification - vii) 

i) Va^uatioii <Generat4on of Parameter Values) 

The first valuation done is to evaluate the cosines of the angles between 
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the unit vectors for formula 2.4. 

The view of the parameters of ar» is interpreted as an orientation of an axis. 
When there are several frames they may have a different views and 
therefore there are different angles between their axis. 
The economic interpretation is, that businesses realise their output based 
on different processes and different technologies that may or may not be 
compatible or compiementory to each others. A change in view also can be 
interpreted that a certain weakness is compensated by another strength 
from a complementary attribute. Therefore a rotation of a frame can be 
interpreted that the contribution of attributes to the overall same output is 
changed. 

Rotation of Frames -Transformation Matrix 

ProcedUTB forlransTormatlon (Euler-Angles): 

. *0 = *1 
1. Dnţaţinn arnnrtrt f . SySt8fT* X,, y^, 
2. Rotation around ŷ -axis angle yi. result system Xj, ŷ , ẑ  
3. Rotation around z2-axis angle x: result system >4. ŷ . 23 

f 

N 

r—Vi 
1-. \ Transtbrmation Matrix ( Systenn 3 in 0): 

îiîtoprcî^iîjuînj ucTwcci Tuf lil vtxîuis. 

OQxO QSxO 1 

j 
\ * grSie 

T 
/ 

/ - -
Transtormatlon Matrtx (System 3 In 0): 
Interpretation dy Euler angles: 

/ 
4 

.. Zi 

S:= sinus 

CvCj - C v f t Sţpr 
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2003 
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/Figure 6.d.3.: Rotation of Frames - Transformation Matrix/ 

The frames can be transformed into each others by calcuJation of the 
individual elements of the transformation matrix. For example the side 
elements of the matrix can be deternwned once the values of the main 
diagonale are determined. (deduction of the formulas of equality of the 
elements of the transformation matrices £ - see above figure). 
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CyiCx = CX3X0, ete. for \he ttiree elements of tlie main diagonal 

-> all sinus and cosines values of ihe Euler angles can be calculated from 
above three equations. 

-> side elements for theTransformation matrix then are caleulated. 

The angles of the main diagonale are approximated by the nuniber of views 
different. The program listed in the attachment does numerically calculate 
the side elements on input of the main diagonale in a certain interval where 
a Transformantion does exist (also see table on values). When several or 
no solutions for the matrix are available an aproximated matrix must be 
chosen most suited to reflect the mentioned business relationships of 
attribute contributions. 

The interpretation of orientation is applied for the potential partner, as his 
'view' on the compeitences does influence the effect on the contribution to 
the unified enterprise. The cosine is calculated by appreciation of the 
devlation in view of each individual frame: This means that the numtier of 
view-parameters that are 'contradictory' in their yalue do determine the 
angle between corresponding axis XrXj, yryj, andzrZj. foilowing table does 
express these relations: 

number of view 
paramet«rfr 

angle 
(degrf^) 

cosine 
betvveen x-axis 

cosine 
between y-axi« 

cosine between 
z-axis 

x-axis 3 times 'identLcal' X) 1 
2.times'i(Jenticar 60 0,5 
1 times 'identicar 120 -0.5 
3 times 
'contradictory' 180 -1 

y-axis 6 times 'identica!' 0 1 
fr times'identical' 30 0,87 
4 times 'identical' 60 0.5 
3 times 'identica!' 90 0 
2 times 'identica!' 120 -0.5 
1 times 'identica!' 150 -0,87 
6 times 
'contradictory' 180 -1 

z-axis 3 times 'identica!' 0 1 
2 times 'identica!' 60 0,5 
1 times'identica!' 120 -0.5 
3 times 
'contradictory' 180 -1 

/Figure 6.d.4.: Table of cosine values/ 
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The cateulation of ttie cosme for the remaining axis relations x-y, x-z, y-x, y-
z, z-x, and z-y is performed by numerical computing. For the transformation 
matrix the most approximate value is chosen. Therby the restrictions are 
appiied to choose main cosines oniy that are positive. (6.13) 

The transformation matrix Epo for the potential partner then is determined 
by the cosine values of the potential partner's frame and the enterprise 
vector: 

GcljcO CylxO CzlxQ xe 
Cxl>0 CylyO CzlyO ye 
CxlzO Cy\zO CzXzO ze 

0 0 0 1 

= Epo 

The transformation matrix Epo a for the potential partner on accessibility 
then is determined by the cosine values of the potential partner's frame and 
the enterprise accessibility rated: 

CylxO CzlxO xea 
Cx\yO CylyO CzlyO yea 
CxlzO CyUO CzJ^O zea 

0 0 0 1 

= Epoa 

(CxlxQ ifi E is equivalent to XiXo and do'es represfent the cosineis of the 
angles between the unit vectofs. E represents the transfornriation matrix 
from a frame 'V into 'O' as all coordinate vectors and translation do 
describe frame '1' but are represented in frame 'O'. 'O' hereby is the 
customers' frame and '1' is the potential partner's' frame.) 

ii) Input Data 

The data for the input is the for the potential partners and the 
transformation matrix for the potential partner. 

Hi) 4Vlathefflat4ca1 Modei 

- The CV of the unified enterprise is calculated by cbmbination of frame 
related CV's for enterprise-awlpotential partner: 

The coordinates of the customer value vector of the unified enterprise CVue 
in the reference franne of customer are calculated as follows: 

CVue = Epo ^CVpo; with CVpo = [Xpo, ypo, Zpo. î]^ 
and CVue = [Xue, yue, Zue, 1]^ (6.14) 
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C V u e a = Epo3*CVpoa, W i t h CVpoa = [Xpoa. Ypoa, Zpoa. ^ f 
and CV'uea = [Xuea. Yuea. Zuea, i f (6.15) 

For determination of potential partners in a network the resulting CV of the 
unified enterprise is composed of all the individual CVs of the potential 
partners. Nether the less due to increase of complexity some degradiatlon 
factors may be appiied (see chapter 2.a.). 

iv) Output Data 

The output is: 
- CVue: Customer Value Vector for the unified enterprise 
- CVue a: Customer Value Vector for the unified enterprise (accessibility 
rated) 

v) Valuation 

The output data are processed in the sanne way and by the adopted 
formulas (6.1-3) as the valuation in milestone 1. The own enterprise is 
substituted by the unified enterprise. 

(I) can competitlon serve the customer better 
(II) can competition serve better than unified enterprise ever can do 
(I) := false or (ll):= false => recommendation of potential partner for 
partnering (6.16) 

(i): lACVcu CO I < lACVcu ue I: (II): lACVcu CO < lACVcu uea 

vi) Decision 

For recommendation of a partnership (6.16) must be false; in this case the 
model does have the output to recommend the potential partner for further 
evaluation. 

vii) Verification 

Verification at this stage is done by generating an input for management 
discussion. In management in general the output of a model is to be 
dicussed and to be verified. Therefore management will get an input for 
discussion, valuated Information that does gulde the discussion towards the 
criticai parameters. This input on the one hand are parameters where still 
competence is required. This calculation can not t)e done on the unified 
enterprise, as the dedicated parameters are not available. But it is done 
based on relation (6.9) by substitution of the enterprise parameters by the 
potential partner's parameters. 

The set of parameters on conr^petency of the potential partner Qpo<p) 
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required is defined by calculating and referencing the mean value of 
deviation: 

Appiying the relations (6.9 ff): 
Q(P) = {Pl |V(Pcu) - V(Pe)| > MEAN(|V(Pcu) - V(Pe)ky,z)} 
Q'(p) = Q(P) - {p| V(Pea) >= 4} 

leads to parameters indicated in table 7.b.4. with 'YES' in the coiumn 
'Competence Required e' (orange marking) 

Q"(P) = {Pl |V(Pcu) - V(ppo)| > MEAN(|V(pou) - V(ppo)|^y.2)} 
Qpo(p) = Q " ( p ) - { p | V(ppoa) >= 4} 

For guidance of management the competences required for the enterprise 
Q(p) are added to the verification. The first priority for management 
discussion is to t>e given to the set of parameters requiring competence 
added for the enterprise and the potential partner Qprio{p): 

Qprio(p) = Q'(P) n Qpo(p) (6.17) 

Further verification can be performed by the guided questions of the 
opportunity star. 

III) Modelling Milestone 3 'Valuation Unified Enterprise' 

This milestone 'valuation of unified enterprise' analyses each of the 
potential partners on the risk in improvement in customer value generation 
and risk improvement in competitiveness due to change required in 
structure for transaction or transformation - due to difference in viev/ and 
competence. 
For valuation of the risk of change for adaptation of competences the 
model of frames is proposed for developed also. 
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Risk of Merger by Change of Perspective 

Frames: 
Refcrcncc: CustomerfMalatsaf mcnt(Xo. fo, î ) 
EntBipriM 
Potertial ẑ ) 

Vcetars 
CV,: Customer Value of Enterprise 
CV :̂ Customer Value of Potential Parlner 

X-koordinates <> in value fcy vector 
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/Figure 6.d.5.: Risk of Merger by Change of Perspective/ 

Foilowing the fiow for the appiication of the model is described: 

Valuation (generation of parameter values) - i) 
Input Data - ii) 
Mathematical Model - iii) 
Output Data - iv) 
Valuation - v) 
Decision - vi) 
Verifjcation - vii) 

< -

i) Valuation 

The model is based on the interpretation of the angles as a change of view, 
respectively different appiication of competence and different processes 
that are hardiy compatible between the companies. Therefore the 
enterprise vy/ouid experience change when merging with potential partner -
through his frame and potential partner through the frame of the enterprise. 

Therefore the inverse matrix E^ for transformation of CVpo into the frame of 
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the enterprise is valuated. 

And the inverse matrix Po'̂  for transformation of CVe into the frame of the 
potential partner is valuated. 

ii) Input Data 

CxlxO CzlxO 
CxlyO CylyO CzlyO 
CxlzO CylzO Cz\zO = E 

Cx2x0 CylxO CzlxO 
Cx2yO CylyO CzlyO 
CxlzO CylzO CzlzO 

= Po 

CVe 
CVpo 

iii) Mathematical Model 

CVe' = Po '' CVe^ 
CVpo=E-' CVpô  

Both nriatrices are split into a matrix with values oniy in their diagonals 
(index d) and a Matrix (index s) with values onIy in their side values (ay with 
io j ) . 

Po^ = Po\ + Po\ 

The individual contributions between the axis are calculated in order to 
determine the change by: 

CVe' = CVed + CVes = Po''^' CVj + PO CVe^ 
same for CVpo' 

iv) Output Data 

CVed 
CVes 
CVpos 
CVpod 

v) Vaiuation 

(6.18) 
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risk = |CVes|/|CVed| + |CVpos|/|CVpod| (6.19) 

Selection criterion for potential partners: 
(I) Max (ICVedI + ICVpodI) (6.20) 
(II) Min (|CVes|/|CVed| + |CVpos|/|CVpod|) (6.21) 

vi) Decision 

A decision to evaluate the potential partner further is done on an a ranking 
on valuation criterion. 

Risk Model II 

For detailed use in the case study the evaluation on individual parameters 
will be perfonned. Therefore a second method will be described in aii 
detaiis. 
The risk is on the potential to execute for achieving targeted resuits. 
Additionally risk is involved in the reliability of the information the decision is 
based on. There is no judgement on the opportunity, as the set of 
competences required (6.9ff) and the set of evaluation parameters aiready 
guides management on parameters to look for opportunities. 
The respective result is a contribution to narrow the set of potential 
partners to the one with the minimum risk in combination with contributions 
of potential partners leading to improved performance. 

Dependent on the values of criticai parameters legal and financial type of 
cooperation is judged on risk or seen in reverse - a certain level for legal 
and financial type of cooperation is recommended. 

Foilowing the flow for the appiication of the model is described. 

Valuation (generation of parameter values) - i) < 
Input Data - ii) 
Mathematical Model - iii) 
Output Data - iv) 
Valuation - v) 
Decision - vi) 
Verification - vii) 

i) Valuation (Generation of Parameter Values) 

The judgment on risk also is to follow concept of the definition of an 
enterprise - according to customer value. The result of this valuation will be 
the parameters that do provide a risk In terms of change of view and in 
terms of the current status of the potential partner in comparison to 
customer and in comparison to competition. The evaluation is performed on 
the set of criticai parameters selected Q'(p) in addition to the set of criticai 
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parameters Qpo(p). Therefore the valuation will be performed in two steps: 

Step 1.: Reference to customer: evaluating the competencies describing 
the risk of change required in comparison to CV and to own enterprise to 
do for alignment of structure, and the risk of loosing focus due to 
transformation. In figure 6.d.6. this evaluation is referenced by 'customer 
level'. 

Step 2.: Reference to competition: evaluating the competencies describing 
the risk to competitors' capability to react. In this step also the risk of 
reliability of information is put into calculation, as it is especially difficult in 
some cases to obtain reasonable information about competition. Especially 
when targeting transformations the competitive environment may consist of 
new players that can not be fully judged in competence and performance. 
In figure 6.d.6. this evaluation is referenced by 'competitor level'. 

Figure 6.d.6. illustrates the steps to be analysed from customer level via 
competitor level to cooperation level. Each parameter of required change 
will get identified and will get a certain probability for risk attached. The 
probability of step 2 is independent to the result of step 1 thus the steps 
can be represented as separate leveis. 

The quasi tree structure (leveis) represents the combined valuation 
parameters of each frame axis describing the potential partner in its risk 
relation to the customer and competition. Through the evaluation of the 
branches criticai parameters for risk management during a merger can be 
extracted. This model is a simplification for focussing (no cross correlations 
between the attributes) on the main issues, but is an option for steering 
questions from management for a wider view. 
The synthesis on the level of cooperation is done in the second valuation, 
based on the parameters criticai to change. 
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Partner Valuation: Risk and Opportunity Judgment 

Customer Level 

Competitor Level 

Cooperadon Level 

Competence Required 

efficlency 

/ 

effîciency 

Innô  'ation 

inno '̂ation 

n 
( 

liquidity 

liquidity 

project or jointventure or merger 

Pjt j in«4is 

P jrametii set for iilc ( 
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/Figure 6.d.6.: Partner Valuation: Risk and Opportunity Judgement/ 

In general risk does increase with 
- increase in changes required for generation of common customer value 
- uncertainty and defocus of value generation 
- decrease in reliability of Information 
- (condiţional) decrease in level of cooperation 

Therefore the selection of the set of parameters for later on calculation of 
the risk foilows the 'branches' of the tree as a rating of the potential partner 
through the sequence of foilowing steps (levels): 

Step 1 potential partner in reference to customer (customer level) on all 
three axis; 

This set contains all parameters where competence is required by the 
enterprise - as these are the criticai ones for risk. Out of these the 
parameters of the potential partner are selected v\/here the value of the 
view is 'contradictory', all views that are different to the own enterprise' 
viev^ (risk due to change required) and aii parameters whose value of the 
potential partner are below customer parameter value. All these parameters 
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contribute to risk. 

Thus the set of parameters for evaluation 'EP' is valuated by. 

EP = { p | p e Q'(p) U Qpo(p) and (V(ppo) < V(pcu) or View(ppo) <> View (pe) or 
View(ppo) = 'contradictory)} (6.22) 
Hereby foilowing meanings do appiy: 
V(pe. po. cu): value of the parameter for the enterprise, potential partner, 
customer 
View(ppo,e): value of the view of parameter for the potential partner or 
enterprise 
G: Element of 

Step 2 potential partner in reference to competition (competitor level) on all 
three axis: 

This set again is a subset of the set of competences required by the 
enterprise and contains those parameters oniy where the value of the 
potential partner are below competitor's parameter value. All these 
parameters contribute to risk. 

Thus the set of parameters for evaluation 'EP" is valuated by. 

EP- = {p| p e Q'(P) U Qpo(p) and V(Ppo) < V(pcc)} (6.23) 
Hereby foilowing meanings do appIy: 
V(ppo, cu): value of the parameter for the potential partner or competitor 

ii) Input Data 

The input data are the parameter sets derived of relations (6.22-23). 

iii) Mathematicai Model 

Within this step towads the parameters of the evaluation sets EP and EP' a 
value for risk is attached. The parameters also are judged on their reliability 
of Information or respectively the reference in business (deductive, 
inductive, and abductive). The words deductive, inductive, and abductive 
are translated into business terminology as foilows: 
- deductive := (de) coincident business concept; suppiementary in system 

and value chain 
- inductive := (in) cases in the industry and of potential partner give positive 

example; changes in business concept and minor changes value chain 
- abductive := (ab) assumptions on synergy and deriving ideas from other 

Industries; changes in business concept, value chain and synergy through 
system onIy 

According to the above definitions the judgement is on risk of change for 
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contribution to generate customer value. The same way as for risk 
judgement in selection of legal framework also a first set of generic 
judgements on reliability of information is attached to the parameters. 

The values are chosen represent generic probabillties for risk. They are 
synthesized from consulting companies, e.g. /EURATIO/, /McKinsey/, and 
/ INFINEON/. 
deductive: P(p) = 0,2 
inductive: P(p) = 0,5 
abductive: P(p) = 0,8 

Foilowing is the attachment of judgement for the semiconductor industry: 
(abbreviations: de: deductive, in: inductive, ab: abductive, pr: project 
based, jv: joint venture, mf: merger/fusion) 

- 'system value chain - economic efficiency' 

de,in,a 
Parameter pr/|v/mf b 
system price is purchasing criterion jv De 
system patents prohibit access pr De 
system synergies lead to cost advantages jv In 
system synergies lead to performance advantages pr In 
customers capability for backwards integration jv Ab 
system integration technological trend mf Ab 
barriers in integrability in total system pr De 
system components suppiy criticai pr De 
system partners not accessible pr In 

/Figure 6.d.7.: Parameters x-axis information reliability/ 

- 'product value chain - innovation&flexibllity' 

de,in,a 
Parameter pr/)v/mf b 
product performance is purchasing criterion jv In 
dominance of customer jv In 
capability to innovate jv Ab 
know-how transfer between customer suppiier pr In 
change of technology mf Ab 
product differentiation jv In 
access to distribution jv In 
product as system jv De 
change in segments jv Ab 
reaction time in adaptation (time to market) jv Ab 
fopArard integration more important jv Ab 
alternate products gain share pr Ab 
laws, regulations prohibit access pr De 
globalisation increases jv In 
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/Figure 6.d.8.: Parameters y-axis information reliability/ 

- 'business concept - liquidity' 

de.in.a 
Parameter pr/)v/mf b 
change of players (customers and suppiiers) jv Ab 
margin unequally distributed jv In 
liquidity available for investments jv Ab 
brand awareness jv In 
change In value perception pr Ab 
mature to declining market jv Ab 
profit growth vs. revenue growth jv Ab 
high cydicity (new products relative to time to 
market) pr Ab 
relative market capitallsation mf Ab 

/Figure 6.d.9.: Parameters z-axis information reliability/ 

The calculation of the various probabilities is done at the levels 'customer' 
and 'competition' each of the parameters will be valued with the probability 
derived out of the reliability of information. To individualise the risk for the 
dedicated case the total probability for success for the attribute will be 
calcuiated as an appreciated vaiue with the customers' need. 

P(r) = (IiV(pcu)*P(p))/ZiV(pcu) with i being the number of parameters (6.24) 

V(Pcu) '.= Value of parameter of customer 
P(p) := Probability of risk of parameter 
P(r) := Probability of risk of attribute 

Finally the potential partnership overall has to be valuated with the risk 
involved due to transfomning/defocusing or transacting/keeping focus with 
the partnership. 

On top of this risk judgment an overall valuation is done, whether the 
partnership targets a transaction or a transformation. The above risk and 
opportunity levels are assumed for transactions. The risk is transferred into 
a success (P(S) = (1-P(r))). For transformations the risk is increasing due 
to overall change required and their general abductive reasoning. 

P(S) = 1 -P(r) in case of transaction (6.25) 
P(S) = (1 -P(r)) * 0,5 in case of transformation (6.26) 

The derating is with a value of 0,5 the same as for inductive reasoning. 

iv) Output Data 
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The output data are risk parameters for the different potential partners. 

v) Valuation 

Risk Valuation: 
The vahjation on the different potential partners is done acxx)rding to the 
level of risk involved. The potential partners are ranked by an apreclated 
product of risk (Probability of fallure := P(F)). The indivklual risk 
probabilities are appreciated with the attribute values of the CVcu-

P(F) = (Ij(Attribute CVj)*P(rj))/2*Ii{Attribute CVj); i number of parameters 
(6.27) 

V(pcu) := Value of parameter of customer 
P(p) := Probability of risk of parameter 
P(r) := Probability of risk of attribute 

Potential Perfonmance: 
Additionally the potential partner can be valuated as a unîfied enterprise. 
Generally the potential partner Is a valuable option if the combined effort 
leads^ta rncreased^ customer value generation and irriproved competitive 
position (potential to perform above average). 

The potential to perform above average is rated by the individual attributes 
of unified enterprise's capabilities (accessibility rated) versus customer 
need. The customer value comparison is rated: 

above average! jCVaue I > ICVcul with Xaue > Xcu A yaue > ycu A Zaue > Zeu (6.28) 
Hereby foilowing meanings do appiy: 
CVaue: anticipated (accessability) customer value of unified enterprise 
Word model (extended interpretation): an unified enterprise has the 
potential to perform above average. once all the individual attributes have 
the potential to surpass customer expectation. 

The potential to perform outstanding Is rated by the individual attributes of 
unified enterprise's capabilities versus competitors' capabilities. 

outstanding: |CVaue| > ICVacol with Xaue > Xaco A yaue > yaco A Zaue > Zaco (6.29) 
Word model (extended interpretation): an unified enterprise has the 
potential to perform outstanding, once all the individual attributes have the 
potential to surpass competitors' anticipated potential. 

Legal Framework: 
The synthesis of recommended legal and financial framework is evaluating 
the capability to enforce certain decisions in the phase of alignment of 
activities. This is a valuation of change required in contrast to 
empowerment by legal structure to enforce change - as in emergency 
cases solutions are to be enforced by command and not in a team 
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Consulting consensus oriented decision process. The level of cooperation 
expresses also the level of commitment of contribution and thus to support 
change. The level of cooperation recommended is the highest level 
required by the attribute parameters required to change or required to 
commonly contribuie to the target. Each of the parameters is attached a 
specific recomniendation for level of cooperation. The judgment for 
selecting the legai framev^ork is to be read in a way that project based 
realisation is higher risk than joint ventures and this is higher than 
merger/fusion. This level judgement is individual per attribute as attributes 
are individual in weight for the contribution to the cooperation. A generic 
structuring recommendation is attached to the parameter and indicates the 
level of cooperation required to manage cooperation at minimunfi risk. This 
generic approach is appiied to generate a recommendation for level of 
cooperation, even as the kind of cooperation is condiţional to other 
parameters and thus may require a second run in evaluation. 

vi) Decision 

Seiection of legat and financial framework: 
The Te^mmeTTdexl level xjf xîoopBration is derived by IhB seiection of the 
potentlal partner WiVn Ihe least risk . The highest level of cooperation 
required within these parameters is the level recommended. 

Seiection of Potential Partner 
From different options for partnership in general the one with the lowest 
probability on risk and the highest potential in performance is considered. 

(vii) Verification 

The seiection of the potential partner is a key criticai decision. Therefore a 
final synthesis on level of cooperation is required, done in a management 
discussion. 

IV) Modelling Milestone 4 'Valuation at Criticai Milestones' 

This milestone 4 'valuation at criticai milestones' is appiied for the three sub 
milestones in execution unifying the enterprises tov*/ards one. The 
milestones are directiy related with dedicated targets given by management 
and therefore will lead to quantifyable resuits. 
The milestones are at tOOd, 0.5 development cycle, and t.5 development 
cycles. 
The delta between a target and the status of a company is calculated and 
evaluated for evaluation of competencies to improve. The status thereby is 
the vector of the merged enteiprise. 
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Valuation of Needed Merger Management 

Frames: 
Retarcncc: CustomerM vIotsagmBnt (Xq, f^. Zg) A 

VACV^ 

V 
/ 4 / 

yo / - 4 
f C V , 

y 
/ / / 
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/Figure 6.C.10.: Valuation of Needed Merger Management/ 

At a certain point in time status of the unified enterprise is represented as a 
vector and in the same way management sets a target vector to be 
reached at the milestone. The delta of these vectors is the input to derive 
the required parameters for change. In this case the frame perspective 
remains the same, as the delta vector is in the same perspective (same 
enterprise) as the status vector. The criticai elements v îthin these steps 
are the parameters for structurally enabling new and improved generation 
of value and increase of competiveness. 

Foilowing the flovŷ  for the appiication of the model is described: 

Valuation (generation of parameter values) - i) 
Input Data - ii) 
Mathematical Model - iii) 
Output Data - iv) 
Valuation - v) 
DecisionA/erification - vi) 

< -

i) Valuation 
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Valuation for criticai parameters: 
Foilowing table shows the parameters rated for relevance in management 
for the criticai milestone. The red marked parameters have to be verified on 
requirement for action within the phase towards the criticai milestone. 

system value chain - economic effîciency 100d 0,5 dc 1,5 dc 
System price is purchasing criterion 
System patents prohibit access 
System synergies lead to cost advantages 
System synergies lead to performance advantages 
customers capability for backwards integration 
System integration technological trend 
barriers in integrability in total system 
System components suppiy criticai 
System partners not accessible 

product value chain - innovation&flexibllity 
product performance is purchasing criterion 
dominance of customer 
capability to innovate 
know-how transfer between customer suppiier 
change of iechnology 
product differentiation 
access to distribution 
product as system 
change in segments 
reaction time in adaptation (time to market) 
forward integration more important 
altemate products gain share 
laws, regulations prohibit access 
globalisation increases 
business concept - liquidity 
change of players (customers and suppiiers) 
Margin unequally distributed 
liquidity available for investments 
brand awareness 
change in value perception 
Mature to dedining market 
profit growth vs. revenue growth 
high cydicity (new products relative to time to 
market) 
relative market capitalisation 

/Figure 6.d.11Table of parameters for criticai milestones/ 

Valuation of the current business situation: 
For the individual business situation with the customer value vectors have 
to be evaluated (unified enterprise, customer). 
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The unified enterprise is the target to be achieved. Therefore for starting 
the calculation of delta vectors the CVue at the starting point in time equals 
elther the CVe or the CVpo of the selected partner. The selection is a matter 
of the majority part of the joined activities. 

CVue(t=0) = CVe or CVpo I dependent on majority partner (6.30) 

Valuation of a target sîtuation: 
Management does define a target vector to be achieved. In case there is 
no target given: 

CVtarget = CVcu (6.31) 

ii) Input Data 

The input for the model are foilowing data: - criticai parameters 'pcr' according to milestone ahead per x.y,2 

- customer value vectors (unified enterprise, target vector) CVue and CVtarget 

iii) Mathematical Model 

Between the CVta,get and CVue a delta ACV is calculated: 

ACV = CVtarget" CVuei with ACV = [Ax, Ay. Az) 
For this delta vector the individual axis contributions are to be synthesized. 

Ax has to be synthesized of the the potential contribution of all pcrx 
Ay has to be synthesized of the the potential contribution of all Pcry 
Az has to be synthesized of the the potential contribution of all pcrz 

For generation of further options it is possible to expand the search by 
ailowing the change of view, to appiy for the delta vector a new frame. 

ACV= [Ax, Ay, Az] 

Thereby ACVis expressed in the frame of the required change. 

To express ACV in the frame of the "required change" ^̂ ACV, (6.7): 

' 'ACVcue=E'MCV 

'•=ACVcue= [AXrc. Ayrc, AZrc] 

AXrp, Ayrp, AZrp do represent the 'new' values for search of parameters for 
change, and respectively to change in future the view of the company. 

iv) Output Data 
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The output are sets of calculated changes In value for the criticai 
parameters. 

v) Valuation 

A valuation is performed on the criterlon that ACVcr (cutomer value criticai) 
synthesized must be closest to ACV (6.8): 

ACVcr = {MIN (|ACV| - lACVil)}; i indicates number of all A's derived 

The leadership task to derive from the parameters to improved dedicated 
business situations at the criticai milestones is modelled through guidance 
for output. The guidance directiy leads to a quantifyable output. The overall 
concept of Increasing customer value generation and competitiveness is 
appiied in the guidance. 

Guidance for 100 days: 
- common product roadmap with increased customer value 
- one common organisation 

Guidange for 0,5 development cycles: 
- first common products 
- new customers won based on new roadmap 

Guidance for 1,5 development cycles: 
- new products based on common competence oniy 
- new customers won based on new products (increased market share) 
- diversificatron based on joint competence 

vi) DecisionA/erification 

At this stage the decision is done based on the output of the valuation. 
Verification by managment can be based on the questions of the 
opportunity star. 

e. Observations and Conclusions 

A process, mathematical relations and mathematical models for the 
process of 'structural optimisation of production systems' are developed 
according to /TURBAN/. For representation of business situations the 
model of frames and homogeneous transformation is appiied. 

Relevant business players are represented by frames and vectors that are 
compiled from individual data in generic parameter lists. Models derive 
verifyable outputs even from uncertain information. Maintenance and 
advancement of the model is appiicable as input parameters and rules are 
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to be interpreted as a knowledge base. 
The method developed hereby is intended to serve automation of 
managerial tasks for partner selection, valuation and execution of 
partnership and thereby increase in effectivity in decision and execution. 

From the concept of 'generation of customer value and increase of 
competitiveness' the qualitative determination of parameters to describe a 
company is derived. The model leads from the qualitative description 
'customer value' to a quantifyable dedicated output for execution of a 
partnership. 
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7. Model Verification - Case Study 

In this chapter a verification of the model with the 'real worid' (i.e. case study) is 
done. The model Is appiled in a representative case - the acquisitlon of the 
Business Unit frc>m Seller by Buyer and thelr subsequent merger. The introduction 
of the model into the management decision process is discussed. For detailed 
background information refer to chapter 4.b.. Each of the sub chapters is 
concluded with a brief discussion of the model appiication in contrast to the 
business case. 

Continuousiy abbreviations are used whereby capital letters are appiied to 
represent frames, vectors, matrices; small letters are appiied to represent 
individual parameters or values, or to serve as an index (explanation of 
abbreviations and notations see Chapter 9.d.). 

a. Analysis of Partner Requirement 

The analysis for partner requirement foilows the seven steps of chapter 
e.d.l): 

i) Valuation (Generation of Parameter Values) 
ii) Input Data 
iii) Mathematical Model 
iv) Output Data 
v) Valuation 
vi) Decision 
vii) Verification 

i) Valuation (Generation of Parameter Values) 

The first valuation done is to evaluate on the kind and number of frames 
required. 

Number of Frames: 

Customer vs. Market Segment: 
the customers representing about 70-80% of the market are globally acting 
companies that are very similar, homogeneous, in requirements for 
customer value. The access to customers is dependent on country of 
headquarter (Japan, Europe, North America, etc.) and therefore 
accessibility is criticai. Thus the customer will be represented as one frame 
(= market segment). 

Competition: 
Overall there is one competitor (major consumer manufactuirer) that is 
important to be observed in terms of competencies and market penetration. 
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Therefore one frame for this specific competitor is required oniy. 

Alltogether there will be three frames represented: customer, competitor, 
and enterprise 

ii) Input Data 

The foilowing parameter lists sre filied with the respective parameter 
vaJues. 
Hereby foilowing abbreviations do appear in the tables first line: 
v:= parameters required for an input on 'view' (yellow marking) 
a:= parameters required for an input on 'accessibillty (green marking) 
cu:= customer's parameters 
co:= competitor's parameters 
e: enterprise's parameters 
a co: accessibility parameters of competitor 
a e: accessibility parameters of enterprise 
V co: view of competitor (value T identical or 'c' contradictory) 
V e: view of enterprise (value 'i' identical or 'c' contradictory) 

x-axis system value chain - economic efficiency: 

Parameter (Range of valuatlon 0-5) 
system price is purchasing criterion 
system patents prohibit access 
system synergies lead to c»st advantages 
system synergies lead to performance advantages 
customers capabiiity for backwards integration 
system integration technological trend 
barriers in integrability in tota! system 
system components suppiy criticai 
system partners not accessible 
Total 

/Figure7.a.1.: Karameters x-axis/ 

V a cu co ^ i 
Wi 1 1 0 5 0 

0 1 0 
1 1 0 

V 1 1 0 
V ^ ; 2 2 0 5 5 
V 2 3 2 

1 1 1 
i 1 1 1 3 0 

1 1 0 3 3 
10 12 4 16 8 • • • • • 

vco v« 

y-axis product value chain - innovation&flexibility: 

Parameter (Range of valuation 0-5) V a cu co e p V co V e 
product performance is purchasing criterion V 3 3 3 i i 
dominance of customer 0 0 0 0 0 
capabiiity to innovate V 4 5 3 i c 
know-how transfer between customer suppiier V 3 5 3 i i 
change of tecJinology V 3 1 4 c i 
product differentiation V 3 3 3 c i 
access to distribution 5 5 4 5 3 
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product as system 
change in segments 
reaction time in adaptation (time to market) 
forward integration more important 
alternate products gain share 
laws, regulations prohibit access 
globalisation increases 
Total 

/Figure 7.a.2.: Parameters y-axis/ 

4 5 1 
5 R 2 5 A • 

4 4 3 
0 2 0 
0 0 0 
2 2 1 5 4 

.a. 5 5 3 5 3 
41 45 30 20 11 • • • • • 

z-axis business concept - liquidity: 

Parameter (Range of valuation 0-6) v a CU CC e 1 V co V e 
change of players (customers and suppiiers) V 3 3 2 i i 
margin unequally distributed 1 1 3 
liquidity available for investments 4 4 0 
brand awareness V m 1 1 1 3 3 i i 
change In value perception 4 4 2 6 2 i i 
mature to dedining market W 4 4 4 5 3 
profit growth vs. revenue grov/th 3 3 0 
high cyclidty (new products relative to time to market) 'â; 4 5 2 4 2 
relative market capitalisation 3 3 1 3 0 
Total 27 28 15 20 10 • • • • • 

/higure /'.a.3.: Parameters z-axis/ 

iii) IVIathematical IModel 

- Based on the parameter values the individual axis values of the customer 
value vectors are caiculated (6.0). 
- According to (2.6) the accessibillty matrix elements are caiculated. 
- According to (2.7) the accessibillty vectors are caiculated. 
The results are represented by the purple marking in above tables. 

The comparison between two companies is done by calculation of their 
value (length): 
lACVyl = ICVil - ICVjl (6.3) 

For further valuation (comparison) of the companies the CV's values are 
caiculated. 
For later on search of characteristics of a potential partner 
ACVcue = CVcu - CVe Is calculated 

iv) Output Data 

Customer Value Vectors: 
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CVcu = 11.1; 2.9; 3.0] 
CVco = l1.3; 3.2; 3.1] 
CVe = l0.4; 2.1; 1.7] 

Accessibility Matrices: 

1,6 O 0 0 
O 1,6 O O 
O O 1,6 O 
0 0 0 1 

= A 00 

0,8 o 0 0 

O 0,9 O O 
O O 0,8 O 
0 0 0 1 

= A, 

Scaled Customer Value Vectors: 

[ax. by. cz. 1]̂  = A[x. y. z. 1]̂  
CVa = AC\/ 

CVcoa = Aco CVco => CVcoa = [2.1; 5.1; 5.0] 
CVe a = Ae CVe => CVe a = 10.4; 1.9; 1.3] 

ACVcue = [0.7; 0.8; 1.3] 

ICVcul = 4.34 
ICVcol = 4.67 
ICVel = 2.75 
ICVacol = 7.47 
ICVael = 2.34 

v) Valuation 

(I): lACVcucol = ICVcuMCVcol < lACVcuel = |CVcu|-|CVe| true 
(II): lACVcucol < lACVcuael = |CVcul - |CVae| tfUe 

Valuation for attributes required by partner: 

ACVcue=[0.7: 0.8; 1.3] 

The calculated ACVcue reveals a comparatively strong contribution in Ax, 
the system value chain; the case is to be Investigated what optbns are for 
the competences if the view on the business concept is changed (general 
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priority as discussed in previous chapters) and thus also a change in view 
on the other attributes is the consequence. Therefore the cosine of the z-
axis is changed to 0,5 and also change allowed in x- and y- with 0,87 each. 
With an numerical calculation the resulting matrix with the cosine values is: 

'PACVcue=Erp -•'•ACVcue 

0,77 O 0,64 O 
0,41 0,77 0,49 O 

-0,49 0,64 0,59 O 
O 0 0 1 

= Erp 

'PACVcue= [AXrp, Ayrp. Aẑ pJ = [0,2, 1,4, 1,6] 

AXrp, AVrp, Azrpdo represent the characteristics of the required partner. 

The required partner in this 'aspect' requires by far less contribution in the 
overall system competence and must compensate this delta in liquidity and 
product value chain. This does extend the view much more to pure 
focussed semiconductor manufacturers. 

vi) Decisîon 

Above rules are rated 'true' and thus do lead to the recommendation to 
search for a partnership: YES. 

According to the valuation of competence required there is the search for 
liquid complemetary product partners. (6.8) The values for this case were 
derived experimentally. 

vii) Verification 

Synthesis for Competences Required 

Appiying the relations (6.9-10): 
Q(P) = {P\ |V(Pcu) - V<Pe)j > MEAN(|V(Pcu) - V(Pe)|x.y.z)} 
Q'(P) = Q(p) - {p| VCPea) >= 4} 

leads to parameters indicated in table 7.a.4. with 'YES' in the column 
'Competence Required'. 

Appiying the relations (6.1 Iff): 
leads to the set of parameters for discovery and further evaluation. Those 
parameters are indicated in table 7.a.4. with 'YES' in the column 
'Evaluation Parameters'. 
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Pdrameters x-axis 
system price is purchasing criterion 
system patents prohibit access 
system synergies lead to cost advantages 
system synergies lead to performance advantages 
customers capabiiity for backwards integration 
system integration technological 
trend 
bamers in integrability in total 
system 
system components suppiy criticai 
system partners not accessible 

Parameters y-axis 
product perfonmance is purchasing criterion 
dominance of customer 
capabiiity to innovate 
know-how transfer between customer suppiier 
change of technoîogy 
product differentiation 
access to distribution 
product as system 
change in segments 
reaction time in adaptation (time to maricet) 
fonvard integration more important 
alternate products gain share 
laws, regulations prohibit access 
globalisation incre^ses 

Parameters z-axis 
change of players (customers and suppiiers) 
margin unequally distributed 
liquidity available for investments 
brand awareness 
change in value perception 
mature to dedining market 
profit growth vs. revenue growth 
high cydidty (new products relative to time to market) 
relative mari<et capitalisation 

/Figure 7.a.4.: Competences Requlred and Discx)very Set/ 

The parameters lead to competencies required in complementing the 
system and the product (= intellectual property). Complementing intellectual 
property must be available as product aiready, as cyclicity is high. A partner 
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must be able to complement in customer access by sales channels 
(globalisation). Financially the partner must have capability to invest flexible 
to change in customer requirements. 

For further analysis the parameters on competence and evaluation with the 
higtiest deviation are cdtected in fdlowing figure 7.a.5.. The yellow cells 
indicate parameters with highest deviation between vector attributes, 
deviation in view, and highest deviation in accessibility with competitor. The 
deviation in view represents the different strategies of enterprise and 
competitor, whereby technology and system competence is differently used 
and thus differently viewed upon. Nethertheless the competitor has a by far 
better position in terms of product completion to a system and better 
realisation and investment capability for emerging nr>arket segments. 

P i i i B t e r ţ R a n ş e o f i w l i i B t i i M i tlSj • C U C O e 8 C O • e v c o v e n i . 

s y s U m prio« is purchasing cnierion a 1 1 0 6 0 X 

system oomponents suppty ccfical a 1 1 1 3 0 n 
oapjbi f tsr to înnovi te V 4 3 l 0 f 

change o f t e d t i w l o g y V 3 1 4 0 i Y 
product dmerentat ion ¥ a J J c I y 
product as systern ¥ 4 0 1 i i y 

c h a r u e in s«am«nt5 5 5 2 6 1 y 
g loba isa f ort i n c r u s c s 5 3 3 3 ¥ 

margîn u n e q u a l y distiibuted 1 1 3 z 

liqukJiy avaîlable ior invftstrrwnts 4 4 0 z 

c h a n g t in value perceptîon ¥ 4 4 2 S 2 i i z 

maiurc îd d e d n i n g m a i c e i H 4 4 6 3 z 

p ro t tg roMth r e i ^ n u e grovvth 3 3 0 z 

high cyd îd t rCnew products re la tne to « m c t o m a M Q 4 9 2 4 2 z 

relative m a M capctaisation 3 3 1 3 0 z 

Hans Schvwndner, Contributtons for Structural Optimization of Production Systems 
2003 

Page 48 

/Figure 7.a.5.: Competences Required - Evaluation Set - Sample/ 

The table shows the higher correlation (all attributes) of competitor with 
customer need. AIso the accessability of competitor is by far higher than 
enterprise accessability. Customer's need for system synergy is of 
reiativeiy lower importance than compteting product to a system and 
improving product value chain and business concept (liquidity). In the 
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business case this can be interpreded that there is no reasonable buyer 
from^ system house and ttuis this effort for looking for a potential partner 
in this direction can be neglected. 

Opportunity star: 

- is independence of location taken into account 
- can targets be harmonised (especially through management harmony) 
- are processes considered or targets 
- does intensity increase within the area of activity 

especially the question of independence of location couid have been of 
advantage. Management of Business Unit was reluctant to a set-up with a 
partner in remote locations for assuming high risk in managing the merger. 
This led to low level of promotion of sale abroad and a potential market for 
partnering was neglected. 

Resulting options for partnership: 

- close, in case no partner found (generic option) 
- partner with system expertise, competencies and financial backing 
- network system, competence, sales, funding (investor) 

In contrast to the options of the case study the analysis with the model 
immediately reveals the consequences of an MBO requiring a wider 
network and thus the by far higher risk of realisation. 

Conclusion (Model vs. Case Study): 
The overall results correlate with the case study. 

The model does focus in the decision for a partnership with a financially 
liquid and complementary in competence potential partner. 

In contrast to the options of the case study the analysis with the model 
(guided questions) additionally reveals the consequences of an MBO for a 
wider network and thus the by far higher risk of realisation. Thus the model 
reveals an added value for analysis as it leads to this result in an analytical 
approach. Also the guidance with questions to new solutions is verified for 
improvement. 

b. Valuation of Partner 

In this case the option for a strategic partnership with Buyer is the oniy 
option for analysis, as the network opition was not investigated to a deep 
enough level due to assumed too high risk. 

According to the flow for the appiication the valuation Is sequenced: 
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i) Valuation (generation of parameter values) 
ii) input Data 
iii) Mathematical Model 
iv) Output Data 
v) Valuation 
vi) Decision 
vii) Verification 

i) Valuation (Generation of Parameter Values) 

For the valuation Buyer ('po' potential partner) data are put into the 
parameter tables for the frame attributes (orange marl̂ ing). 

The cx)sines between identical attribute axis are determined by the view 
(purple marking) 

The coordinate and scaling values are calculated (red marking). 

x-axis: system value chain - economic efficiency: 

Parameter 
system price is purchasing criterion 
system patents prohibit access 
system synergies lead to cx)st advantages 
system synergies lead to performance 
advantages^ 
customers capability for backwards integration 
system integration technologica! tcend 
baniers in integrability in total system 
system cx)mponents suppiy criticai 
system partners not accessible 
Total 
tidnnattsed 

/Figure 7.b.1.: x-axis Potential Partner Valuation/ 

y-axis: product value chain - innovation&flexibility: 

Parameter 
product performance is purchasing criterion 
dominance of customer 
capability to innovate 
know-how transfer between customer 
suppiler 
change of technology 
product differBntiatjon 
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access to distribution 
product as system 
change in segments 
reaction time in adaptation (time to market) 
forward integration more important 0 
altemate products gain share 
laws, regulations prohibit access 3 
globalisation inaeases 4 
Total St.- 16 
Normalised 

/Figure 7.b.2.: y-axis Potential Partner Valuation/ 

z-axis: business concept - liquidity: 

Parameter 
change of players (customers and suppiiers) 
margin unequally distributed 
liquidity available for investments 
brand awareness 
change in value perception 
mature to dedining market 
profit growlh vs. revenue growth 
high cydidty (new products relative to time to 
market) 
relative market capitalisation 
Total 
Normansed 

/Figure 7.b.3.: z-axis Potential Partner Valuation/ 

2 
S 

ve 

1 «u 
2 
4 m 

2 i 
4 i 
4 

vpo 

The transformation matrix Epo for the potential partner then is determined 
by the cosine values of the potential partner frame (the values are taken 
from the numerical calculation table and are the closest approximation 
calcuJated): 

= Epo 

0,9 0,29 0,31 0,9 
-0,38 0,87 0,29 1,9 
-0,18 -0,38 0,9 2,1 

0 0 0 1 

0,9 0,29 0,31 0,7 
-0,38 0,87 0,29 1,6 
-0,18 -0,38 0,9 1,7 

0 0 0 1 

= Epoa 

ii) Input Data 
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CVe = [0.4; 2.1:1,7] 
CVea = [0,4;1.9;1,3] 
CVpo = [0,4; 2.2; 2.6] 
CVpoa = [0.4; 2.7; 3.7] 
CVco = [1.3; 3,2; 3.1] 
CVcoa = [2.1;5,1;5,0] 

iii) IMathematical Model 

On above input the processing for information is performed. 

The cx)ordinates of the customer value vector of the unified enterprise CVue 
in the reference frame of customer are calculated as foilows: 

CVue = Epo *CVpo = [2.7. 4.4. 3.5; 1]^ 
CV̂uea = Epoa *C\/poa = [3.0. 4.9. 3.9; 1]̂  

iv) Output Data 

CVue = [2,7. 4.4. 3.5] 
CVuea = [3.0, 4.9. 3,9] 

v) Valuation 

((): l A C V c u 00 < l A C V c u uel fSiSB 

( I I ) : l A C V c u co I < | A C V cuauel f a l s e 

(I) := false or (ll):= false => recommendatlon of potential partner for 
partnering 

vi) Decision 

Above rules are rated 'false' and thus do lead to the recommendation of 
potential partner for a partnership: YES. 

vii) Verification 

Synthesis for Competences Required 

Appiying the relations (6.9-10): 
Q ( P ) = {Pl |V(Pcu) - V ( P e ) | > MEAN(|V(Pcu) - V (Pe )Uy ,z ) } 
Q ' ( p ) = Q ( p ) - {P l V ( P e a ) > = 4 } 

leads to parameters indicated in table 7.b.4. with 'YES' in the column 
'Competence Required e' (orange marking) 
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Appiying the relations (6.11ff) to the potential partner instead of the own 
enterprise: 
Q"(P) = {Pl |V(Pcu) - V(Ppo)l > MEAN(lV(Pcu) - V(Ppo)lx.y.z)} 
Q-(p) = Q'Xp)-{p| V(ppoa) >= 4} 

leads to parameters indicated in table 7.b.4. with 'YES' in the column 
'Competence Required po' (yellow marking) 

The verification and guided questions will then be appiied on those focus 
parameters with a priority on the parameters contained in 
Q""(P) = QXP) ^ Q"'(P) 'Competence required simultaneousiy in e and po' 
(red marking in table 7.b.4). 

Parameters x-axis 
system price is purchasing criterion 
system patents prohibit access 
system synergies lead to cost advantages 
system synergies lead to performance advantages 
customers capability for backwards integration 
system integration technological 
trend 
bamers in integrability in total 
system 
system components suppiy criticai 
system partners not accessible 

Parameters y-axis 
product performance is purchasing criterion 
dominance of customer 
capability to innovate 
know-how transfer between customer suppiier 
change of technology 
product differentiation 
access to distribution 
product as system 
change in segments 
reaction time in adaptation (time to market) 
fon/vard integration more important 
alternate products gain share 
laws, regulations prohibit access 
globalisation inaeases 

Parameters z-axis 
change of players (customers and suppiiers) 
margin unequally distributed 
liquidity available for investments 

YES 

YES 

YES 
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brand awareness 
change in value perception 
mature to dedining market 
profit growth vs. revenue growth YES 
high cydidty (new products relative to time to market) 
relative market capitalisation 
/Figure 7.b.4.: Table Competences Required by Potential Partner - Verification/ 

The potential partner has the same competence requirements than the 
enterprise In complementing the system value chain. 

In the product value chain 'product as a system' (= intellectual property) 
and the reaction time wouid require additional competence. 

Within the business concept/liquidity both companies seem to have grown 
above investment. 

Opportunity star: 

- is independence of (ocation taken Into account 
- can targets be harmonised (especially through management harmony) 
- are processes considered or targets 
- does Intensity increase within the area of activity 

Especially the questions for hamionisation of targets in this case does 
support to identify the complementing of the products and thus the 
capability of speed in achieving required reaction time as cydidty is high. 
The partner is able to complement in customer access by sales channels 
(globallsatlon). The companies together have the capability to Invest 
flexible to change in customer requirements. 

The question for intensity also has the potential to lead to a conclusion in 
the area of system value chain, where both companies have a deficit. Due 
to the complementation in products and potential to gain speed the intensity 
might increase in a way that new system partners do get interest in 
cooperation - and thus compensate for the (anyway less absolutely valued) 
attribute deficits in contrast to competition. 

Resulting options for partnership: 

' partner with system expertise, competencies and financial backing 
- competitor still ahead in value generation 

The potential partner does complement the enterprise, but not in a way to 
surpass the existing competitor immediately. 

Conclusion (Model vs. Case Study): 
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The overall results correlate with the case study. Especially the derivations 
of the opportunity star were realised, as especially customers got interest in 
complementing their own systems and even substitute their own systems 
by the unified enterprise. 

o. Valuation of Unified Enterprise 

This milestone 'valuation of unified enterprise' analyses each of the 
potential partners on the risk in improvement in customer value generation 
and risk improvement in competitiveness due to change required in 
stnjcture for transaction or transformation - due to difference in view and 
competence. The risk is on the potential to execute for achieving targeted 
results. Additionally risk is involved in the reliability of the information the 
decision is based on. The respective result is a contribution to narrow the 
set of potential partners to the one with the minimum risk in combination 
with contributions of potential partners leading to improved performance. 
This step is contrasting milestone 2 in looking at the risk instead the 
opportunity by competence added. 

Dependent on the values of criticai parameters legal and financial type of 
cooperation is judged on risk or seen in reverse - a certain level for legal 
and financial type of cooperation is recommended. 

Foilowing the flow for the appilcation of the model is described: 

i) Valuation (generation of parameter values) 
ii) Input Data 
iii) Mathematical Model 
iv) Output Data 
v) Valuation 
vi) Decision 
vii) Verification 

i) Valuation (Generation of Parameter Values) 

The judgment on risk also is to follow concept of the definition of an 
enterprise - according to customer value. The result of this valuation will 
be the parameters that do provide a risk in terms of change of view and in 
terms of the current status of the potential partner in comparison to 
customer and in comparison Ib competition. The evaluation is performed 
on the set of criticai parameters selected by relation (6.6) Q'(p) and in 
addition by the set of competences required by the potential partner Qpo(p). 
Therefore the valuation will be performed in two steps: 

Reference to customer: 
Evaluating the competencies describing the risk of change required in 
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comparison to CV and to own enterprise (see figure 7.C.1. column 'risk 
customer lever yellow marking) 

Reference to competition: 
Evaluating the competencies describing the risk to competitors' capability 
to react (see figure 7.C.1. column Yisk level competitor' green marking). 

Parameters x-axis 
system price is purchasing criterion 
system patents prohibit access 
system synergies lead to cost advantages 
system synergies lead to performance advantages 
customers capability for backwards integration 
system integration technological 
trend 
barriers in integrability in total 
system 
system components suppiy criticai 
system partners not accessible 

YES 

YES 
YES 

- - -r • 

YES YES 

Parameters y-axis 
product performance is purchasing criterion 
dominance of customer 
capability to innovate 
know-how transfer between customer suppiier 
change of technology 
product differentiation 
access to distribution 
product as system 
change in segments 
reaction time in adaptation (time to market) 
fonvard integration more important 
altemate products gain share 
laws, regulations prohibit access 
globalisation increases 

Parameters z-axis 
change of players (customers and suppiiers) 
margin unequally distributed 
liquidity available for investments 
brand awareness 
change in value perception 
mature to dedining market 
profit growth vs. revenue growth 
high cydicity (new products relative to time to market) 
relative market capitalisation 

YES ; 

YEB' 
YESr 

YE&; 

YES 

5 CS 

- Jţ.:- - ' : 

r" -

. . - r . 

YES 

YES 

V -S ; •• 

YES - >. 
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/Figure 7.C.1.: Table Risk at Customer and Competitor Level/ 

ii) Input Data 

There are two sets of parameters from the valuation: 
EP (all parameters with 'YES' in column for risk customer level) 
EP' (all parameters wlth YES' in column for risk competitor level) 

iii) Mathematical Modei 

The level of risk for the attributes per level dependent on competences 
required is calculated. This risk is deducted by the reliability of infonnation 
and the importance of the parameter in reference to the customer. 

Figure 7.C.2. shows the calculated risk values per attribute and per level 
(red marking). Highiighted are also the dominant contributors to the risk 
(light blue marking) due too the importance of these parameters to the 
customer. 

Parameters x-axis 
system price is purchasing criterion 
system synergies lead to cost advantages 
system synergies lead to performance advantages 

^stem partners not accessible 

Parameters y-axis 
capability to innovate 
change of technology 
access to distribution 
product as system 
change in segments 
reaction time in adaptation (time to market) 
laws, reguiations prohibit access 
jlobalisation increases 

Parameters z-axis 
change of players (customers and suppiiers) 
change in value 
perception 
profit growth vs. revenue growth 
high cydidty (new products relative to time to market) 

dejn,ab 
de 
in 
in 
in 

de,in,ab 
ab 
ab 
in 
de 
ab 
ab 
de 
in 

de,in,ab 
ab 

ab 
ab 
ab 

cu 

cu 

cu 

0.2 ^ ^ ^ ^ 

/Figure 7.C.2.: Table of Calculated Risk Levels/ 

The unification with this potential partner does not reflect a 
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transformation.Therefore the risk is not be increased any further. 

v) Valuation 

Risk Valuation: 
The valuation on the different potential partners is done according to the 
level of risk involved (6.23). 

P(F) = 0,64 

The level of risk is calculated in between inductive and abductive. 
Therefore it can be assumed that there is no real case in the industry that 
can be taken as a reference. 

Additionally the potential partner is to be valuated as a unified enterprise. 

Potential Performance: 
The customer value of the accessibility rated unified enterprise is done 
according to relation (6.28-29). 

The potential to perform above average is rated by the individual attributes 
of unified enterprise's capabilities (accessibility rated) versus customer 
need. 

above average: jCVaue) > jCVcul with Xaue > Xcu A ŷ ue > ycu A Zaue > Zcu 

The potential to perfonn outstanding is rated by the individual attributes of 
unified enterprise's capabilities versus competitors' capabilities. 

outstanding: |CVaue| > ICVacol with Xaue > Xaco A yaue > yaco A Zaue > Zaco 

CVaue = l1.6; 4,0; 5.9) 
CVcu = [1,1:2,9; 3,0) 
CVcoa = [2 .1;5 ,1;6 ,0) 
CVco = [1.3; 3.2; 3,1) 

The unified enterprise has the potential to perform above average. 

Legal Framework: 
the recommended level of cooperation is derived from the parameters of 
the combined set of competences required. The highest level of 
cooperation required within these parameters is the level recommended. 

Parameters x-axis pr/jv/mf 
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system price is purchasing criterion jv 
system synergies lead to cost advantages jv 
system synergies lead to performance advantages pr 
system partners not accessible pr 
Parameters y-axis pr/Jv/mf 
capability to innovate jv 
change of technology mf 
access to distribution jv 
product as system jv 
change in segments jv 
reaction time in adaptation (time to market) jv 
laws, regulations prohibit access pr 
globalisation increases jv 
Parameters z-axis pr/Jv/mf 
change of players (customers and suppiiers) jv 
change in value 
perception pr 
profit growth vs. revenue growth jv 
high cyclicity (new products relative to time to market) pr 

/Figure 7.C.3.: Table Level of Cooperation/ 

The highest level of cooperation recommended per attribute is: 

system value chain - economic efficiency: 
- joint venture 

product value chain - innovation&flexibility: 
- merger/fusion 

business concept - liquidity: 

- joint venture 

vi) Decision 

Selection of legal and fînancial framework: The recommended level of cooperation is merger/fusion. 

Selection of Potentlal Partner 
At this stage there is no alternate potential partner. Therefore the decision 
is the alternative between no partner or the partnership with the potentlal 
partner. The decision in this case can not be derived from the model, but 
from a management discussion. 

(vii) Verification 

The selection of the potentlal partner is a key criticai decision. Therefore a 
final synthesis on level of cooperation is required, done in a management 
discussion. 
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The opportunities for the unified enterprise are especially in the immediate 
access to complementing the product spectrum and improved access to 
customers. Also there is the opportunity to expand the customer value 
generation by liquidity or business concepts supported by the stock market. 

Conclusion (Model vs. Case Study): 
The results for the model correlate with the case study. Also management 
of Buyer and Enterprise were aware of the gaps versus customer needs 
and gaps in competitiveness. 
The use of the model Is advantageous In having a framework that very 
rationally shows gaps and requirement for action based on stringent 
valuation parameters. 
The model also is sensitive to reveal remaining deltas but 'reasonable 
enough' not to prevent this partnership - as this business case overall is 
rated successful. 

d. Valuation at Criticai Milestones 

This milestone 'valuation at criticai milestones' is appiied for two sub 
milestones in management execution of aligning the enterprises towards 
one. These are sub milestones at I00d and 0.5 development cycles: 

Foilowing the flow for the appiication of the model Is described. 

i) Valuation (generation of parameter values) 
ii) Input Data 
Iii) Mathematical Model 
iv) Output Data 
v) Valuation 
vi) DecisionA/erification 

i) Valuation 

Valuation for criticai parameters: 
Foilowing table 6.d.9. shows the parameters rated for relevance in 
management for the criticai milestone (appilcable for the Industry of case 
study). 

Valuation of the current business situation: 
For the individual business situation with the customer value vectors have 
to be evaluated (unified enterprise, customer). According to (6.30): 
CVue(t=0) = CVpo 

is selected (potential partner is the majority contributor to the merger). 

Valuation of a target situation: 
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Management does define a target - in this case (6.31): 
CVtarget = CVcu 

ii) input Data 

Table 7.6.1. shows the input data CVtarget, CVye and the criticai parameters: 

Parameters x-axis 
system price is purchasing criterion 
system patents prohibit atxess 
system synergies lead to cost advantages 
system synergies lead to performance advantages 
customers capability for backwards integration 
system integration technological trend 
bamers in integrability in total system 
system components suppiy criticai 

Parameters y-axis 
product performance is purchasing criterion 
dominance of customer 
capability to innovate 
know-how transfer between customer suppiier 
change of technology 
product differentiation 
access to distribution 
product as system 
change in segments 
reaction time in adaptation (time to mari<et) 
foHA^rd integration more important 
alternate products gain share 
laws, regulations prohibit access 
ilobalisation increases 

target ue 100d 0,5 do 1,5 de 
1 0 
0 0 
1 0 
1 0 
2 0 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
1 0 

Parameters z-axis target ue 
change of players (customers and suppliers) 3 2 
margin unequally distributed 1 2 
iiquidity available for investments 4 5 
brand awareness 1 1 
change in value 
perception 4 2 
mature to declining 
mar1<et 4 4 
profit growth vs. revenue growth 3 1 
high cydicity (new products relative to time to 
market) 4 2 
relative market capitalisation 3 4 
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/Figure 7.d.1.: Table Input Parameters for Criticai Milestone Model/ 

iii) IMathematical Model 

lOOdays: 

Based on the CVtarget and CVue ACV is calculated: 

ACV = CVtarget " CVue 
ACV = [0,7; 0.7; 0,4] 

For this delta vector the individual axis contributions are to be synthesized 
to achieve targeted change. 

AXi = O, as there are no pcn<@ 100d 
O <= Ayi <= 0,4 for different Pcry (unchanged to 5) 
0<= AZi <= 0,3 for different Poz (unchanged to 5) 

So far ACV Is expressed in the frame of the customer and the potential 
contributions from all attributes are unsufficient. Therefore the model is 
appiied to calculate change of view to enable search for further parameters. 
This is done in the same direction as for milestone 1, by focussing on the 
business concept. 

To express ACV in the frame of the "required change" "̂ ACV, foilowing 
equation appiies: 

''ACVcue=E"'*ACV 

0 ,77 O 0 ,64 O 

0 ,41 0 ,77 0 , 4 9 O 

- 0 , 4 9 0 ,64 0 ,59 O 

O 0 0 1 

= Erc 

'̂=ACVcue= [AXrc, Ayrc. Az^c] = [0,6, 0,8, 1,0] 

This allov\/s the interpretation of higher efforts required for business concept 
and product value chain v/ith oniy littie reduction in system competence. 

0,5dc: 

Based on the case study CVtarget remains unchanged while current CVue @ 
100d aiready is improved to [0,4; 2,4; 2,7]: 

A C V = CVtarget - CV, 'ue 
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ACV = [0.7; 0.5; 0.3] 

For this delta vector the individual axis contributions are to be synthesized 
to achieve targeted change. 

0<= AXj <=1,0 for different Pcrx(unchanged to 5) 
O <= Ayi <= 0,4 for different Pcry (unchanged to 5) 
0<= AZj <= 0,5 for different pcrz (unchanged to 5) 

iv) Output Data 

100d: 
The output Is shown in table 7.d.2. (for the maximum in change; column 
'evaluatlon'): 

Parameters y-axis 
change in segments 
ilobalisation increases I 

target ue delta evaluatlon lOOd 
6 2 si 
5 3 51 

Parameters z-axis 
high cydicity (new products relative to time to 
market) 

target ue delta evaluatlon lOOd 

4 2 5 I 

/Figure 7.d.2.: Table Criticai Parameters 100d/ 

By the result of the change of view, severa) more possibilities for immediate 
targets and realisation do get obvious: 
- customer capability for backwards integration 
- know-how transfer between customer and suppiier 
- change in value perception 

0,5dc: 
The output is shown in table 7.d.3. (for the maximum in change; column 
'evaluatlon'): 
'ue 0,5dc' means the parameter values for the CVue for calculation for 
milestone 0.5dc. The other naming conventions are equivalent. 

Parameters x-axis 
system price is purchasing criterion 
system components suppiy criticai 

Parameters y-axIs 
capability to innovate 
change of technology 

targe ue 
t 0,Sdc eval0,5dc 0,5 dc 

1 O 5 F 
1 1 5I 

targe ue 
t 0,5dc eval0,5dc 0,5 dc 

4 4 5 n 
3 2 51 
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I roduct differentiation 

targe ue 
Parameters z-axis t 0,5dc evalO.Sdc 0,Sd(^ 
change in value 
perception 4 2 5 ] 
mature to dedining 
market 4 4 

B H f f i H H ^ ^ ^ H H H H H H H S H H B H B H H ^ ^ 
/Figure 7.d.3.: Table Criticai Parameters 0,5dc/ 

v) Valuation 

lOOd: 

A valuation is perfbrmed on the criterion that the delta CVa (cutomer value 
criticai) synthesized must be the closest one with the calculated delta: 

ACVcr = MIN (|ACV| -1 AC Vil) by appiying the change in view 

The giudance on the parameters derives dedicated quantifyable results: 

- change in segments: -> the product roadmap has to reflect the opportunity 
for innovation into new segments (e.g. enhanced digital TV) 
- globalisation increases -> the organisation especially in the global regions 
must be set (e.g. access to customers z,w potential sales €...) 
- high cyclicity: -> the product roadmap has to reflect the acquired products 
(minor modifications oniy, focus on adaptation of existing products for 
expansion of productiine with x products available in...) 
- customer capability for backwards integration -> approach integrated 
manufacturers for partnership (partner selected by...) 
- change in value perception -> change marketing approach to new value 
(increase of customer satisfaction by x% in ... time) 

0,5dc: 

A valuation is performed on the criterion that the delta CVcr (customer value 
criticai) synthesized must be the closest one with the calculated delta 
(6.34): 

ACVcr = MIN (|ACV| - lACVil) for parameters get values of 5 each for x- and 
y- parameters; z- parameters especially at levels <5 fulfill criterion best (not 
to exceed target). 

The guidance on the parameters derives dedicated quantifyable results: 

- system price is purchasing criterion: -> substitute by forward integration of 
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microelectronics (products defined by...) 
- system components suppiy criticai: -> secure suppiy for not being tackied 
by competitor (delivery performance at...) 
- capability to innovate: -> new joint products must be available (by...) 
- change of îechnology; -> secure access to technology (contracts) for 
common road map (until...) 
- product differentlatlon: -> unify differentlation factors (by...) 
- change in value perception: -> win new lead customers (in segment by...) 
- mature to declining market -> developments for higher growth markets 
according to value requirement of customers started (segments by...) 
- relative market capitalisation: -> acquire fresh capital/ maintain investors 

vi) DecisionA^erification 

Reference with parameter values from competition (CVco) reveals that the 
targets are achievable. 

Conclusion (Model vs. Case Study): 
The results for the model correlate with the case study. The appiication of 
the model and guidelines couid have improved the business case in several 
aspects. The nrK)del did directiy lead to more focus on change of views and 
thus effective targets could be added. The effort for the merger project 
initiated could have been reduced to focus teams getting in action 
sequentially al) over, instead of an immediate overall merger project. 

e. Observations and Conclusions 

The appiication of flow and model in the case study 'Consumer* (chapter 
4.b.) lead to improvement for the process of 'structural optimisation of 
production systems' by comparison of the model output with business case. 
The estimation is that about 10-25% management effort could have been 
saved by appiying the flow and model. 

The intended improvements are verified: 
- raţional processing (e.g. raţional valuation of competencies required and 
judging options for partnership; milestone 1, 2, and 3) 
- effectiveness in management (e.g. reduction of effort by focused 
judgment leading to quantifyable action in execution of merger milestone 4) 
- new solution can be generated through guided leadership discussion 

According to the procedure of /TURBAN/ the proposed flow and model are 
verified in their intended results. They can be continuousiy improved. They 
are verified and can be continuousiy improved by adding experience in 
form of rules, formulas and fine tuning of parameters. The flow and model 
are appilcable and can be implemented In the management dedslon 
process 
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8. Contributions and Conclusion 

Enterprises are there to create customer value and to improve competitiveness in 
a dynamic and complex environment. Management therefore has to increase 
enterprlses' performance in customer value generation and competitiveness 
continuousiy. Especially in high tech industry structuring the production with 
externai partnerstiips is capable to increase perfomnance. Nether the less about 
half of these partnerships fail. Analysis of state of the art concepts and valuation 
tools reveals that existing processes and models are not appropriate in all aspects 
to support management in objectivising decision processes and deriving dedicated 
executable outputs for realisation of the partnership. The gap in performance of 
concepts, models and processes especially is obvious when deriving decisions 
based upon uncertain Information and evaluation based on emotions instead of 
raţional facts and targets. 

The outcome of the research is the advancement in a concept that focuses the 
acitivities of an enterprise completely to the outside - the customer and the 
increase of competitiveness and its transfer Into a flow and tools for 'structural 
optimisation of production systems through partnerships' - to increase 
management effectiveness in decision and execution of partnerships, especially 
mergers. 

Embedded in a management decision process a structured approach to all 
relevant decisions required in analysis of partner requirement to unifying and 
networking enterprises is developed. The flow has clearly described outputs for 
further optimisation. For getting a result at each milestone a qualitative toolset -
representatlon of companies and a business situation by frames - is developed for 
generating objective decision criterion, steering questions to find so far 'unsought 
solutions', and to result in executable and quanitfyable outputs. Flow and tools are 
set up that experience gained can be incorporated in the model as knowledge for 
further improvement in preparation and decision. 

The contributions of this research are: 

i) a concept to derive the description of current and future business situation: 
The concept focusses the management to the company externai (customer and 
competitlon) and transfers to qualitative description of business situations 

ii) an output oriented flow for the evaluation process up to unifying the partners: 
The flow guides management in a structured way through the evaluation on 
partner requirement to merging enterprises. 

iii) a qualitative description set for business situation and for discovery of new 
solutions - the appiication of frames 

iv) a model - homogeneous transformation - that ailows manipulation of uncertain 
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information in a stringent flow, and knowledge processing through relations and 
rules. The output are dedicated decisions and dedicated executable and 
quantifyable resuits for executing the partnership 

v) a leadershlp toolset for gulding dlscovery for new solutions 

The resuits are summarized in figure 8.1. 

The Result - Concept, Model, Flow 

o 43 U 

(n a < 

C o n c e p t 

Customer Value 
Competitiveness Qua l i t i t i ve Descript ion: 
(externai) 

Model: Systems as Frames (Homogeneous Transformaţion) 
Qualitative Enterprise Attributes 
Leadership Toolset 

Quanti tat ive Resuits: 

Decisions 
Information Converted to Knowledge 
Executable/Quantitative Outputs 

Effectiveness 
Note: estlmated increase in effectiveness 10-25% (case studvO 

2003 
IHans SchMendner, Contributions for Structural Optimizatior) ofProduction Systems Page 58 

/Figure 8.1.: The Result - Concept, Model, Flow/ 

Concept, flow and model were developed on theory, experience of consultants and 
business cases recursively by bullding hypothesises on assumed behaviour. 
Hypothesises will lead to adaptation of the model while the appiication of the model 
in a case study will lead to verificatlon In comparison of predicted result of model 
with reality/experiment. These steps are done for verification to implement flow and 
tools into the management decision process. 

The overall flow on development of flow and model within this thesis is illustrated in 
figure 8.2.. 
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MoM Purp 
nnenl Tool for RatiomI md 

lutomaled Slmctml OiiUniMUon 

Prottss Flow. 
1. Analysis on Partner Requirement 

2. Valuation of Partner 

3. Valuation of Unifîed Enterprise 

4. Valuate Structure for Criticat Milestones 

Entcrpriss Minigcment 
Improve Performance e.g. 
through Stnjctural Optinntsatton 

Structure Pinuneters: 
Custonw VMue and Competi 

Enterprise Mtiibutes: 
- Overall Systenn Solution; 

Efficiency over aii Processes 

- Product Value Chain Competendes/ 
Innovation&Flexibiltty 

- Business Concept/ 
Uquldty 

Purpose Enterprise: 
Generate Customer Value 
and Competltiveness 

Forces mriuenelni 
in enterprise 
(Government. Investois,...) 

tModel: 
Frames 

Processing: 
-Homogeneous 
Transfomiatîon 

-Vector Calculation 

-Rule Processing 

-Probatwety 

Hans Schv«ndner, Contributions for Structural Optimization ofProductIon Systenns 
2003 

Page 65 

/Figure 8.2.: Model - Flow and Parameter Development/ 

The overall concept for deriving the purpose of an enterprise is developed through 
state of the art analysis of a multitude of concepts and deriving ideasy from 
philosophy and psychology for rationalising processes. The clear distinction 
between enterprise and management drawn concluded to the purpose of the 
model. Derived from case studies and research a dedicated flov^ is developed 
from analysis to unification. Throughout the flow parameters for description of the 
current and future business situation were developed. The parameters allow a 
qualitative description of enterprises for further processing the informatic by 
homogeneous transformation, rules, and relations. 

Figure 8.2. gives an overview on the process for transforming an enterprise from 
its cun-ent to a future business situation - through externai partnership. Each step 
is defined by a dedicated task on synthesis and/or analysis for generating a result 
for management. 
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Milestone Based Work Flow 

Stitus Analfsis/SfnthcBs Rtult 

1. Anarysis for 
Partner Requirement 

2. Partner Valuation 

IOC 

10 

Partner reqJred? 
What 
Competences? 

Value Generation 
Ofunified Business? 

l'VvvV 

Partner Requirement 
Yes/No; Competen-
ces required 

Potent'al Partner 
Ftts: YES/NO 
ListofPartners 

3. Valuation Unifî-
cation Rtsk Rtskon Change? 

RiskofUnIfIcation: 
Preten'ed Partner, 
Criticai Change 

4. Valuation at Criticai 
Milestones 

EtTective Value Gene-
ration Executing Co-
operatlon? 

Priorities for Change 
- Leadership 

Target Business Situation wKh 
Potenţial Struetums, Partners, and Attributn Homogeneous Transformation 

2003 
Hans Schvwndner, Contributions for Structural Optimtation of Production Systems pajje 66 

/Figure 8.3.: Milestone Based Work Flow/ 

Mangement can use the results for decislon and as guidance for effectively 
executing a cooperating to generate improved customer value. 
Theoretical analysis and business cases were combined to develop and verify 
these dedicated model characteristics and their appiicability In the dlfferent 
process steps. 

For representation of a business situation and its manipulation different models 
from mathematlcs, production management, etc. are investigated. The 
representation of systems by frames is selected. Frames allow a mathematical 
description for simple comparison of system attributes. 

Figure 8.4. shows one frame. One company is represented by its frame and 
respective customer value vector. By frames the core players: the customer, the 
competitor and the enterprise can be represented. Each of them is described by 
dedicated attribute values - their customer value. The customer thereby is the 
reference for any enterprise and competitor. 
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Modeiling Customer Value as a Vector 

ro = 
^ a 
« 1 II 
I I 
l i a £ 
II 

Customer Value Vector p, 

Attribute 1 x-axis 

ii-
Attribute 1 y-axis 

ii- Attribute 1 z-axis 
Vi 

Attribute 1 z-axis 

f 
• 

Xq := System Value Chain/ 
/^l Economic Efficiency 

^ ? 

»Zo:= Business Concept/ 
Uquidity 

Hans Schvwndner. ContribuBons for Structural Optimization of Production SystBms 
2003 

Page 67 

/Figure 8.4.: Modeiling Customer Value as a Vector/ 

Customer value is mapped onto capabllity (demand and contribution) attributes. 
Three attributes are developed: 

- x-axis: describing the economic efficiency for the system value chain the 
enterprises' product Is part of 
- y-axis: describing the value chain of the product generation and the enterprises' 
competencies for innovation and flexibility 
- z-axis: describing the capabllity to change the business concept and financial 
capabilities for execution 
The individual attribute values are gathered through dedicated input list and are 
calculated out of these qualitative parameter values. 

The description by a customer value vector represents valuation of respective 
competencies and capabllity of a company to contribute competence to demand. 
The orientation represents the companies' view, or valuation on kind of 
realisation. 

Based on this representation a business situation can be described by an 
arrangement of frames and the merging of companies can be calculated through 
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frame manipulation. Figure 8.5. shows the arrangment of the customer, the 
enterprise and a company 'merged' with the enterprise. 

Unified Enterprise in Frame Represenlalion 

Frimes: 
Reference: CustomerMvtatsegment (XQ. TO> Ô) 
Potertial P»tner (Xj. 

CV̂ :̂ Customer Value of Customer 
CV,: Customer Value of Enterprise 
CVp̂ : Customer Value of Potential Partner 
CV^: Customer Value of Unified Enterprise 

f 

/ 
/ 

Hans Schvwndner, Contrtbutions fdr Structural Optimization of Production Systems 
2003 

Page 70 

/Figure 8.5.: Unified Enterprise in Frame Representation/ 

The analysis for deriving decisions is performed by processing the frame-vectors 
by homogeneous transformation and evaluation of the result by given rules 
'knowledge'. In case a partnership is recommended as a result (based on analysis 
of delta vectors), parameter list are manipulated by rules to synthesize the 
required contributions (cxjmpetencles) a partner shouid bring in. The contributions 
required represent scan vectors for search of potential partners. 

Figure 8.6. shows the derivation of the transformation matrix from the angles of 
the frame vectors. The angles between the axis in business are interprested as 
different realisation/processes for generation of value - that are not necessarily 
compatible or complementary. The matrix for the transformation is aproximated by 
deriving the main angles between the axis from the parameter list (attribute 
parameters). 
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Rotation of Frames - Transformation Malrix 

k : 

/ ^ 

•'Zo 

Procedure Tor Transformation (Euier-Angles): 

1. Rotation around x̂ -axis angle 9: result system x,. y,. z, 
2. Rotation around y^axis angle t|): resutt sy^m Xj. y,. 
3. Rotation around 22-axis angle x: resutt system ys. 

Transformation Matrix (System 3 In 0); 
Interpretation iDy cosinus between unit vectors: 

yo 

C:= cosine 
S:= sinus 

Ct3*0 (>3*0 02x0 
Cx3/} asjo 
03a <̂ 3t0 Ck3i0 

Transformation Matrtx (System 3 in 0): 
Interpretation by Euler angles: 

CvCj -Cvffz Sv 

-ffltfj - QpffţpC;! SfCx+C^V^J CţfCţf = £ 

Hans Schwendner, Cantilbutions for Structural Optimization of Production Systems 
2003 

Page 68 

/Figure 8.6.: Rotation of Frames - Transformation Matrix/ 

Once requirement for partnership is verified potential partners are evaluated on fit 
and potential success of the partnership (figure 8.7). Potential partners are also 
represented by frame attributes and then compared for risk and opportunity in 
cooperation. This step includes risk judgment on reliability of Information (fault 
tolerance), as business Information is uncertain and couid be belief instead of real 
knowledge. Transactions in change and transformations in business environment 
are analysed in a dedicated sub-step to care for the special risk involved in a 
business transformation. 
The results of this step are valuations for success and fallure, a recommendation 
on legal structure, and criticai parameters management has to handie for change. 
The set of potential partners and partnership structure can be reduced by those 
parameters indicating manageability of risk and respective opportunities for 
success. 
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Partner Valuation: Risk and Opportunity Judgment 

C ^ Competence Requlred 

Customer Level 

Competitor Le\«l 

efficiency-

efficiency 

X. 

innô  Btion 

innô  ̂ tion 

I ; 

Hquldtty 

i k 

liqOidity 

1 i 

P4i«n<kB 

Cooperadon Level project or jointventure or merger 

Par<fnetirs«tfoi ( ) 

2003 
Hans Schvtendner, Contributlons for Structural Optlmization of Production Systems Page 55 

/Figure 8.7.: Risk and Opportunity Judgement - Partner Valuation/ 

The final step throughout the process is the realisation of the cooperation itself. 
Independent of intending a project based loosely connected network or a merger 
of companies changes have to be realised within al! involved partners. 
For increasing management effectivity industry independent sub-milestones for a 
cooperation are synthesized as industry independent at 100 days, 0,5 product 
development cycles and 1,5 product development cycles after a cooperation kick 
off. Dedicated executable targets are results - linked wlth these milestones. These 
results are mapped with the criticai parameters and parameters for contribution. 
Therby a priority stmcture of results for management in executing the cooperation 
is generated. Figure 8.8 shows the procedure to derive a delta vector between 
target and status. Out of this delta the dedicated resulting targets for action for 
improvement are derived. 
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Valuation at Criticai Mllestones - Executable Results 

Attrlbutes 1 ^ development cycles" 
Attributes 0.5 deNielopment cycles 

r "Attridutes lOOdays 

xmv* 

Y, 

Datfle^d 
PînmatBn 
For 
IfnprovBiiKJil 

Dcdle^d and Qurtifyabto 
Tarflcts for ExMution 

Hans Schviendner, Contributions for Structural Optimization of Production Systerrts 
2003 

Page 56 

/Figure 8.8.: Valuation at Criticai Milestones - Executable Results/ 

To overcome convenţional change barriers in minds of people a leadership toolset 
is developed. Its appiication targets steering questions to generate innovative 
partnership approaches and to give guidance guidance for questions regarding 
change in business concept and leadership: 

- is independence of location taken into account 
- can targets be harmonised (especially through management harmony) 
- are processes considered or targets 
- does intensity increase within the area of activity 

Figure 8.9. shows the 'opportunity star' for deriving these questions. The concepts 
of the opportunity star are appiied also for the execution of the cooperation. This 
is by supporting leaders in defining targets, measuremet of results and appropriate 
action on deviation. 
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Structuring - Leadership Toolset 

Intanslfted 

OrriBr-ltelibonshişsi-ProeMiM A | ln*p«id«ne® of Loeitiofi 

Consetoisnesi dcvelops from Expcricncc ^ ^ ^ m Indeptnitenee of Tlii» 

Interdependenec of Target vid Proeois 

2003 
Hans Schwsndner, Contributions fbr Structural Optimizatlon of Production Systems Page 70 

/Figure 8.9.: Structuring - Leadership Toolset/ 

The model is verified throughout the complete flow wlth an industry case. The 
appiication proved the valldity of the model and even revealed contributions at 
certain steps that couid have made real case more raţional in decision and 
management more effective if the model had been available. 

Overall a new comprehensive flow and model is developed for the structural 
optimisation of production systems through partnerships. The advantages are in: 

- a cleariy structured process supported by rationalised conceptual procedure 
- improveable process through knowledge-add capability in valuation 
- provision of externai information for 'transformation' and driving for new solutions 

Still there Is room for improvement, that may be base for advanced research: 
- the verification of the model for a network. Special focus can be given to deal 
with complexity of options. 
- the appiication and adaptation of the model to a different industry (e.g. service) 
- the adaptation of the model to continuous change of views instead of discrete 
changes and thus making it a dynamic model 
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9. An nex 
a. Programs and Tables 

Program for calculation of transformation matrix side elements based on diagonal cosine values 

Rolation of Frames - Transformation Matrix 

'<0 = x, 

/ 

Procedure for Transformation (Euler-Angles): 

1. Rotation around )^-axi3 angle (p: result systenn x ,̂ y,. ẑ  
2. Rotation around y,-axis angle iii: result system x .̂ y .̂ Zj 
3. Rotation around z2-axis angle x: result system yj. 

Transtdnnation Matrix ( System 3 In 0): 
Interpretatton tjy cosinus between unit vectors: 

yo 

C:= cosine 
S:= sinus 

QăxO C)3j0 03X0 
Gr3/) Q37O 0 3 / ) 
03s0 C>320 0320 - f 

Transtonnatîon Matrix (System 3 in 0); 
Interpretatton by Euler angles: 

CyCx -Cy£x Stff 

CqCx''Sif£ff£x - SifCfff 
SifSx - Of£ifCx S<jCx + OfSifSx CjCţ̂ r 

Hans Schviendner, Contributions for Structural Optinization ot Production Systems 
2003 

Page 48 

Option Expbcit 

Const PI = 3.141592 

Private Sub cmdCompiite_ClickO 
FindSolutions 

End Sub 

'i rotation about x axis 
'j rotation about y axis 
'k rotation about z axis 
'rot(x,i),rot(yJ),rot(z,k) 

"Notat lons: 
rotations: 
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' i rotation value in radians about x axis 
' j rotation value in radians about y axis 
' k rotation va]ue in radians about z axis 

elements of the orientation matrix M: 
' ml lml2ml3 
' m21 m22 m23 
' m31 m32 m33 
' • angles in d^ree: 
' iAnglnDeg angle in degree coresponding to value i expressed in radians 
' jAngInDeg angle in degree coresponding to value j expressed in radians 
' kAngInDeg angle in degree coresponding to vahie k expressed in radians 
Input vahies: ml 1, m22, m23 
Tor each of variables ml 1, m22, m33 we have a collection with discrete values 
'mll ={-1,-0.5,0.5,1} 
• m22 ={-1,-0.87,-0.5,0,0.5,0.87,1} 
•m33 ={-1,-0.5,0.5,1} 
'Output values: ij,k values coresponding to input values 
'Alghoritm: 

We have as inputs : ml 1, m22, m23 elements from orientation matrix 
We compute Ihe elements of the matrix M for each combination between 

' iAnglnDeg, jAngInDeg , kAngInDeg v ^ e : iAnglnDeg = {0,10,20, . 350} 
' jAngInDeg = {0,10,20,.... 350}, kAngInDeg = {0,10,20,.... 350} 

if the values for ml 1, m22 and m23 we put all the elements of the matrix M 
' and angles corespondind to theis matrix in a text file 

Private Sub FindSohitionsQ 

— « 

•Declare some variables fo write in file 

Dim numberOfSol As Loi^ 
Dim strFilePath As String 
Dim strEulerAngles As String 
Dim strLinelMat As String 
Dim strLine2Mat As String 
Dim strLine3Mat As String 
Dim strDiagonalElanents As String 

numberOfSol = O 
StrFilePath = App.Path & "\resultsDiscreteValues.txt" 

'Open a file for write the result 
1 

Dim feo As FileSystemObject 
Dim txtstr As TextStream 
Dim f As File 
Set feo = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
Dim IsFileExist As Boolean 
IsFileExist = feo.FileExists(strFilePath) 
If IsFileExist Then 
' Set txtstr = feo. Op«3TextFile(strFi]ePath, ForAppending) 
'Ebe 

Set txtstr = feo.CreateTextFile(strFilePath, True) 
•Endlf 
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*Set a tolerance for comparison 

Dim toi As Double 
toi = 0.01 HARDCODED 

Dim isValidSol As Boolean 
isValidSol = False 

'Coolections for discrete values ( 

Dim colA As New Collection 
Dim coIB As New Collection 
Dim colC As New Collection 

colA.Add 0.9 
colA.Add 0.5 
colA.Add-0.5 
colA. Add -0.9 

coDB.Add 1 
coB.Add 0.87 
coIB.AddO.5 
coB. Add O 
coB.Add -0.5 
coB.Add -0.87 
coB.Add-l 

colC.AddO.9 
colC.Add 0.5 
colC.Add -0.5 
colC.Add -0.9 

Declare necessary variables 
I 

Dim iAngInDeg As Double 
Dim jAngInDeg As Double 
Dim kAngInDeg As Double 
Dim m, n, p As Integer 
Dim u, V, w As Integer 
Dim a Val, bVal, cVal As Double 
Dim mll, ml2, ml3, m21, m22, m23, m31, m32, m33 As Double 
Dim i, j, k As Double 
Dim isLessOneValueNegative As Boolean 

u = colACount 
v = colB.Count 
w = colC.Count 

Dim stepincrement As Double 
stepincrement = 3# HARDCODED 
For iAngInDeg = O To 180 Step stepincrement 
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For jAngInDeg = O To 180 Step steplncrement 
For kAnglnD^ = O To 180 Step steplncranent 

'Get angle in radians to usc in conputation 

i = GradeToRad(CDbl(iAngInDeg)) 
j = GradeToRad(CDbl(jAngInD^)) 
k = GradeToRad(CDbl(kAngInDeg)) 

nill=Cos(j)*Cos(k) 
m22 = Cos(i) » Cos(k) - Sin(i) » Sin(j) • Sin(k) 
m33 = Cos(i) » Cos(j) 

•Check if values are ok 

For m = 1 To u 
If (Abs(ml 1 - CDbKcolA(m))) < toO Then 

aVal = mll 
For n = 1 To V 

If (Abs(m22 - CDbKcoIB(n))) < toi) Then 
bVal = m22 
For p = 1 To w 

If (Abs(m33 - CDbl(colC(p))) <tol) Then 
cVal = m33 
isValidSol = True 
If (isVaUdSol = True) Then 

'compute all terms of the orientation matrix 

ml2 = -l • CosO) » Sin(k) 
ml3 = Sin(j) 
in21 = Cos(i) • Sin(k) + Sin(i) » Sin(j) * Cos(k) 
m23 = -l • Sin(i) • Cos(j) 
m31 = Sin(i) * Sin(k) - Cos(i) • Sin(j) • Cos(k) 
ni32 = Sin(i) » Cos(k) + Cos(i) • Sin(j) * Sin(k) 

"Eliminate negative values 

isLessOneValueN^tive = False 
If (ml2 < 0) Then 

isLessOneValueNegative = True 
EndIf 
If (ml3 < 0) Then 

isLessOneValueNegative = True 
EndIf 
If(m21 <0)Then 

isLessOneValueNegative = True 
EndIf 
If (in23 < 0) Then 

isLessOneValueNegative = True 
EndIf 
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If (m31 < 0) Then 
isLessOneValueNegative = True 

Endlf 
If (m32 < 0) Then 

isLessOneValueNegative = True 
Endlf 

Tor the moment without restriction 
I 

isLessOneValueNegative = False 

If (isLessOneValueNegative = False) Then 
numberOfiSol = numberOfSol + 1 

I — — 

"Limiting the number of solutions 

If (numbeiOfSol > 2000) Then -HARDCODED 
MsgBox "End" 
ExitSub 

Endlf 

'prepeare the parameters 

strEulerAngles = "Angles are :" & CStr(Round(iAiigInDeg, 2)) & " &. 
CStr(Round(jAngInDeg. 2)) & " & _ 
CStr(Round(kAngInDeg, 2)) 

strLmelMat = CStr(Round(mll.2))&" "&_ 
CStr(Round(ml2,2))&" "&_ 
CStr(Roiind(nil3, 2)) 

strLme2Mat = CStr(Round(m21,2))&'' "&_ 
CStr(Round(ni22, 2))&" "&_ 
CStr(Round(m23. 2)) 

strLineSMat = CStr(Round(nî31, 2)) & " " & _ 
CStr(Round(m32, 2)) & " 
CStr(Round(m33, 2)) 

strDiagonaElements = "Diagonal& CStr(Round(mll, 2)) & &. 
CStr(Round(m22, 2)) &","&_ 
CStr(Round(m33, 2)) 

'prinţ the resuh in file 
1 

txtstr.WriteLine"" 
txtstr.WriteLine " & CStr(numberOfSol) 
txtstr. WriteLine strEulerAngles 
txtstr.WriteLine strDiagonaElements 
txtstr.WriteLine" " 
txtstr.WriteLine strLinelMat 
txtstr.WriteLine strLine2Mat 
txtstr.WriteLine strLine3Mat 

Endlf 
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End If 
Endif 

Nextp 
EndIf 

Next n 
EndIf 

Next m 

Reset some variables 
t 

isValidSol = False 
aVal = 0 
bVal = 0 
cVal = 0 

Next kAnglnD^ 
Next jAnglnD^ 

Next iAnglnDeg 

MsgBox "Sohitions v/ere printed in file & strFilePath 

'Close the file 
I 

txtstr. Close 

End Sub 

'Get value of the angle in radians from degree 
Private Function GradeToRad(dblGrade As Double) As Double 

GradeToRad = (dblGrade • PI) /180# 
End Function 

Private Sub cmdFind_Clidc() 

Dim stepincrement As Double 
steplncrement = Val(txtStep.Text) 
Dim toi As Double 
toi = Val(txtTol. Text) 
DimmllRef As Double 
Dim m22Ref As Double 
Dim m33Ref As Double 
ml IRef = Val(txtMl l.Text) 
m22Ref = Val(txtM22.Text) 
m33Ref = Val(txtM33.Text) 

TDeclare some variables fo write in file 

Dim numberOfSol As Long 
Dim StrFilePath As String 
Dim strEulerAngles As String 
Dim strLinelMat As String 
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Dim strLine2Mat As String 
Dim strLine3Mat As String 
Dim strDiagonaElements As String 

numbaOfSol = O 
strFilePath = App.Path & "\resultsFind.txt" 

'Open a file for write the resuk 

Dim feo As FileSystemObject 
Dim txtstr As TextStream 
Dim f As File 
Set feo = CreateObject("Scripting FileSystemObject") 
Set txtstr = fso.CreateTextFile(strFilePath, True) 

Dim isValidSol As Boolean 
isValidSol = False 

Declare necessary variables 

Dim iAngInDeg As Double 
Dim jAngInDeg As Double 
Dim kAngInDeg As Double 
Dim m, n, p As Irrt^er 
Dim u, V, w As Integer 
Dim mll, ml2, ml3, m21, m22, m23, m31, m32, m33 As Double 
Dim i, j, k As Double 

For iAngInDeg = O To 180 Step steplncrement 
For jAngInDeg = O To 180 Step steplncrement 

For kAngInDeg = O To 180 Step steplncrement 

'Get angle in radians to use in computation 

i = GradeToRad(CDbl(iAngInD^)) 
j = GradeToRad(CDbl(jAngInDeg)) 
k = GradeToRacl(CDbl(kAngInDeg)) 

mll=Cos(j)*Cos(k) 
m22 = Cos(i) * Cos(k) - Sin(0 * Sin(j) * Sin(k) 
m33 = Cos(i)*Cos(j) 

'Check if values are ok » 

If (Abs(njl 1 - ml IRef) < to)) Then 
If (Abs(m22 - m22Ref) < toi) Then 

If (Abs(in33 - m33Ref) < toi) Then 

'compute all temis of the orientation matrix 
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ml2 =- l » Cos(j) * Sin(k) 
ml3 = Sin(j) 
m21 = Cos(i) • Sm(k) + Sin(i) • Sin(j) • Cos(k) 
in23 = -l • Sin(i) * CosO) 
ni31 = Sin(i) * Sin(k) - Cos(i) * SinO) • Cos(k) 
m32 = Sin(i) • Cos(k) + Cos(i) * Sin(j) • Sin(k) 

numbeiOfSol = numbeiOfSol + 1 

•Limiting the number of sohitions 
If (numberOfSol > 200) Then HARDCODED 

MsgBox "More than 200 sohitions" 
ExitSub 

Endif 

'prq)eare the parameters 

strEulerAngles = "Angles are: " & CStr(Round(iAngInD^ 2)) & "," & 
CStr(Round(jAiigInDeg, 2)) &","&_ 
CStr^und(kAngInDeg, 2)) 

strLinelMat = CStr(Round(ml 1. 2)) & " " & _ 
CStr(Round(ml2, 2)) & " "&_ 
CStr(Round(njl3, 2)) 

strLine2Mat = CStr<Round(ni21, 2)) & " " & _ 
CStr(Round(m22, 2))& " "&_ 
CStr(Round(in23, 2)) 

strLine3Mat = CStr(Round(m31, 2)) & " " & _ 
CStr(Round(in32, 2)) & " "&_ 
CStr(Round(m33, 2)) 

strDiagonalElements = "Diagonal:" & CStr(Round(ml 1, 2)) &","&_ 
CStr(Round(m22. 2)) & & _ 
CStr(Round(m33. 2)) 

'prinţ the resuh in file 
I 

txtstr.WriteLine"" 
txtstr.WriteLine"» " & CStr(numberC)fiol) 
txtstr. WriteLine strEulerAngles 
txtstr.WriteLine strDiagonalElenients 
txtstr.WriteLine" " 
txtstr.WriteLine strLinelMat 
txtstr.WriteLine strLine2Mat 
txtstr. WriteLine strLine3Mat 

EndIf 
EndIf 

EndIf 

•Reset some variables 
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isValidSol = False 

Next kAnglnD^ 
Next jAnglnD^ 

Next iAnglnD^ 

txtNrSoIutions.Text = CStr(numberOfSol) 

If (numberOfSol > 0) Then 
MsgBox CStr(numberOfSol) & " solutions were printed in file : & strFilePath 

Else 
MsgBox "No solution found!" 

Endif 

•Closethefile 
I 

txtstr.Close 

EndSub 
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Table of Transformation 
Matrix elements and 
respective angles between 
axis; angles are in degree 
and are arranged x,y,z; 
'diaginal' means the 
cosines values of âie 
diagonal elements of the 
matrix 

«1 
Angles are : O, 27, O 
Diagonal: 0.89,1,0.89 

0.89 O 0.45 
O 1 O 

-0.45 O 0.89 

*2 
Angles are: O, 27,180 
Diagonal :-0.89,-l,0.89 
-0.89 O 0.45 
0-10 
0.45 O 0.89 

• 3 
Angles are: O, 60, O 
Diagonal :0.5,],0.5 

0.5 O 0.87 
O 1 O 
-0.87 O 0.5 

• 4 
Angles are: O, 60, 3 
Diagonal :0.5,1,0.5 

0.5 -0.03 0.87 
0.05 1 O 
-0.86 0.05 0.5 

»5 
Angles are : O, 60, 6 
Diagonal :0.5,0.99,0.5 

0.5 -0.05 0.87 
0.1 0.99 O 
-0.86 0.09 0.5 

•6 
Angles are: O, 60,174 
Diagonal >0.5,-0.99,0.5 

-0.5 -0.05 0.87 
0.1 -0.99 O 
0.86 0.09 0.5 

• 7 
Angles are : O, 60, 177 
Diagonal >0.5,-1,0.5 

-0.5 -0.03 0.87 
0.05 -l O 
0.86 0.05 0.5 

•8 
Angles are : O, 60, 180 
Diagonal >0.5,-1,0.5 

-0.5 O 0.87 
0-10 
0.87 O 0.5 

• 9 
Angles are: O, 120, O 
Diagonal >0.5,1,-0.5 

-0.5 O 0.87 
O 1 O 

-0.87 O -0.5 

* 10 
Angles are: O, 120, 3 
Diagonal >0.5,1,-0.5 
-0.5 0.03 0.87 
0.05 1 O 
-0.86 0.05 -0.5 

• 11 
Angles are : O, 120, 6 
Diagonal >0.5,0.99,-0.5 

-0.5 0.05 0.87 
0.1 0.99 O 
-0.86 0.09 -0.5 

• 12 
Angles are : O, 120, 174 
Diagonal :0.5,-0.99.-0.5 

0.5 0.05 0.87 
0.1 -0.99 O 
0.86 0.09 -0.5 

• 13 
Angles are : O, 120, 177 

Diagonal :0.5,-1,-O 5 

0.5 0.03 0.87 
0.05 -l O 
0.86 0.05 -0.5 

• 14 
Angles are . 0,120,180 
Diagonal :0.5,-1,-0.5 

0.5 O 0.87 
0-10 
0.87 O -0.5 

* 15 
Angles are: O, 153,0 
Diagonal >0.89,1,-0.89 

-0.89 O 0.45 
O 1 O 
-0.45 O -0.89 

• 16 
Angles are: O, 153, 180 
Diagonal :0.89,-l,-0.89 

0.89 O 0.45 
0-10 
0.45 O -0.89 

•17 
Angles are : 3, 60, O 
Diagonal :0.5,1,0.5 

0.5 O 0.87 
0.05 1 -0.03 
-0.86 0.05 0.5 

* 18 
Angles are : 3, 60, 3 
Diagonal :0.5,0.99.0.5 

0.5 -0.03 0.87 
0.1 0.99 -0.03 
-0.86 0.1 0.5 

* 19 
Angles are : 3, 60,171 
Diagonal :-0.49,-0.99,0.5 

-0.49 -0.08 0.87 
0.11 -0.99 -0.03 
0.86 0.08 0.5 

• 2 0 
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Angles are: 3, 60,174 
Diagonal :-0.5,-l,0.5 

-0.5 -0.05 0.87 
0.06 -l -0.03 
0.87 0.04 0.5 

Angles are: 3, 120. 177 
Diagonal :0.5.-l,-0.5 

0.5 0.03 0.87 
0.01 -l 0.03 
0.87 -0.01 -0.5 

Angles are : 6, 60,177 
Diagonal:-0.5,-1,0.5 

-0.5 -0.03 0.87 
-0.04 -l -0.05 
0.87 -0.06 0 5 

•21 
Angles are: 3, 60,177 
Diagonal :-0.5,-l,0.5 

-0.5 -0.03 0.87 
0.01 -l -0.03 
0.87 -0.01 0.5 

•28 
Angles are: 3, 120, 180 
Diagonal .0.5,-1,-0.5 

0.5 O 0.87 
-0.05 -l 0.03 
0.86 -0.05 -0.5 

•35 
Angles are : 6, 60,180 
Diagonal >0.5,-0.99,0.5 

-0.5 O 0.87 
-0.09 -0.99 -0.05 
0.86 -0.1 0.5 

•22 
Angles are : 3, 60, 180 
Diagonal >0.5,-1,0.5 

-0.5 O 0.87 
-0.05 -l -0.03 
0.86 -0.05 0.5 

• 2 9 
Angles are : 6, 24, 57 
Diagonal :0.5,0.51,0.91 

0.5 -0.77 0.41 
0.86 0.51 -0.1 
-0.13 0.4 0.91 

•36 
Angles are . 6,120, O 
Diagonal >0.5,0.99,-0.5 

-0.5 O 0.87 
0.09 0.99 0.05 
-086 0.1 -05 

•23 
Angles are : 3,120, O 
Diagonal >0.5,1,-0.5 

-0.5 O 0.87 
0.05 1 0.03 
-0.86 0.05 -0.5 

•30 
Angles are : 6, 24,174 
Diagonal >0.91,-0.99,0.91 

-0.91 -0.1 0.41 
0.06 -0.99 -0.1 
0.41 -0.06 0.91 

•37 
Angles are : 6,120,171 
Diagonal :0.49,-1,-0.5 

0.49 0.08 0.87 
0.07 -l 0.05 
0.87 0.03 -0.5 

• 2 4 
Angles are : 3,120, 3 
Diagonal >0.5,0.99,-0.5 

-0.5 0.03 0.87 
0.1 0.99 0.03 
-0.86 0.1 -0.5 

•31 
Angles are: 6, 60, O 
Diagonal :0.5,0.99,0.5 

0.5 O 0.87 
0.09 0.99 -0.05 
-0.86 0.1 0.5 

•38 
Angles are : 6,120,174 
Diagonal :0.5,-l,-0.5 

0.5 0.05 0.87 
0.01 -l 0.05 
0.87 -0.01 -0.5 

•25 
Angles are: 3,120,171 
Diagonal :0.49,-0.99,-0.5 

0.49 0.08 0.87 
0.11 -0.99 0.03 
0.86 0.08 -0.5 

• 3 2 
Angles are : 6, 60, 171 
Diagonal :-0.49,-1,0.5 

-0.49 -0.08 0.87 
0.07 -l -0.05 
0.87 0.03 0.5 

• 3 9 
Anglesare:6.120,177 
Diagonal: 0.5,-1,-0.5 

0.5 0.03 0.87 
-0.04 -l 0.05 
0.87 -0.06 -0.5 

•26 
Anglesare:3,120,174 
Diagonal :0.5,-1,-0.5 

0.5 0.05 0.87 
0.06 -l 0.03 
0.87 0.04 -0.5 

•33 
Angles are : 6, 60,174 
Diagonal :-0.5,-1,0.5 

-0.5 -0.05 0.87 
0.01 -l -0.05 
087 -0.01 0.5 

• 4 0 
Angles are : 6,120,180 
Diagonal :0.5,-0.99,-0.5 

0.5 O 0.87 
-0.09 -0.99 0.05 
0.86 -0.1 -05 

27 34 •41 
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Angles are : 6,156, 57 
Diagonal >0.5,0.51,-0.91 

-0.5 0.77 0.41 
0.86 0.51 0.1 
-0.13 0.4 -0.91 

Angles are : 9, 120, 177 
Diagonal .0.5,-0.99,-0.49 

0.5 0.03 0.87 
-0.08 -0.99 0.08 
0.86 -0.11 -0.49 

Angles are : 24.171, 156 
Diagonal: 0.9,-0.86,-0.9 

0.9 0 4 0.16 
0.31 -0.86 0.4 
0.3 -0.31 -0,9 

• 4 2 
Angles are . 6, 156, 174 
Diagonal :0.91,-0.99,-0.91 

0.91 0.1 0.41 
0.06 -0.99 0.1 
0.41 -0.06 -0.91 

•43 
Angles are : 9, 60, 171 
Diagonal >0.49,-1,0.49 

-0.49 -0.08 0.87 
0.02 -l -0.08 
0.87 -0.02 0.49 

• 4 4 
Angles are : 9, 60,174 
Diagonal >0.5,-1,0.49 

-0.5 -0.05 0.87 
-0.03 -l -0.08 
0.87 -0.07 0.49 

• 4 9 
Angles are : 18, 18, 18 
Diagonal :0.9,0.88,0.9 

0.9 -0.29 0.31 
0.38 0.88 -0.29 
-0.18 0.38 0.9 

• 50 
Angles are: 18,162, 18 
Diagonal >0.9,0.87,-0.9 

-0.9 0.29 0.31 
0.38 0.87 0.29 
-0.18 0.38 -0.9 

• 51 
Angles are : 24, 6,120 
Diagonal >0.5,-0.49,0.91 

-0.5 -0.86 0.1 
0.77 -0.49 -0.4 
0.4 -0.12 0.91 

• 5 6 
Angles are : 24. 174, 120 
Diagonal :0.5,-0.49,-0.91 

0.5 0.86 0.1 
0.77 -0.49 0.4 
0.4 -0.12 -0.91 

•57 
Angles are : 30, 54, 33 
Diagonal: 0.49,0.51,0.51 

0.49 -0.32 0.81 
0.81 0.51 -0.29 
-0.32 0.8 0.51 

• 5 8 
Angles are : 30,126, 33 
Diagonal >0.49,0.51,-0.51 

-0.49 0.32 0.81 
0.81 0.51 0.29 
-0.32 0.8 -0.51 

•45 
Angles are : 9, 60,177 
Diagonal :-0.5,-0.99,0.49 

-0.5 -0.03 0.87 
-0.08 -0.99 -0.08 
0.86 -0.11 0.49 

• 5 2 
Angles are : 24, 9, 156 
Diagonal >0.9,-0.86,0.9 

-0.9 -0.4 0.16 
0.31 -0.86 -0.4 
0.3 -0.3J 0.9 

• 5 9 
Angles are : 33, 54, 30 
Diagonal: 0.51,0.51,0.49 

0.51 -0.29 0.81 
0.8 0.51 -0.32 
-0.32 0.81 0.49 

• 4 6 
Angles are : 9,120,171 
Diagonal :0.49,-l,-0.49 

0.49 0.08 0.87 
0.02 -l 0.08 
0.87 -0.02 -0.49 

•53 
Angles are : 24, 12, 156 
Diagonal >0.89,-0.87,0.89 

-0.89 -0.4 0.21 
0.29 -0.87 -0.4 
0.34 -0.29 0.89 

•60 
Angles are: 33,126,30 
Diagonal :-0.51,0.51.-0.49 

-0.51 0.29 0.81 
0.8 0.51 0.32 
-0.32 0.81 -0.49 

•47 
Angles are: 9,120,174 
Diagonal :0.5..1,-0.49 

0.5 0.05 0.87 
-0.03 -l 0.08 
0.87 -0.07 -0.49 

• 54 
Angles are : 24, 168,156 
Diagonal :0.89,-0.87,.0.89 

0.89 0.4 0.21 
0.29 -0.87 0.4 
0.34 -0.29 -0.89 

•61 
Angles are ; 57, 24, 6 
Diagonal :0.91,0.51,0.5 

0.91 -0.1 0.41 
0.4 0.51 -0.77 
-0.13 0.86 0.5 

• 4 8 55 62 
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Anglesare: 57, 156,6 
Diagonal >0.91.0.51,-0.5 

-0.91 0.1 0.41 
0.4 0.51 0.77 
-0.13 0.86 -0.5 

Anglesare: 147, 54,150 
Diagonal >0.51,0.51,-0.49 

-0.51 -0.29 0.81 
-0.8 0.51 -0.32 
-0.32 -0.8] -0.49 

Angles are : 156, 168, 24 
Diagonal >0.89,-0.87,0.89 

-0.89 0.4 0.21 
-0.29 -0.87 0.4 
0.34 0.29 0.89 

•63 
Angles are : 60, 6,156 
Diagonal >0.91,-0.49,0.5 

-0.91 -0.4 0.1 
0.12 -0.49 -0.86 
0.4 -0.77 0.5 

* 70 
Anglesare: 147, 126,150 
Diagonal :0.51.0.51,0.49 

0.51 0.29 0.81 
-0.8 0.51 0.32 
-0.32 -0.81 0.49 

•77 
Anglesare: 156, 171,24 
Diagonal:-0.9,-0.86,0.9 

-0.9 0.4 0.16 
-0.31 -0.86 0.4 
0.3 0.31 0.9 

»64 
Anglesare: 60, 174, 156 
Diagonal :0.91,-0.49,-0.5 

0.91 0.4 0.1 
0.12 -0.49 0.86 
0.4 -0.77 -0.5 

•65 
Angles are : 120, 6, 24 
Diagonal :0.91,-0.49,-0.5 

0.91 -0.4 0.1 
-0.12 -0.49 -0.86 
0.4 .0.77 -0.5 

•71 
Anglesare: 150,54, 147 
Diagonal :-0.49,0.51,-0.51 

-0.49 -0.32 0.81 
-0.81 0.51 -0.29 
-0.32 -0.8 -0.51 

• 7 2 
Anglesare: 150,126,147 
Diagonal :0.49,0.51,0.51 

0.49 0.32 0.81 
-0.81 0.51 0.29 
-0.32 -0.8 0.51 

•78 
Anglesare: 156, 174,60 
Diagonal :-0.5,-0.49,0.91 

-0.5 0.86 0.1 
-0.77 -0.49 0.4 
0.4 0.12 0.91 

• 7 9 
Angles are : 162, 18, 162 
Diagonal :-0.9,0.87,-0.9 

-0.9 -0.29 0.31 
-0.38 0.87 -0.29 
-0.18 -0.38 -0.9 

•66 
Angles are : 120,174, 24 
Diagonal :-0.91,-0.49,0.5 

-0.91 0.4 0.1 
-0.12 -0.49 0.86 
0.4 0.77 0.5 

•67 
Angles are : 123, 24,174 
Diagonal :-0.91,0.51,-0.5 

-0.91 -0.1 0.41 
-0.4 0.51 -0.77 
-0.13 -0.86 -0.5 

•73 
Angles are : 156, 6, 60 
Diagonal :0.5,-0.49,-0.91 

0.5 -0.86 0.1 
-0.77 -0.49 -0.4 
0.4 0.12 -0.91 

• 7 4 
Angles are: 156, 9, 24 
Diagonal :0.9,-0.86,-0.9 

0.9 -0.4 0.16 
-0.31 -0.86 -0.4 
0.3 0.31 -0.9 

•80 
Angles are : 162, 162, 162 
Diagonal :0.9,0.87,0.9 

0.9 0.29 0.31 
-0.38 0.87 0.29 
-0.18 -0.38 0.9 

•81 
Anglesare: 171,60,3 
Diagonal :0.5,-0.99,-0.49 

0.5 -0.03 0.87 
0.08 -0.99 -0.08 
0.86 0.11 -0.49 

•68 
Anglesare: 123, 156, 174 
Diagonal :0.91,0.51,0.5 

0.91 0.1 0.41 
-0.4 0.51 0.77 
-0.13 -0.86 0.5 

•75 
Angles are: 156,12, 24 
Diagonal :0.89,-0.87,-0.89 

0.89 -0.4 0.21 
-0.29 -0.87 -0.4 
0J4 0.29 -0.89 

•82 
Angles are: 171, 60, 6 
Diagonal :0.5,-l,-0.49 

0.5 -0.05 0.87 
0.03 -l -0.08 
0.87 0.07 -0.49 

69 76 •83 
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Angles are : 171, 60, 9 
Diagonal :0.49,-1,-0.49 

0.49 -0.08 0.87 
-0.02 -l -0.08 
0.87 0.02 -0.49 

Angles are : 174, 60, 3 
Diagonal :0.5,-l,-0.5 

0.5 -0.03 0.87 
0.04 -l -0.05 
0.87 0.06 -0.5 

Angles are; 174, 120,9 
Diagonal :-0.49,-l,0.5 

-0.49 0.08 0.87 
-0.07 -l 0.05 
0.87 -0.03 0.5 

• 84 
Angles are: 171, 120, 3 
Diagonal :-0.5,-0.99,0.49 

-0.5 0.03 0.87 
0.08 -0.99 0.08 
0.86 0.11 0.49 

»85 
Angles are: 171, 120,6 
Diagonal:-0.5,-l,0.49 

-0.5 0.05 0.87 
0.03 -l 0.08 
0.87 0.07 0.49 

*86 
Angles are: 171, 120,9 
Diagonal :-0.49,-l,0.49 

-0.49 0.08 0.87 
-0.02 -l 0.08 
0.87 0.02 0.49 

*87 
Angles are : 174, 24, 6 
Diagonal :0.91,-0.99,-0.91 

0.91 -0.1 0.41 
-0.06 -0.99 -0.1 
0.41 0.06 -0.91 

•91 
Angles are : 174, 60, 6 
Diagonal :0.5,-1,-0.5 

0.5 -0.05 0.87 
-0.01 -l -0.05 
0.87 0.01 -0.5 

• 92 
Angles are : 174, 60, 9 
Diagonal :0.49,-l,-0.5 

0.49 -0.08 0.87 
-0.07 -l -0.05 
0.87 -0.03 -0.5 

•93 
Angles are: 174, 60,180 
Diagonal :-0.5,0.99,-0.5 

-0.5 O 0.87 
-0.09 0.99 -0.05 
-0.86 -0.1 -0.5 

•94 
Angles are : 174,120, O 
Diagonal :-0.5,-0.99,0.5 

-0.5 O 0.87 
0.09 -0.99 0.05 
0.86 0.1 0.5 

•98 
Angles are: 174, 120, 180 
Diagonal: 0.5,0.99,0.5 

0.5 O 0.87 
-0.09 0.99 0.05 
-0.86 -0.1 0.5 

• 9 9 
Angles are: 174, 156,6 
Diagonal :-0.91,-0.99,0.91 

-0.91 0.1 0.41 
-0.06 -0.99 0.1 
0.41 0.06 0.91 

• 100 
Angles are: 174, 156, 123 
Diagonal: 0.5,0.51,0.91 

0.5 0.77 0.41 
-0.86 0.51 0.1 
-0.13 -0.4 0.91 

• 101 
Angles are : 177, 60, O 
Diagonal :0.5,-l,-0.5 

0.5 O 0.87 
0.05 -l -0.03 
0.86 0.05 -0.5 

•88 
Angles are: 174,24,123 
Diagonal :-0.5,0.51,-0.91 

-0.5 -0.77 0.41 
-0.86 0.51 -0.1 
-0.-13 -0.4 -0.9i 

•95 
Angles are: 174,120, 3 
Diagonal :-0.5,-1,0.5 

-0.5 0.03 0.87 
0.04 -l 0.05 
0.87 0.06 0.5 

• 102 
Angles are : 177, 60, 3 
Diagonal :0.5,-l,-0.5 

0.5 -0.03 0.87 
-0.01 -l -0.03 
0.87 0.01 -0.5 

•89 
Angles are : 174, 60, O 
Diagonal: 0.5,-0.99,-0.5 

0.5 O 0.87 
0.09 -0.99 -0.05 
0.86 0.1 -0.5 

•96 
Angles are: 174,120, 6 
Diagonal :-0.5,-1,0.5 

-0.5 0.05 0.87 
-0.01 -l 0.05 
0.87 a 01 0.5 

• 103 
Angles are: 177, 60, 6 
Diagonal :0.5,-l,-0.5 

0.5 -0.05 0.87 
-0.06 -l -0.03 
0.87 -0.04 -0.5 

90 97 • 104 
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Angles are : 177, 60. 9 
Diagonal :0.49,-0.99,-0.5 

0.49 -0.08 0.87 
-0.11 -0.99 -0.03 
0.86 -008 -05 

Angles are: 177,120,177 
Diagonal :0.5,0.99,0.5 

0.5 0.03 0.87 
-0.1 0.99 0.03 
-0.86 -0.1 0.5 

Angles are : 180, 60. 174 
Diagonal :-0.5,0.99.-0.5 

-0.5 -0.05 0.87 
-0.1 0.99 O 
-086 -0.09 -05 

* 105 
Angles are : 177, 60.177 
Diagonal:-0.5,0.99.-0.5 

-0.5 -0.03 0.87 
-0.1 0.99 -0.03 
-0.86 -0.1 -0.5 

• 112 
Angles are: 177. 120, 180 
Diagonal :0.5,1.0.5 

0.5 O 0.87 
-0.05 1 0.03 
-0.86 -0.05 0.5 

• 119 
Angles are : 180, 60, 177 
Diagonal >0.5,1,-0.5 

-0.5 -0.03 0.87 
-0.05 1 O 
-0.86 -0.05 -0.5 

* 106 
Angles are: 177, 60. 180 
Diagonal :-0.5,l,-0.5 

-0.5 O 0,87 
-0.05 1 -0.03 
-0.86 -0.05 -0.5 

• 113 
Angles are : 180, 27, O 
Diagonal .0.89,-1,-0.89 

0.89 O 0.45 
0-10 
0.45 O -0.89 

* 120 
Angles are : 180, 60, 180 
Diagonal .-0.5,1,-0.5 

-0.5 O 0.87 
O 1 O 
-087 O -0,5 

* 107 
Angles are : 177, 120, O 
Diagonal >0.5,-1,0.5 

-0.5 O 0.87 
0.05 -l 0.03 
0.86 0.05 0.5 

* 114 
Angles are : 180, 27, 180 
Diagonal >0.89,1,-0.89 

-0.89 O 0.45 
O 1 O 
-0.45 O -0.89 

* 121 
Angles are : 180, 120, O 
Diagonal >0.5,-1,0.5 

-0.5 O 0.87 
0-10 
0.87 O 0.5 

» 108 
Angles are: 177,120, 3 
Diagonal >0.5,-1,0.5 

-0.5 0.03 0.87 
-0.01 -l 0.03 
0.87 0.01 0.5 

* 115 
Angles are : 180, 60, O 
Diagonal :0.5.-l.-0.5 

0.5 O 0.87 
0-10 
0.87 O -05 

•122 
Angles are: 180. 120,3 
Diagonal:-0.5,-1,0.5 

-0.5 0.03 0.87 
-0,05 -l O 
0.86 -0.05 0 5 

* 109 
Angles are : 177, 120, 6 
Diagonal :-0.5,-l,0.5 

-0.5 0.05 0.87 
-0.06 -l 0.03 
0.87 -0.04 0.5 

• 116 
Angles are : 180, 60, 3 
Diagonal :0.5,-l,-0.5 

0.5 -0.03 0.87 
-0.05 -l O 
0.86 -0.05 -0.5 

* 123 
Angles are : 180, 120, 6 
Diagonal :-0.5,-0.99,0.5 

-0.5 0.05 0.87 
-0.1 -0.99 O 
0.86 -0.09 0.5 

• 110 
Angles are : 177, 120, 9 
Diagonal:-0.49,-0.99,0.5 

-0.49 0.08 0.87 
-0.11 -0.99 0.03 
0.86 -0.08 05 

* 117 
Angles are : 180, 60, 6 
Diagonal :0.5,-0.99,-0.5 

0.5 -0.05 0.87 
-0.1 -0.99 O 
0.86 -0.09 -0.5 

» 124 
Angles are: 180,120,174 
Diagonal :0.5,0.99,0.5 

0.5 0.05 0.87 
-0.1 0.99 O 
-086 -0 09 0.5 

111 118 125 
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Anglesare: 180, 120, 177 
Diagonal :0.5,1,0.5 

0.5 0.03 0.87 
-0.05 1 O 
-0.86 -0.05 0.5 

• 126 
Anglesare: 180, 120, 180 
Diagonal :0.5,1,0.5 

0.5 O 0.87 
O 1 O 
-0.87 O 0.5 

• 127 
Anglesare: 180, 153,0 
Diagonal:-0.89,-1,0.89 

• 128 
Angles are : 180,153,180 
Diagonal :0.89,1,0.89 

0.89 O 0.45 
O 1 O 
-0.45 O 0.89 

-0.89 O 0.45 
0-10 
0.45 O 0.89 
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b. Sources 

o Experience in co-operation/consulting/interviews (1999-2003): 
/BRIDGEPOINT/ BhdgepointCapital, Bridgepoint Capital GmbH, 
Dusseldorf 

ICoCI Center of Competence for Energy Saving and Resource 
Protection GbR, Rosenheim/Bangkok, http://www.coc-banakok.cofn 
/CVC/ CVC Capital Partners, CVC Capital Beratungs GmbH. 
Frankfurt 
/DB/ DB investor, DB Industrial Holdings AG, Deutsche Bank 
Group, Eschborn 
/EURATIO/ Euratio Akademie AG, Zurich 
/FACHHOCHSCHULE ROSENHEIM/ University of Applied 
Sciences, Rosenheim httD://www.fh-rosenheim.de 
/INFINEON/ Infineon Technologies AG, Munchen, 
httD://www.infineon.com 

/McKinsey/ McKinsey&Company Inc., Munchen 
/MICRONAS/ Micronas Semiconductor AG, Zurich, 
httD://www.micronas.com 
/NK Optik/ NK Optik GmbH Baierbrunn 
/RADERMACHER/ Radermacher & Partner Berlin GmbH, ein 
Untemehmen der Knight Wendiing Consulting Gruppe, Berlin 
/SCHRODER/ Schroder Ventures, Schroders & Partner 
Beteiligungsberatungs GmbH, Frankfurt 
/SSSB/ Schroeder Salomon Smith Barney, a member of Citigroup, 
London 
/SEMI/ Organisation of Semiconductor Suppiiers and Manufacturers, 
http://www.semi.orQ 
/TELEWEB/ Teleweb Consortium, http://www.superteletext.tv 
/TMC/ TMC Intemational, Thun Management Consulting 
International GmbH, Frankfurt/M 
/UBS/ UBS Warburg, financial sen/ices group of UBS AG, Zurich 
/QUESTRA/ Questra Consulting, a division of Questra Corporation, 
Pleasanton, CA. 
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und Schwarzenberg 1983, Munchen, Wien, ISBN 3-541-09052-9 
/BESCHORNER/ Beschorner. DIeter AWBL kurzgefaRt: allg. 
Betriebswirtschaftslehre in komprimierter Form', Verlag V. Florentz 
1985, Munchen, ISBN 3-88259-371-7 
/BLEICHER/ Bleicher, Knut, ,Das Konzept Integriertes 
Management', Campus Verlag 1992, Frankfurt/Main, ISBN 3-593-
34792-X 
/BLUME/ Blume, Christian, ,Frei programmierbare Manipulatoren: 
Aufbau und Programmierung von Industrierobotern', Vogel-Druck 
1981, Wurzburg, ISBN 3-8023-0651-1 
/BORSCHE/ Borsche, Tilman [Hrsg.], ,Klassiker der 
Sprachphilosophie: von Platon bis Noam Chomsky', C.H. Beck'sche 
Verlagsbuchhandiung 1996, Munchen, ISBN 3 406 40520 7 
/B0SSEL1/ Bossel, Hartmut, ,Modellbildung und Simulation', 
Vieweg 1992, Braunschweig, Wiesbaden; ISBN 3-528-05242-2 
Bossel, Hartmut, ,Simulation dynamischer Systeme', Vieweg 1989, 
Braunschweig; ISBN 3-528-04746-1 
/BOYETT/ Boyett, Joseph H., Boyett Jimmie T. , 'Management 
Guide; Die Top-ldeen der Management-Gunjs', Econ Verlag 1999, 
Deutschiand, ISBN 3-430-11481-0 
Burns, James MacGregor, .Transforming Leadership: a new pursuit 
of happyness', Atlantic Monthly Press New York 2003, ISBN 0-
87113-866-2 
Copeland, Tom, et al., ,Untemehmenswert', Campus Verlag 2002, 
Frankfurt Main, ISBN 3-593-36895-1 
/COVEY/ Covey, Stephen R., ,The seven habits of highiy effective 
people', Simon & Schuster Ltd. 1994, London, ISBN 0-671-711172 
Covey, Stephen R., 'Living the 7 habits: stories of courage and 
inspiration', Sinrran&Schuster 1999, Massachusets USA, ISBN 0-
684-84664-0 
/DECKER/ Decker, Reinhold, 'Marketingforschung: Methoden und 
Modelle zur Bestimmung des Kundenverhaltens', Verlag moderne 
Industrie 2002, ISBN 3-478-37370-0 
/DORNER/ D(jrner, Klaus, 'Irren ist menschiich oder Lehrbuch der 
Psychiatrie, Psychotherapie', Psychiatrie Verlag 1986, Bonn, ISBN 
3-88414-047-7 
Dotzauer, Ernst, 'GrundIagen der digitalen Simulation', Hanser 
Studienbucher 1987, Munchen, Wien; ISBN 3-446-15093-5 
/DRUCKER/ Drucker, Peter F., 'Die Kunst des Managements', Econ 
Verlag Munchen 2000, ISBN 3-430-12237-6 
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Drucker, Peter F., .Management Challenges of the 21 st Century', 
Harper Business New York 1999, ISBN 0-88730-998-4 
/FARKAS/ Farkas, Charles, M., ' Spitzenmanager und ihre 
Fiihrungsstrategien: 160 Interviews mit internationalen 
FCihrungskrâften', Campus Verlag 1996, Frankfurt, ISBN 3-593-
35587-6 
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57851-486-X 
AA/GO/ GroBe-Oertringhaus. .Strategie Workshop', Siemens AG ZU 
F 3 1990, Munchen, Vortragsunterlagen 
/HAGSTROM/ Hagstrom, Robert G., .Buffettissimo! Die 12 
Prinzipien fur die Borse von Heute', Campus Verlag 2002, 
Frankfurt/Main, ISBN 3-593-36948-6 
/HAMEL/ Hamei, Gary, ,Das revolutionăre Untemehmen: wer 
Regein bricht: gewinnf, Econ Ullstein List Verlag GmbH 2001, 
Munchen, ISBN 3-430-13970-4 
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ISBN 3-593-32086-X 
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Econ Ullstein List Verlag 2000, Munchen ISBN 3-430-14652-6 
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/ITRS/ International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 2001 
editlon, httD://publlc.itrs.net 
Jossey-Bass, .Business Leadership: a Jossey-Bass reader", John 
Wiley & Sons 2003, San Francisco. ISBN 0-7879-6441-7 
Kaku. Michio. 'Zukunftsvisionen: wie Wissenschaft und Technik des 
21. Jahrhunderts unser Leben revolutionieren'. Lichtenberg Verlag 
GmbH 1998. Munchen, ISBN 3-7852-8411-X 
Kampe, G; MOIIer. D.. .Simulationstechnik: 10. Symposium in 
Dresden. September 1996', Friedr. Vieweg&Sohn 
Verlagsgeselischaft mbH 1996, BraunschweigA/Viesbaden, ISBN 3-
528-06889-2 
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d. Abbreviations and Notations 

Matrices are written in capital slope letters: A 
al l al 2 a\n 

nxm matrices are written as 
a21 a22 aln 

= A 

am\ am2 amn 

Vectors are written in capital bold letters: CV 
Vectors are written [a1, a1, ...,an] 
Transposed vectors (1xn matrix) are written [al, a1 an]^ 
The value of a vector is written |A| 
Unit vectors are written in snnall bold letters with an index "i" for the 
system; unit vectors are X|, yi, and Z| 
A set of values is written {a1, a2,..,} 
A function generally is written V(..) (for example probability of P(...)) 
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Et al.: et alteri (and others) 
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EU: Europe 
ff: and foilowing 
FV: Firm Value = Market Capitalisation + Debt - Cash 
FY: Fiscal Year 
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G&V: Profit&Loss Statement (Gewinn- und Verlustrechnung) 
HR: Human Resources 
i: Identical (in parameter tables regarding 'view') 
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IT: Information Technology 
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MBO: Management Buy Out 
MF: merger/Fusion 

MFG: Manufacturing 
MON: Month 
NM: Not Mentioned 
O: Opportunity 
P: Parameter 
PO: Potential Partner 
PR: Project 
P&L: Profit and Loss 
R: Risk 
R&D: Research and Development 
SG&A: Sales, General and Administration Cost 
SW: Software 
SWOT: Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat 
S&M: Sales and Marketing 
T: Tag (Day) 
TAM: Total Available Market 
Thal: Thailand 
TV: Television Set 
UE: Unified Enterprise 
v: Vlew 
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W: Week 
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